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The Long Way Home

Healing by Doing

M

y husband and I were in a bad place last summer, so we
left home and went into the mountains for three days. Our younger
daughter had just graduated and left home for good. He’d lost two jobs to the
bad economy in 15 months. The old ways of coping with change had led us to
a brick wall. I was in despair. But I knew that we could camp.
Weighed down by loss and the constraints of old habits, we pulled the
gear off the shelves. It’d been a while since we’d gone together; we found to
our surprise that during a purge of his collection of old equipment, he’d given
away our two-person tent. So we borrowed one. He pulled out a different old
stove he’d found somewhere—I had my doubts, but I have always trusted
him with the stove. I plotted our route, as I had been doing for many years;
he trusted me to do that. He cleaned the water filter. I packed the food. We
were used to letting each other do those things.
	Of all the things he and I had done together—move five times, raise children, look for work, sit by each other’s sickbeds—backpacking was the one
we often did in silence. We had hiked thousands of miles together. I had
hiked perhaps a thousand more without him. Of all the places we could start
healing, the mountains seemed the obvious choice.
	It’s one thing to feel love, even selfless love, but sometimes in life, you have
to just shut up and walk. Now we would do again what we once had loved to
do together. And so, we parked the car and buried the keys in the pack. Talley, our little dog, sniffed the ground, and we began up the steep slope. The
rocks were soaked from weeks of downpours. The mosquitoes followed in
clouds. All afternoon I breathed in rhythm with Nat’s trudging. We camped
in a shelter down the ridge from a group of orphan boys in a state wilderness
program. They ran over to meet the dog as their leaders stirred huge pots of
stew.
The next morning, as I tried to organize my pack, Nat waded in with
suggestions on how to load it. I lost my temper and yelled that I could not
concentrate with his interruptions. He did not deserve that. I apologized. He
said I did not need to apologize. I thought I did.
6 Appalachia
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We scrambled up to Mount Everett and across the wet rocks of Mount
Race. His muscular legs in their baggy gaiters faded in and out of fog. He
picked me some blueberries at lunch. Talley climbed so strongly over the
slippery treadway that Nat called her the sure-footed mountain goat. The sun
began to beam through the mist.
As I walked through the afternoon, it came to me: “Be patient.”
“Become the woman you can be.”
	Our second night out, we met some wonderful young hikers, some thruhiking the Appalachian Trail, and the ridgerunner, a 26-year-old woman who
rallied us all to return the picnic table to its proper position. We gathered
water, lit the stove, set up the tent, and listened to each other’s trail stories.
The peace of chores, which had eluded me in our little house, settled in.
Much later, as man and dog slept soundly next to me, I sat up and pulled out
my headlamp and notebook. As I always do when camping, I scribbled down
where we lay, how the woods had looked that night, and, of course, how the
two of us were doing. I could picture him earlier that day, a man I had not
seen in a long time—wearing his maroon baseball cap over a bandanna protecting against the bugs, joking with the others.
And so, on the third day, we continued. We slid over the slick, worn rocks
of these old mountains. The footing was more dangerous than wet granite. I
knew that the rocks didn’t care. They were just rocks. They were like problems
that won’t budge. When you look closely, you realize that both contain cracks
and handholds. For the two of us, the future remained hidden. But I could
see a way to get to it.
For weeks after we went home, when I closed my eyes, I would see the wet
boulders, leaf duff, mud, streams, and cairns. I knew that I could learn to get
through and around them in a way that makes sense, in the right time. The
trip had marked the climb up from a low point. The way out would not take
us as long as I had feared.
—Christine Woodside
Editor-in-Chief
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You Can’t Run That
Trail running hits the White Mountains
Doug Mayer

8 Appalachia
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I

am running up Wildcat Mountain’s Polecat Trail. It’s a
beautiful fall afternoon, midweek, and it’s just me, my dog Samivel, and
the mountain. My pulse, my breathing, all settle into a familiar groove.
As I move upward, I shed the day’s trivialities. My mind wanders. I am
working hard, and yet I am totally calm. This moment is exactly why I love
trail running.
Then, without warning, another runner passes me. The downright shock
of it causes me to gasp. Maybe I’m hallucinating. I have been running in the
White Mountains of New Hampshire for nearly twenty years. I have been
passed by deer, moose, and bear—but, other than an occasional friend at
my side, I have almost never seen another runner. “Hey! How’s it going?” A
friendly wave and a smile. I give an incomprehensible answer. I don’t usually
compare myself with others when it comes to my running, but it’s impossible not to notice that he’s much faster, much fitter. We talk for a minute,
and he departs, floating upward with all the effort of a leaf blowing toward
the summit.
My mystery speed demon was waiting at the top. It was two-time
U.S. Mountain Running Team member Kevin Tilton, a Conway,
New Hampshire, resident. My ego breathed a secret sigh of relief.
That was three Octobers ago. In the intervening years, passing, or being
passed by, trail runners has only become more common. Trail running has
arrived in full force in the White Mountains.

Growth
Across the country, trail runner numbers have been growing. According to
the American Trail Running Association, the number of participants in trail
running events has increased more than fourfold in the past dozen years and
now surpasses 400,000 a year.
	New England has experienced the same trend. One of the first to
notice the change was Fred Pilon. In spring 1981, Pilon helped launch
Ultrarunning magazine. Within a year of the start of the magazine, he was
also one of three individuals to form the New England Trail Running Circuit.
The circuit began with four races. Today, it has morphed into the Grand Tree
Trail Race Series, consisting of nineteen races across four states. There are now
On a summer day, Kevin Tilton runs through the Presidential Range, twenty-plus miles
across the highest summits of New Hampshire. JOE KLEMENTOVICH
Summer/FALL 2014 9
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similar, if less extensive, series elsewhere in New England states. Pilon’s Ultrarunning magazine is alive and well. One of the first widely available sources
of information for trail runners, it has gone from black and white to glossy
color—in many ways, mirroring changes to trail running itself.
Closer to home, at the base of Mount Washington, Great Glen Trails
Outdoor Center General Manager Howie Wemyss has noticed the growing
number of trail runners, too. Fourteen years ago, Great Glen started a sixweek spring trail running series. It has grown steadily ever since. A fall series
was added a decade ago, and a mini-course for kids was recently created.
Today, runners of all levels can be found in the mountains. Recreational
runners enjoy a challenging run on classic, rugged White Mountain terrain,
and elites from around the country vie for fastest known times, or FKTs, as
they’re known to the trail running cognoscenti. When fall ebbs and trails
become icy, more devoted trail runners add microspikes, high-tech insulation,
and running poles to their equipment list. Others, meanwhile, transition to
the growing sport of snowshoe racing, using new, lightweight gear on mostly
packed trails. Behind today’s rapidly evolving trail running scene, though,
are the quirkier days of an activity that was largely invisible to the rest of
the outdoors community. How did trail running go from under-the-radar,
outdoors sideshow to mainstream recreational activity? To get a sense for that
transition, it helps to go back nearly 60 years and remember one of the fastest
hikers ever to set foot in the White Mountains.

Chris Goetze: Hiker First, Runner Second
Fresh off a strong season on the Randolph Mountain Club trail crew, Chris
Goetze left Grafton Notch, Maine, at 6 a.m. on August 28, 1958. Eight hours
and six and a half minutes later, having traversed 28 and three-quarters miles,
over some of the most rugged terrain along the Appalachian Trail, he stepped
off the rail trestle in Gorham, New Hampshire. At age 19, he had just lopped
more than two hours off of the Mahoosuc Range traverse time—a record that
had stood for 31 years.
Earlier that summer, Goetze had shattered the record for the huts traverse
(16 hours, 41 minutes), with a route that then included Pinkham Notch Camp
(as it was called then), a record previously held by Bert Malcolm of Randolph.
He turned in a number of other remarkably fast times, including Randolph
to Crawford Notch in 4 hours, 35 minutes. His preferred trail running diet?

10 Appalachia
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Raisins, pineapple juice, . . . and steak, cooked by friends, served up en route,
and washed down by a quart of milk.
Goetze was impressive in other respects. His feats were the stuff of legend.1
An adventurer in the original sense of the word, Goetze had first ascents
to his credit in Labrador. But, preferring to keep blank spots on the map
so others who came after could experience the same sense of adventure, he
kept his own accomplishments quiet, even as he edited the mountaineering
achievements of others in this journal.2 After college, he was part of a team
that completed the first direct ascent of Mount McKinley’s Wickersham Wall.
The following year, a team that included his wife, Lydia Goetze, completed
several first ascents in the Hayes Range of Alaska. Later, he and Lydia sailed
for months at a time in Canada’s northern maritime, in their 25-foot boat.
When it came to his speed records, Goetze was part of a long line of ultrafast hikers who thought of themselves as hikers first, and runners second, if
at all. One of his golden rules for his record-breaking trips was, “Walk, don’t
run, except on that last reckless end spurt, and on smooth, gentle, downward
slopes.” In a sense, Goetze was a transitional figure, bridging the speedy hikers
of earlier days to the trail runners of today. Nowhere was that more evident
than on his feet—on one of his epic hikes that summer, he wore, in turn, a
pair of Army surplus walking shoes, a pair of sneakers, and a new pair of boots
from Peter Limmer.
Goetze died of an inoperable brain tumor in 1977, at the age of 38.
Fifteen years later, I moved to Randolph. At the time, the name Chris Goetze
hung in the air with that mix of reverence and awe reserved for someone
of remarkable character who had accomplished much. In a community that
prides itself on the mountaineering accomplishments of its residents, it’s not
an overstatement to say that his presence is still missed. Though he was just
10 years old at the time of Goetze’s exploits, longtime RMC Board Member
Bill Arnold well remembers those accomplishments—including how Goetze
started that summer of 1958, by riding his bike to Randolph from Cambridge,
Massachusetts, in a day.3 “He was pretty down to earth. Those records weren’t
a big deal for him. It was hard to imagine someone with a healthier lifestyle,”
said Arnold. “He left quite an impression.”
See “Far and Fast,” by Klaus Goetze, Appalachia, December 1958, XXXII no. 2, pages 203–211.
Goetze was Appalachia editor from 1975 to 1977.
3
Goetze rode the 170-mile trip on a bike he equipped with six gears. It took him sixteen and
a half hours.
1

2
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“And where did you hike today?”
A generation after Goetze, a few White Mountain regulars had completed
what Goetze began, and made the transition to sneakers. Though their times
were not on a par with Goetze’s remarkable pace, they thought of themselves
as trail runners rather than hikers. One of the first to find himself part of this
quirky undercurrent was Tad Pfeffer. Now an internationally noted glaciologist and a member of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, Pfeffer was an RMC caretaker from 1969 to 1971. He started running shortly after
his stints as caretaker, largely to accomplish long hikes when the free time
to camp overnight simply wasn’t available. Although a nascent trail running
scene was already developing out west, few athletes ran trails in the White
Mountains. Notable among them were Mike Hartrick and Mark Richey, also
two of the best-known climbers of their generation. “The chance of seeing
someone out running who I didn’t know,” said Pfeffer, “was about zero.”4
Pfeffer’s trail running mostly took place around his home base of the
Northern Presidentials. An all-time favorite run started at Pinkham Notch
Camp, headed up to the summit of Mount Washington via Boott Spur, then
down the Ammonoosuc Ravine Trail. At the base of the Cog Railway, he
then returned to the summit via the Jewell Trail, went down the Sphinx
Trail, up the precipitous headwall of the Great Gulf for a third summit, and
finally down Lion Head Trail. His adventure ended with a young woman at
Pinkham Notch Camp conducting a survey at the trailhead. “And where did
you hike today?” she inquired.

Trading Steaks for PowerBars, Limmers for Lava Domes
By the time Pfeffer was running in the White Mountains, the business side
of the recreational world had started to take note of the trail running trend.
Endurance foods were emerging, replacing the whole foods of Goetze’s era.
Not content to trail run and climb, Pfeffer experimented with a sport coming of age a decade
later—mountain biking, once riding the Jefferson Notch Road south to the Cog Railway, and
carrying his bike up the Ammonoosuc Ravine Trail. (“Explaining to several dozen people on
the way up the trail got a little tiresome.”) His plan was to ride down the auto road—until he
found out they didn’t allow bikes on the private road. Anticipating a new passenger, the stagecoach driver was probably surprised when Pfeffer opted to carry his bike down the Tuckerman
Ravine Trail, then ride home to Randolph. Said Pfeffer, “If the dozens of questions I got while
carrying my bike up from the Cog Railway were tiresome, they were nothing compared to the
hundreds of questions I had to answer as I carried my bike down through Tucks.”

4
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The PowerBar was first on the scene. Ancestor of the plethora of processed
sports foods that would take over runners’ packs for the next generation, its
initial results were less than impressive. On a 30-mile run from Crawford
Notch to Randolph, along the Davis Path, Gulfside, and Spur trails, then on
to Randolph, Pfeffer ate nothing else, and consistently “crashed” every hour.
Eventually, he couldn’t stomach the “window-putty,” found two dollars in
his pack, and upon arriving atop Mount Washington, immediately downed
a hot dog, and a cup of tea with a dozen creamers. The results, he said, “were
transformational. I sailed across the Northern Peaks in the dusk on cruise
control.” Later that night, he arrived at his home at the end of Randolph Hill,
where a much-less-synthesized meal of steak and peas was staying warm for
him in the oven. “It was my best run ever,” Pfeffer said.
	In addition to the food they ate, at least one other big difference
distinguished Pfeffer’s exploits from the Goetze era: footwear. Nearly as
soon as running shoes came onto the market, they were put to use in the
mountains. One of the first was the Onitsuka Tiger Corsair, which arrived
in 1969 and had more in common with a tennis sneaker than a true running
shoe. The ergonomics were far from perfect, and the Japanese translation was
more than a bit off, too. “They came in a box with a size conversion chart
labeled ‘Size of Life’: a mistranslation from ‘Sole’ to ‘Soul,’” noted Pfeffer.
“Onitsuka was pretty new in the English-speaking market.”
A series of other shoes came and went in quick succession: Nike’s Waffle
Trainer, various models from Puma and New Balance, Tiger’s Colorado, and
Adidas’s Marathon Trail. None worked as well as today’s models, and most
were appreciably worse. Hopes were high for the Nike Lava Dome, which
first appeared in 1981. Pfeffer said, “I (and many others) thought, ‘This is
it—the trail shoe of my dreams!’—really solid upper and good resistance to
sharp rocks underfoot. What we didn’t know is that the Lava Dome shared
more than a few genes with a Checker Taxi Cab. It was really stiff, heavy in
the toe. It could cut your speed by half, easily.” His solution? “I went back to
the lighter road shoes. Sometimes I actually taped my feet, but more often I
simply wrapped my ankles with ace bandages to give me a little extra ankle
support and padding against hitting rocks.” Alexandra Turnbull, a Randolph
2-year-old at the time, wrapped her feet in rags to imitate her uncle, getting
ready to hit the trails.

Summer/FALL 2014 13
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Changes Off the Trails
A barely edible sports bar and a few rough-around-the-edges shoes do not
make an auspicious start for a new sport. Something more fundamental was
driving the growth of trail running as it became something bigger than a
quirky sideshow. When I asked a variety of White Mountain trail runners
for their thoughts as to why trail running has stepped out from the shadows,
these themes came to the forefront:
• Limited time. As Pfeffer had started to experience a few decades
ago, the crush of growing personal and professional demands
increasingly limited the time available for recreation. In turn, there
was a newfound emphasis on maximizing the benefits from the time
available. Activities such as climbing, which require coordination with
a suitable partner, also became more difficult. Kevin Tilton, for one,
sees this trend continuing: “People continue to want challenge, but
they just don’t have as much time available as in the past. Trail running
is perfect. For now, it’s only going to get more popular.”
• Running fragmentation. Running came of age in the 1970s. As it
has matured, it has started to fragment, and trail running has become
another niche, not unlike how winter mountain biking, competitive
ice climbing, and indoor rock climbing have become niche offspring
of their parent sports of cycling and climbing. Pilon looks back to
the 1980s, when road marathons were beginning to reach their peak:
“A lot of people were looking for something else—trails were a way
to run on a soft surface and have fewer injuries. Besides, running
on a trail is much more interesting than running on the side of a
road.” White Mountain trail runner Curtis Moore noted, “People are
adapting the expanding sport of running to their specific interests and
surroundings. For a lot of people, that’s the trails out their back door.”
• Gear explosion. Those early efforts at equipment and food left trail
runners nauseous and with aching feet. In the past three decades,
manufacturers have continued to improve their offerings. The
development of more and better gear for trail runners ultimately
helped feed the development of the sport. One of the first companies
to focus on trail running was Ultimate Direction, which launched
in 1985. Others soon followed, including such major manufacturers
as Salomon, Sportiva, and New Balance. Outdoors enthusiasts who
might never have given mountain running a second thought now
routinely meet the possibility whenever they walk through the doors
14 Appalachia
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of an Eastern Mountain Sports or thumb through the pages of a
Patagonia catalog. According to Tilton, himself a sponsored runner for
the shoe company Inov-8, runners can buy much more trail-runningspecific gear today than they could a few years ago.
• And more. A sampling of White Mountain trail runners credit other
reasons for this growth: the general increase in adventure sports, an
increasing urge for personal challenges, and the rise of “X game”–type
activities.
But larger social forces and statistics remain soulless; behind those numbers
are individual stories of trail runners. Each of us who has started trail running
can look back to a moment that inspired us to trade our boots for sneakers and
head for the woods. For such inspiration, it may well be that there is nothing
more powerful than a charismatic leader. Here, too, trail running has recently
come into its own. Locally, nationally, and internationally, trail running now
has a new generation that is moving the sport forward. None of these figures
looms larger than the modest, self-effacing Kilian Jornet Burgada.

Kilian and Friends
Every mountain sport, at some point in its development, seems to draw
a charismatic member to its ranks who utterly shatters the idea of what’s
possible. A generation or more ago, ski mountaineering had Jackson Hole
guide Bill Briggs, who skied from the summit of the Grand Teton more than
40 years ago—a route so bold, many didn’t believe him, until a local reporter
had to hire a plane the next day to verify the claim. “What Bill Briggs did,”
said Jackson Hole skier Rick Armstrong, “was open people’s minds.” The
same could be said for today’s solo climbing phenomenon, Alex Honnold.
The mountaineering world, meanwhile, can look to Ueli Steck, ticking off
hugely challenging climbs like the South Face of Annapurna in record times.
	In pulling off their feats, these athletes capture the imagination of both
current and future trail runners, inspiring them to get off their sofas and go
into the mountains. Today, trail running has several such runners, but one
is far out in front of the pack when it comes to opening our minds: Catalan
mountain runner Kilian Jornet.
The New York Times calls Jornet “the most dominating endurance athlete
of his generation,” and that’s no overstatement. He’s won more than 80 races,
and 16 titles and, along the way, has brought a new focus to the merging of
trail running with technical climbing—a version of the mountaineering feat of
Summer/FALL 2014 15
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“enchainment” pioneered by Yosemite
climber Peter Croft, among others.
In August 2012, Jornet ran from the
Italian village of Courmayeur, climbed
Mont Blanc’s L’Arête de l’innominata,
and continued down to Chamonix.
Part trail run, the 42-kilometer route
features extreme exposure, 1,000
meters of climbing and 60-degree
snow slopes. Most climbers take several
days. Doing it in 24 hours would be
stunning. Jornet’s time? 8 hours, 42
minutes.
This past summer, Jornet coasted
past the fastest time up the Matterhorn,
completing the round-trip in 2 hours,
52 minutes. In doing so, he broke a
record that had stood for 18 years—by
22 minutes. Jornet’s accomplishments
U.S. Forest Service Trails Manager
are remarkable. But coupled with
Cristin Bailey on Mount Whiteface in
a sincere humility, it becomes hard
the White Mountains of New Hampnot to idolize the guy. This past fall,
shire. She has traded her boots for Brooks
National Geographic selected him as
Cascadias and moves faster on the job.
one of its “Adventurers of the Year.”
COURTESY OF CRISTIN BAILEY
Up next, as part of his “Summits of
My Life” project? Mounts McKinley,
Aconcagua, and Everest. It’s going to be an interesting few years.
Although Kilian, as he is known, leads the pack, a growing number of
other mountain runners are ticking off adventurous accomplishments: Anton
Krupicka, Emilie Forsberg, Rob Krar, Rickey Gates, and Anna Frost, among
many others. The growth of social media, the proliferation of trail running
websites, and new trail running publications all serve to quickly disseminate
news of their activities.
Last summer, I was fortunate enough to spend some time with Gates, one
of the U.S. athletes in the cadre of runners redefining the sport. We were in
an area many consider the epicenter of trail running, the Alps. Sponsored
by Salomon, Gates is a professional trail runner—a phrase still perilously
close to being an oxymoron. Winner of the 2012 Mount Washington Road
16 Appalachia
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Race, he was in Switzerland to run the iconic Sierre-Zinal trail race. Saving
a few dollars, he crashed in my apartment while I was gone. “Where’d you
run?” I inquired a few days later, when I returned. Gates stepped outside and
casually pointed at the Dents du Midi, a range of seven, 3,000-meter high,
rugged peaks. He traced a line in the air, toward the nearby Dents Blanches
range. “I picked up a free map at the tourist office,” he mentioned, somewhat
casually. His finger continued through the narrow Pas D’Encel opening in the
range, and then suggested the wild backside of the range, and finally up the
perilously steep last thousand meters, to the highest point, the Haute Cime.
In quick succession, I thought to myself, “You can’t run that,” then, “Of
course you can run that,” and finally, “Why didn’t I think of that?”
“You should run that sometime,” Gates said. “It was pretty cool.”
Why did it take someone else to point out this possibility?
For the same reason that I had never imagined I could finish a workday, step
outside my door, and find myself atop Mount Adams catching sunset less
than a few hours later. It had simply never occurred to me that it would be
possible. Today, no shortage of White Mountain trail runners find themselves
taking in the view from a summit after work, then arriving back at the trailhead as the last moments of the day fade from the forests. During summer’s
long days, they don’t even need a headlamp.
Closer to home, the White Mountains has its own strong array of mountain
runners leading the way to new adventures. Two winters ago, Kevin Tilton
and Coby Jacobus ticked off a Presidential traverse. Below treeline, they
started with lightweight snowshoes designed for winter trail running. Above
treeline, they switched to microspikes for traction, cruising along with the
tops of the clouds at their feet. Temperatures were above freezing, resulting in
less-than-ideal conditions. They landed on surfaces varying from slush to ice
to hard-packed snow. Said Tilton, “The whole trip took us a little over nine
hours. It’s a great feeling to traverse the biggest peaks in the Northeast in the
middle of winter, and still be home for dinner.”
Whether atop the Alps or Mount Adams, elite trail runners are accomplishing feats that captivate the imagination for the rest of us who run half
the distance at twice the pace, and with a fraction of the finesse. As a result,
boundaries are falling for mountain runners of all abilities.
	Slowly, one at a time and collectively, our approach to what is possible for
many of us is changing. For decades, speedier RMC members have undertaken
variations on the “Crag Camp Challenge,” running the roughly three miles
Summer/FALL 2014 17
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and 2,940 feet in elevation gain from Route 2 to the club’s cabin on the side of
Mount Adams. One particular challenge is to accomplish the run in the same
number of minutes as one’s age—a feat that seems to be easiest to accomplish
in one’s early 50s. The Crag Challenge has grown in popularity in recent
years. This past summer, 59-year-old Randolph resident Paul Cormier, a
longtime mountain guide, accomplished the feat in 58:30. Fresh off a summer
working for Exum Guide Service in Wyoming, the extremely fit Cormier
found himself sad at ticking off the accomplishment. Fortunately, the RMC
trail crew reminded him that there was always next year—when he once again
could try to run to Crag Camp in his age.5
Last year, more confident of my own abilities, I challenged myself to the
self-created adventure of running to the summit of Mount Washington, via
the auto road, in each month of the year.6 When I first discussed the idea with
friends, more than one person looked back with a blank stare and, without
any runner in mind at all, uttered, “You can’t run that in the winter!”
You can’t? Oh yes, you can.

Cave Dog Comes to Town
In 1991, two friends and I hiked the White Mountain 4,000-footers in eight
days. We were recreational hikers, out for a fun adventure. The record at
the time was held by two brothers, George and Tom Fitch. In 1973, at age
15 and 17, they had climbed the 4,000-footer peaks in 6 days, 15 hours, and
30 minutes.7 In the nearly two decades that intervened since the Fitch boys
toured the White Mountains, using one car and a bicycle they spotted at the
evening’s trailhead, nothing much had changed.
Two years later, in 1993, U.S. Mountain Running Team member Matthew
Cull set a record of 13 hours and 9 minutes for the legendary traverse of all the
Appalachian Mountain Club huts. Runners—and strong ones, at that—were
“The Crag Camp Challenge,” RMC Winter 2013 Newsletter, page 1.
Winter running on the auto road required special permission from the Mount
Washington Auto Road Company and equipment suited to the severe conditions. It is not
generally permitted.
7
A minor difference: According to the measurements of the day, at the time of the Fitch
brothers’ adventure, only 46 peaks were taller than 4,000 feet. Somewhat to our chagrin,
we therefore backed into the record for what was the current 4,000-footer list at the time—
a testament to the absolute lack of activity on this front, rather than any prowess on our part,
as those who know us can attest.
5

6
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Doug Mayer runs across Memorial Bridge on The Link in Randolph, New Hampshire.
JOE KLEMENTOVICH

out and about the White Mountains. But, by and large, outside of a small
circle, the general public paid little attention to trail running until 2002,
when an ultrarunner from Colorado nicknamed “Cave Dog” captured the
imagination of nearly everyone who was paying attention.
	In 2002, “Cave Dog” Ted Keizer focused his ultrarunning talents on the
mountains of New England. Arriving in June, he promptly set a new record
for the 46 high peaks of the Adirondacks. Two months later, he tackled
New Hampshire’s 4,000-footers. Keizer ran or hiked almost continuously
and slept practically never. Three days, 17 hours, and 21 minutes after starting, he was done, having cut the record by more than half. The word was
out, and elite trail runners started to pay attention to the White Mountains.
The very next year, Vermont trail runner Tim Seaver broke Keizer’s record by
more than two hours.
Before the decade was out, several remarkably strong women would also
make their mark. (Although they considered themselves to be hiking and not
technically running, many who consider themselves trail runners would have
a hard time keeping pace.) Cathy Goodwin, of Thornton, New Hampshire,
was one of them.8 Though she remains a hiker in style and spirit, her times are
In winter 1994–1995, Goodwin became one of a group of three winter hikers to hike the New
Hampshire 4,000-footers in a single winter. At the close of 2003, Goodwin completed “the
grid,” hiking each 4,000-footer in every month of the year.

8
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comparable to those of many trail runners. On September 1, 2010, she broke
a recently set women’s record for the 4,000-footers, with a time of 4 days, 19
hours, and 56 minutes.

FKTs Come to the White Mountains
In the last few years, FKTs, fastest known times, have come into vogue,
with competitive trail runners sharing their fastest using the data from their
global positioning system watches for verification. Particular routes have
captured their attention—perhaps most notably, the “Pemi Loop,” a 31-mile
trip, encompassing the Franconia Range, Garfield Ridge, the Twinway, and
the Bonds. (A 2005 Backpacker magazine article, listing the Pemi Loop as
America’s “second hardest day hike,” no doubt contributed to the newfound
attention.) The current FKT for the Pemi Loop is 6 hours, 27 minutes,
and 48 seconds, held by Ben Nephew, a professor at Tufts University and
accomplished trail runner. The women’s record is held by a rising trail running
star, New Hampshire’s Larisa Dannis, with a time of 7 hours, 34 minutes, and
25 seconds.
	One of the classic test pieces in the White Mountains is the Presidential
traverse, even long before Chris Goetze’s epic speed hike. In fact, one of the
earliest mentions dates all the way back to September 1882, and a traverse that
was part of a 42-mile epic by pathmakers (as trail builders were then called)
Eugene Cook and George Sargent. The editor of Appalachia called that hike
an “audacious tour de force.”9
Remarkably, in 1968, with little trail running occurring in the White
Mountains, two U.S. Ski Team members—Mike Gallagher and Ned
Gillette—ran the route in 4 hours, 46 minutes. That same year, Gallagher
won the Mount Washington Road Race and set a record on Vermont’s Long
Trail. (Later, in the 1980s, he became head coach for the U.S. Ski Team.)
Last year proved that the record for fastest Presidential traverse is now
hotly contested. Nephew set a new FKT when he ran from Dolly Copp
The hardy duo returned via the Cherry Mountain Road, west of Fabyan’s, the White
Mountain hotel, not far from the present-day Bretton Woods ski area. (It was another 24 years
before the Jefferson Notch Road was completed.) The Appalachia quotation is from “A Record
of a Day’s Walk,” December 1884, IV, pages 54–57. For a great article on the history of adventures in the Northern Presidentials, see Judith Maddock Hudson’s article, “Challenge in the
White Mountains,” in the Summer 2006 RMC newsletter, available online, or Chapter 7 of
her book Peaks and Paths: A Century of the Randolph Mountain Club (RMC, 2010).

9
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Campground in Gorham to Crawford Notch in 4 hours, 34 minutes, and
36 seconds—less than a minute faster than the prior record set a mere two
weeks earlier.
Just as Jornet and other elite runners around the world have been
setting new standards for trail running, White Mountain runners have
been busy redefining the sport here at home. Although they are remarkable
accomplishments, speed records clearly are not be the reason many of us take
to the hills. But, assuming a passing runner doesn’t otherwise diminish a
hiker’s day in the woods, is there any reason to criticize their experience? One
would hope not—though that was not always the case, especially when trail
running first appeared.

“That’s a good way to break a leg!”
As trail running grew in popularity, hikers took note. Sadly, the reaction was
often one of disapproval and disdain. Pfeffer’s experience of trail running in
the 1970s mirrors that of others who were moving speedily over the trails in
that era: “The most common reaction I got from hikers I encountered was,
incredibly, anger. It happened all the time, like I was being irresponsible for
being out on the Gulfside in shorts, T-shirt, and running shoes, or somehow
violating their aesthetic experience. Usually I would just get a stony stare and
a subdued greeting, or none at all.”
Pfeffer vividly remembers one of the first times he came face to face with
this attitude. It was in the mid-1970s, as he was running along Katahdin’s
airy Knife Edge in Baxter State Park. Says Pfeffer, “Just after passing the
South Peak, before I started out across the Knife Edge, I encountered two
hikers coming off the Knife Edge, from Pamola. They saw me coming from
a distance, and as I passed, they said (in pretty grumpy tones), “Well, you’re
not going to be running much longer!” Later, Pfeffer’s wife came across others
he had run past. “They were complaining, to anyone who would listen, about
the jerk runner who didn’t have the aesthetic moral fiber to slow down and
enjoy the view.” For Pfeffer, those negative interactions drove him to trail run
on more obscure routes.
He was hardly alone in experiencing such disapproving attitudes. As late
as three decades later, my friend Mike Micucci and I found ourselves running up the Tuckerman Ravine Trail early one morning, happily bouncing
from rock to rock on a trail where every step felt familiar. As we passed by
a couple, the very nonplussed guy announced to his partner—in a volume
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intentionally loud enough for us to hear—“That’s a good way to break a leg!”
(During the remainder of our run, we developed perfect retorts—including
pointing out that I had once broken my leg hiking and opted now for trail
running out of an abundance of caution. Or the irony of it all—we, longtime
members of the local mountain rescue group, Androscoggin Valley Search
and Rescue, or AVSAR, being called to rescue ourselves.)
Why the strong disapproval? Pfeffer’s observation mirrors my own sentiments: “While the supposed recklessness of running, or something about not
appreciating the mountains, was usually the theme of the complaint, it sometimes seemed that what really bothered people was the thought that we were
having too much fun, or somehow were devaluing their own experience.”
There are causes for concern, of course. By necessity, trail runners bring
a bare minimum of equipment. They trade the reassurance provided by a
full pack of clothing and gear for the safety of the modern alpinist, who can
move quickly in the mountains. The equation is often equal, but not always.
This past summer, Chamonix’s PGHM (Peloton de Gendarmerie de Haute
Montagne, a mountain-rescue team) received a cell phone call from two
climbers in trouble. Thin on gear and out of options, Kilian Jornet and Emilie
Forsberg badly misjudged conditions. Unable to self-rescue, they dialed for
backup and were saved from a potentially fatal situation. In fact, though,
there have been few if any notable trail running rescues in recent memory. In
large part, the rescuers I know attribute it to the belief that most trail runners
today are among the more experienced outdoors people in the mountains.
They know the terrain, they know their own abilities, and they know when to
turn back and wait for another day.
For Pfeffer and many other trail runners, the regular line of commentary
eventually ebbed, as hikers became more accustomed to sharing the trail with
mountain runners. “When I moved to Colorado in 1976, everyone there was
good with it; by the mid-‘80s, it was over; not everyone was trail running, but
everyone had at least seen it.” By the time Nephew made his record-setting
Presidential run last year, hikers and trail runners were more at peace. Said
Nephew, in a blog post about his final dash to Crawford Notch, “Most of the
hikers seemed to know exactly what I was doing, and it was fun to hear the
supportive comments.”
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Why Trail Run?
Writing this story, I became stuck. There are so many aspects to the topic.
My outline was unraveling, and my thinking was becoming muddled. I knew
the path forward. As is often the case, it was right out the door. Like breaking
the glass window on a fire alarm, I called for my dog. “Let’s go for a run!”
I heard her paws land on hardwood in my bedroom. She’d been sleeping,
while I was endlessly typing, then deleting. A half hour later, we were both
moving up the Nineteen-Mile Brook Trail. My brain was fully engaged and
free of distractions. Like climbing, trail running requires it, as you calculate
each footfall. I am an expert at the pointless art of spotting greasy lichen, the
perilous wood water bar set on a double fall line, the verglas-topped boulder
on the river crossing.
“The first 30 minutes is for my body,” said the late writer and runner
George Sheehan, “and the second 30 minutes is for my soul.” Today, the first
30 minutes gets me to the junction with Carter Dome Trail. We veer left, and
10 minutes later, we’re switchbacking our way up toward Zeta Pass. My restless mind has settled down. I can see my routes forward—the one in front of
me, and the one on my laptop at home. As we wend our way up into the low
clouds hanging over Carter Dome on this overcast, rainy afternoon, other
roadblocks dissolve. Work. Personal life. Run long enough, and I am convinced that I can find solutions to climate change and Middle East conflict.
Trail running settles my mind. And despite the pace, the beautiful details
of the woods are not lost on me. They assemble themselves in a series of
quick snapshots: A mossy corner, a rivulet, distant peaks filtered through
boreal forest.
	It’s adventure, too. I have found myself thigh-deep in spring runoff and
huddled under krummholz, waiting out a passing thunderstorm. Racing the
setting sun down Mount Crescent, I once nearly bumped into a moose. By
far, I was the more shocked of the two of us. I have found myself between
a mother bear and her cub. (A polite grunt told me I was intruding and to
kindly leave, and we went our own ways. The stark rumors of danger proved
quite unfounded.) Grouse and I surprise each other on a regular basis.
Working hard in the mountains is great exercise, too. The uphills bring
pounding heart and burning lungs, while downhills allow for a relaxing cruise.
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Val Stori and Doug Mayer take a fall trail run in Randolph valley, with Mounts
Madison and Adams in the distance. JOE KLEMENTOVICH

My body gets put through its paces. Trail running is the most productive time
of my day. It’s hard for me to imagine not wanting to continue, as long as my
body allows it.
Writing in the December 1936 Appalachia , one of the
White Mountains’ strongest hikers, Bert Malcolm, summed up the joy of
moving quickly through wild terrain:
My answer is that it is thoroughly enjoyable and not really difficult, if you are
in proper training. Dogs, birds, etc., seem to take a lot of exercise just for the
joy there is in graceful motion. Why should not men and women get a thrill
from using their strength just for the fun of it? There is an ecstasy in sustained
motion among beautiful surroundings, in breezing over a mountain range seeing the whole gamut of views and lights and shadows in a single day, and coming in hungry and full of life at the end. . . . If you happen to find fog, or rain
and high winds, on a peak at midnight, your body and soul may have some of
the feelings you used to get from reading of giants battling with dragons, or
of fairies with pale tresses and long gray dresses, skipping from tree top to tree
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top or curling up like smoke from the ravines. There is an elemental joy in this
struggle with mountain, darkness and storm, spiced perhaps with a dash of
fear which weakens your pride in your strength just enough to make the battle
interesting, a joy that lingers delightfully in your memory.10

A Generation Steps Back
The first generation of White Mountain trail runners—those mountain
runners who overcame verbal haranguing, torturous sneakers, and inedible
sports bars—has started to slow down. For his part, Pfeffer moved to Colorado in 1988.
A 1995 paragliding accident, combined with several knee surgeries, ended
his running career. “These days when I’m out hiking, nursing my back and
hobbling along on my second and third knee replacements, I greet all the
runners I meet with a smile and a friendly comment,” says Pfeffer. “But I also
wonder how many of them won’t be running much longer themselves—once
their bodies catch up with them as mine did to me. Not that I’d do it any differently if I had it all to do over again. Well, actually, I’d leave off the helicopter crash, the paraglider crash, the avalanche, and the rock that hit me—but
not the running.”
Those runs of more than 30 years ago still resonate for Pfeffer: “The New
Hampshire running was terrific, and among the most satisfying thing I’ve
done in the mountains.”

Looking Ahead
This last fall, Vermont’s Sterling College announced the launch of the
country’s first collegiate mountain running team. Around New England, trail
races now routinely fill to capacity, and more trail races are being added each
year, from the Squam Range, to the Ossipee Mountains, and elsewhere. At
the base of Mount Washington, Great Glen’s twice-annual trail running series
continues to grow.

H. L. Malcolm, “Breaking One’s Own Record,” Appalachia, December 1936, XXI,
pages 189–194.

10
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	In sports shops and online, a plethora of gear choices, courtesy of an
ever-eager outdoors industry, tempt us. And on the trails, a generation of
new mountain runners are shattering old records and opening the eyes of
the recreational runners that follow. There is no shortage of signs that point
toward the possibility that we might be in the start of a golden era in mountain
running, in the White Mountains and elsewhere.
Where will it lead? One place to look for an answer is Europe. In the Alps,
trail running has had a firm hold for decades. In a land where the topography
seems near vertical, trail runners are exalted—hikers often clap and shout,
“Bon Courage!” and “Allez, Allez!” as a runner passes by. The relationship is
amicable. Runners mingle with hikers and climbers at local huts. The gear is
different, the adventure takes another form, but the conversation is respectful
and friendly. Alpine trail racing opportunities run the gamut, from friendly,
supportive, low-key village races to the local mountain hut, to world-class
races of near-mythical status that include live TV coverage with breathless
announcers in anchor booths. An International Skyrunning Federation has
formed, and events have fragmented into a variety of offerings, from the
“Vertical Kilometer,” to races such as the 166-kilometer-long Ultra-Trail du
Mont Blanc. A circumnavigation of Europe’s highest peak, the course passes
through France, Italy, and Switzerland.
Recreationally, trail running in Europe has fragmented, too—there are
runners on vacation adventures, climbers who mix in steep, technical terrain
in the spirit of Kilian Jornet, and Nordic walkers, who move often as fast
as trail runners, but with their own set of rules. Races often include a more
casual “tourist” division and shorter distances for younger runners.
The European trail running scene is not without its sources of conflict.
Record-breaking attempts create a circus-like atmosphere. As prize money in
the world-class events increases, some elites have caved to the temptation of
blood doping, leading to testing and, in some cases, multiyear suspensions.
As the boundaries are pushed, European runners risk having experiences like
Jornet’s rescue last summer become more commonplace. Though routine in
the rescue-filled world of the Alps, the thought of phone-initiated, helicoptersupported rescues arriving on these shores is worrisome. It’s a concern that
Chris Goetze might have written about, were he still writing in the pages of
Appalachia, and one that sets him apart, philosophically, from many other
mountain runners. In his obituary, his wife, Lydia, Goetze wrote, “He was
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philosophically opposed to the concept of rescue services, and he planned
trips to remote places knowing that he and his companions would have
to avoid or get themselves out of their own difficulties.”11 Will this loss of
wilderness values also be a consequence of trail runners pushing the margins?
As trail races proliferate, will the sheer numbers of runners on race day, on
White Mountain trails, threaten the experience of others along the course? Or
will American trail runners and race organizers work to protect the experience
that comes with being deep in the wilderness and miles from a trailhead? Will
they search out a middle ground?
As we adjust to a new outdoors world that includes runners
moving speedily through the mountains, yet one more surprise awaits many
of us—at least, if you find yourself on the trails of the White Mountain
National Forest’s Saco Ranger District. You might cross paths with Trails
Manager Cristin Bailey on her way to check out conditions, visit a trail crew,
or meet with the adopters from a local hiking club. She’s been doing this work
for the past fifteen years. From the ankles up, she’ll look as she always has:
wearing forest green federal shorts, U.S. Forest Service shirt and badge, and
a backpack. From the ankles down, though, her boots have been traded for
Brooks Cascadias. And there’s one other difference: She will be moving fast.

Doug Mayer trail runs from his home in Randolph, New Hampshire. A producer
for the NPR show, Car Talk, he also manages a new Swiss Alps trail running vacation
service, Run the Alps. Thanks go to the more than a dozen trail runners and White
Mountain historians who contributed to this piece, with special appreciation to Lydia
Goetze, Judy Hudson, and Tad Pfeffer.

11

Appalachia, June 1978, XLII no. 1, page 91.
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Boys Grow Up
A century of Camp Pasquaney’s Long Walk
Andrew Riely
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I

got excited about hiking at the age of 7 or so because my
older brother did it, and he was taken with the sport because he went
to a summer camp that devoted an inordinate number of its precious days
to rambles in the White Mountains. At the end of the season, he was
noticeably more purposeful and decisive. Being eight years my senior, anything my brother did seemed larger than life, and I envied his physical
self-confidence.
	In time, I, too, got to spend my summers at Camp Pasquaney, on a hillside
above Newfound Lake. Founded in 1895 by a 32-year-old idealist named
Edward S. Wilson, known at camp as Mr. Ned, it was one of many such
institutions that flourished around the turn of the century. Today, the past is
visible all over the land on which Wilson built his camp. Scores of boys have
carved their initials into old buildings, and into the granite that is exposed
wherever the thin soil has worn away. It’s easy to identify which pairs date
back to the early twentieth century; they are the ones that are nearly perfectly
chiseled. When I walk around the old cabins, or dormitories as we call them,
especially at night when kerosene lanterns light each entrance, I imagine the
scene feels just as it did a century ago.
But sadly, although camps are scattered all over New England, few
from the original period survive. Pasquaney is unusual in the current era of
specialization and regimented scheduling. It remains single sex, and, for the
most part, campers are free to choose from an array of sports and crafts during
the twice-daily activity periods.
	Important exceptions are the mandatory day hikes each week. Twelveyear-olds cut their teeth on small mountains such as Welch and Dickey, but
by the end of the summer, those boys work their way up to an afternoon in
the Franconias. Campers also go on five-day backpacking, canoeing, or trail
maintenance expeditions.
By the fifth week, the boys have gotten into top shape, and this is when
most of the 15- and 16-year-olds, some fifteen or twenty strong, go off on
a six-day expedition called the Long Walk. On Monday morning, the rest
of camp—until recently known as the Stay-at-Homes—give them a solemn
sendoff at the director’s house. The Long Walkers, after receiving a flag from
Mr. Vinnie—Vin Broderick, the fifth director since Wilson—depart for the
mountains in a yellow school bus. Over the next five days, they camp just

A group of campers makes the South Twin summit.

MIKE HANRAHAN
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south of Crawford Notch along Nancy Brook, emerging at dawn each day
to sally forth into the surrounding peaks. By the end of the week, they will
have hiked 70, 80, 90—even, in two remarkably ambitious years, more than
100—miles.
The Long Walk. It is probably as formative an experience as
any I’ve had in my young life. Before a camper joins the expedition, he can
only guess at the substance of the journey from his observations during the
group’s departure and return. As the Long Walk prepares to leave, its members
are a bit nervous, self-conscious, and not entirely sure that they are up to the
week’s challenge. On the following Saturday, the remainder of the campers
gather on the dining hall porch and strain to look downhill, hoping to be the
first to glimpse the Long Walk as it files up the road in a long, straight line. A
rush of excitement bubbles up among the onlookers when it appears, but no
one wants to spoil the solemnity of the moment by speaking. The Long Walk
forms a crescent facing the porch and bursts into song, as it has since around
World War I, to whichever familiar tune its members have chosen. The words
are original and detail where they’ve been and what they’ve seen. The faces on
the Long Walkers are now tan, tired, and determined. Mr. Vinnie goes out to
shake the hand of the leader and collect the flag from the youngest boy, who
was responsible for maintaining it and ensuring its safe return. And then the
quiet breaks, as the Long Walkers and everyone else excitedly buttonhole each
other for stories about the week. Camp is full again, and a wave of energy
washes through with the Long Walkers as they enter the dining hall and take
their old seats.
Today, Pasquaney is full with about 95 campers and 20 counselors; in 1895,
Wilson’s enrollment measured 19 boys and 4 counselors, in addition to the
director. In its basic elements, the camp has shifted little since the early days.
Wilson, who had dropped out of medical school and eased into education
through tutoring, modeled Pasquaney on Camp Asquam of nearby Squam
Lake. Asquam’s head, Winthrop Talbot, known fondly as “Dr. T.,” invited the
aspiring director to spend the summer of 1894 observing his camp’s workings
up close. As the historian Barksdale Maynard, a Pasquaney alumnus who has
written extensively about Pasquaney and the early camping movement, points
out in his 1994 master’s thesis, Chocorua, Asquam, Pasquaney: Where Summer
Camps Began (University of Delaware, 1994), Wilson “made no attempt to
disguise the fact that Pasquaney imitated Asquam.” Nearly every aspect of the
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older camp, from the rustic architecture to wool uniforms to the distinctively
structured schedule, was transferred to its cousin on Newfound Lake.
The routine emphasized a curious blend of responsibility, community,
and freedom. The boys carried out chores necessary to the camp’s upkeep
during a morning duty period that followed breakfast. During the morning
and afternoon activity periods, they might play baseball or tennis or go for
a row before proceeding to a soak in the lake. On hot days, a rest period
followed lunch, and at night, the entire camp gathered around a campfire
to tell stories, listen to a reading, and sing. Sundays provided a break in
the routine with morning chapel service and an afternoon Tree Talk given
by a counselor on some topic of interest. These core elements of the
schedule endure.
By late August, Wilson thought his charges sufficiently fit for a three-day
outing to Mount Cardigan. Leaving four boys and one counselor behind,
the camp body took a boat across Newfound Lake and walked nearly to the
summit before stopping for the night. Each boy carried food and blankets;
along the road, the group stopped at a pair of farmhouses to buy biscuits,
doughnuts, and milk. A leg of lamb and roast of beef brought from camp
were quickly dispatched, and, as the counselor Billy Rockwell later wrote
home to his mother, “we fell back on the dozen two-pound cans of Armour’s
canned ox-tongue which we had in our packs.”
The party kept a fire going all through the chilly night and climbed the
summit at sunrise. Descending via Firescrew Mountain, a satellite peak of
Mount Cardigan, the climbers caught a glimpse of the big ranges to the
northeast, including Mount Washington. According to Rockwell, “We located
carefully Tripyramid and the Sandwich Dome; we hope to climb these next
year; they are sixty miles from camp.” By evening, the group had tramped to
Welton Falls, where the play of the waterfall made for a restful sleep. After
stopping in Hebron for ginger water, the Long Trip, as the expedition was
called—like so many other aspects of Pasquaney, Wilson had borrowed the
name from Camp Asquam—returned to camp just in time to prepare for the
arrival of parents and the end of camp.
The 1896 expedition covered much the same itinerary as that of the previous
year. Maynard suggests that an epidemic of mumps may have led Wilson
to cancel the more ambitious plans hatched atop Mount Cardigan the year
before. By 1897, however, with a series of successful camping expeditions now
accomplished, Wilson’s confidence had grown. In early August, 8 counselors
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and 22 campers (about three-quarters of the camp body) set out on a weeklong
expedition to Mount Lafayette, a much more distant and formidable goal.
To lighten packs, Wilson engaged a horse-drawn wagon to accompany
the group.
Members of the Long Trip proceeded first to a fortifying lunch at the
Pemigewasset House in Plymouth. They camped that night in West
Thornton and then continued the next day all the way to Franconia Notch,
pausing briefly to visit the Flume and the Pool. After setting up camp by
the Profile House, the group was treated to another substantial dinner. The
next morning, they began to climb Lafayette’s flanks, presumably by the Old
Bridle Path. It was a cold, windy climb, but the group persevered to the top.
Maynard thinks it likely that upon the return to Plymouth, a father of two
of the boys treated the group to a second dinner at the Pemigewasset House,
thus initiating another enduring tradition—the Long Walk Dinner.
	In 1898, the Long Trip scaled Mount Chocorua. The next year, the
expedition, now renamed the Long Walk, perhaps to make it more distinctive
to Pasquaney, set its sights upon the loftiest peak the Whites could offer:
Mount Washington. Maynard writes of the expedition in Nineteenth-Century
Pasquaney (a 200-page history filed at Camp Pasquaney, 1994):
It was in every respect an extraordinary walk, one that predicted the
character of modern-day Long Walks in its use of mechanized transport
to carry the walkers to a single fixed campsite from which they could
climb several peaks. The walkers ascended five 4,000-foot mountains,
a remarkable tally considering the first ten Long Walks visited only
six different 4,000-footers. It was a grand experiment not soon to
be repeated. Pasquaney would not climb Mt. Washington again for
forty years.
The 1899 journey relied on rail to move the boys most of the way into the
mountains. After walking to Plymouth, where according to Teddy Jackson,
who would eventually take over the directorship when Wilson died in 1933,
they enjoyed a “sumptuous dinner” at the Pemigewasset House. Jackson also
noted that their meal was consumed to the music of a three-piece orchestra
“played by young feminines.” After lunch, the train carried them to Fabyan’s
hotel, where they changed for the Crawford House—the stop for Crawford’s
lay at the head of the eponymous notch. In the morning, they began their
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ascent of Mount Washington via the Bridle Path—now the Crawford Path.
They moved swiftly, reaching the summit at 11:30, four hours after they set
out. Dinner at the Summit House was followed by the descent; the Long
Walk was off the mountain by 3 o’clock. The next three days involved shorter
explorations into the Willey Range and to features of interest around the
Notch such as the Frankenstein railroad trestle and Elephant Head. By late
Saturday afternoon, the Long Walk was back at camp.
Despite the success of the 1899 trip, Wilson chose to moderate future
Long Walks. From the turn of the century until 1939, he and his successor
limited the Long Walk’s destinations to peaks in the Lakes Region, Sandwich
Range, Moosilauke, and, on three occasions, the Franconias. (In 1914, for
the only time in the camp’s history, a Long Walk did not depart Pasquaney,
and in 1917, it reprised the shorter walks to Mount Cardigan of the first
years.) Perhaps Wilson disliked the expense of the railroad or making the trip
dependent on mechanized transport, or he may have wished to distinguish
Pasquaney’s endeavors from those of its cousin, Camp Asquam, where Long
Trips routinely made use of modern transportation to gain access to the
biggest mountains in the Whites. At Asquam, the entire camp went on the
Long Trip, whereas Wilson began to reserve the Long Walk for older boys.

Mr. Ned, holding the Long Walk flag, leads the boys into Waterville from Campton. The
1904 Long Walk’s destination was Sandwich Dome. CAMP PASQUANEY ARCHIVE
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Thus, Rod Beebe, Sr., wrote in the 1906 Pasquaney Annual, “To be on the
Long Walk is one of the most coveted honors of the Camp: even on the way
up to Camp, one hears on all sides the second year campers saying, ‘I hope I
make the Long Walk.’”
Why were these trips considered so integral to the camping experience? In
part, early camp directors seem to have been content to rely on existing models for the camp season. As Wilson modeled Pasquaney on Asquam, Asquam
was inspired by Camp Chocorua, another institution on Squam Lake that
Maynard identifies as the spark to the “summer camp revolution.” Founded
in 1881 by Ernest Balch, Chocorua’s director and benefactors had a knack for
favorable publicity, though the camp itself only lasted nine years. Indeed,
Asquam’s Long Trip, inspiration to Pasquaney’s Long Walk, was modeled on
Chocorua’s “Long Cruise.”
Yet the emergence of these camps in the last two decades of the nineteenth
century—by 1895, according to Maynard, eleven were operating—reflects the
shifting dynamics of American society during the period, just as the nature
of our contemporary camps provide insights into our own society. Maynard
identifies the Civil War as “a great impetus, stimulating a desire among
boys everywhere to tramp and camp like soldiers.” By the 1880s and 1890s,
memory of the slaughter had subsided sufficiently that the war carried a whiff
of romance and adventure. Indeed, the hierarchy and routine of early camps,
as well as various trappings such as a bugler, would not have been out of place
in the military.
The growth of the camping movement also reflected middle- and upperclass white anxieties about social evolution. Such ambivalences were nothing
new in America, but the rapid changes in the cultural landscape wrought by
industrialization, immigration, and urbanization during the second half of
the nineteenth century challenged existing assumptions about race, class, and
gender. The newly affluent middle class, still largely Anglo-Saxon in ethnicity,
was particularly vulnerable to such fears. New transportation technologies
provided a means of escape. In dense, ethnically diversifying cities, the
development of the streetcar now allowed quick and affordable transport to
and from downtown. Middle-class nostalgia for simplicity and community—
the “rural ideal,” in the words of historian Sam Bass Warner, Jr.—fueled the
growth of streetcar suburbs, which were informally segregated by class and
ethnicity. The poorest inhabitants of cities, often recent immigrants, were left
to occupy worn-out neighborhoods close to downtown.
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	Such shifts also reverberated at the regional scale. Mountain tourism in
New England expanded dramatically after the Civil War, stimulating the
construction of hundreds of rural hotels and boarding houses that catered
to urbanites with growing leisure time. In many cases, women and children
spent entire summers at these resorts, while working husbands joined them
for shorter sojourns. Critics charged that such settings, despite their relative
isolation, were still luxurious enough to inculcate idleness and fragility in
boys. Wilson, Talbot, Balch, and others argued that the physical and mental
challenges of camping could teach values of hard work, cooperation, and
self-reliance, away from the well-intentioned but emasculating influence of
female relatives.
These arguments resonated as new theories of masculinity began to
supplant Gilded Age attitudes emphasizing the importance of decorum
and restraint in male character. As Abigail Van Slyck asserts in her book
A Manufactured Wilderness (University of Minnesota Press, 2006), “Middleclass men who may have once praised doting mothers for their maternal
dedication increasingly accused them of coddling their sons and thus failing
to develop in them the self-reliance that many critics believed had been
the hallmark of earlier generations.” In 1893, Frederick Jackson Turner read
his paper, “The Significance of the Frontier in American History.” Though
discredited by modern historians, many contemporaries found Turner’s
conviction about the importance of the frontier to American democracy and
vitality compelling. Turner’s assertion that the frontier had closed further
stoked anxieties about manhood.
Thus, turn-of-the-century boys’ camps and particularly their expeditions
into the outdoors were about much more than having fun or developing certain skills, though certainly both of these aspects of camping were essential
to the overall experience. Van Slyck writes, “The solution lay in instituting a
new kind of summer experience for boys, one that would remove them from
the feminized home for some period of time and send them out into nature
in the company of the right kind of men.” Closeness to nature and robust role
models would instill strength and endurance, or, in Maynard’s words, using
contemporary slang for a citified dandy, provide “a cure for the dude.”
The first verse of Pasquaney’s camp song, which Billy Rockwell
composed during the first summer (the words largely endured, though the
tune subsequently was changed), reveals the extent to which these young
pioneers were themselves aware of the camp’s mission. First, it describes the
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camp’s physical location, evoking a rough but beautiful setting, followed by
assurances of upstanding morality among its inhabitants.
Mid the mountains of rugged New Hampshire
Where the granite is screened by the pine,
On a hillside above Lake Pasquaney
A camp nestles in leafy sunshine.
Here everyone is a good fellow
We won’t stand a cad nor a sneak,
Nor a camper who shirks his fair duty—
A liar, a dude, or a freak.
The song implicitly links proximity to nature with good character, but its
emphasis, at least in this verse, is less on the virtues of living outdoors than
the absence of undesirable traits.
Many of the same motives led to the development of girls’ camps, but given
conventional standards of femininity, such efforts were more controversial.
In fact, the first girls’ camps did not appear until after 1900. Early directors
hoped to foster independence and self-sufficiency in young women, but as
Van Slyck writes, “Even those who championed camping for girls were not
interested in encouraging female campers to act like boys.” Teaching gender
roles was a priority for both boys’ and girls’ camps. Although there was plenty
of overlap in activities, important distinctions emerged. Baseball, one of the
quintessential pastimes at early boys’ camps, valued for its potential to teach
the virtues of community and even citizenship, was much more likely to be
absent from girls’ camps. Differentiation became more distinct during the
1920s, as girls’ camps offered a greater range of crafts and developed formal
programs in dance and singing. Camps instilled expectations for both genders
in other, more subtle ways, as well. For example, most camps involved
their campers in some aspect of cooking, but girls were more likely to take a
hand in actually preparing a meal, whereas boys were often assigned to the
washing up.
Despite these differences, girls’ camps embraced camping and genuine
exposure to the outdoors. At Camp Onaway, founded in 1912 and just up the
road from Pasquaney, hiking was part of the program of activities from the
beginning. In Let Her Strong and Ageless Be (Camp Onaway, 2011), a history
of the camp’s first hundred years, Helen Stokes Greven relates the local day
hikes of the early years. Like so many female hikers of the era, the Onaway
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girls disdained their heavy skirts, which they often removed once safely in the
woods, continuing in their bloomers until just before they reemerged onto
the road. After 1920, the camp introduced overnight canoeing trips, and in
1928, with the acquisition of a sturdy, if rebellious, truck, hiking parties began
to venture further into the White Mountains. They scaled the range’s highest
peaks, often on multiday expeditions. Interestingly, like the Pasquaney boys,
Onaway girls also composed an original song at the end of their trips.
Pasquaney is now the oldest continually operating camp in the country.
Its forthright emphasis on character building sometimes seems old-fashioned,
but to its alumni and campers, this remains one of its essential attributes. I
have gone on the Long Walk five times, including two stints as its leader. In
2005, shortly after leading it for the first time, I gave my own Tree Talk on the
value of hiking. At the time, I was unaware of its historical particulars, save
for its longevity. Here is an excerpt:
Put simply, I think that Pasquaney’s basic mission is to make boys think
about being men. When I first experienced Long Walk’s prodigious
mileage, complicated planning, and urgency for selflessness, I felt a lot
older and, as clichéd as it may sound, a lot more manly. . . .
As painfully earnest as the words were, I believed in them, as I still do. The
expedition’s mission persists, but its form has changed in some significant
ways. By the late 1930s, the old model of walking directly to a peak was
beginning to break down as the automobile made country roads unsafe and
unpleasant for pedestrians. Training for the Long Walk became increasingly
arduous, causing some older campers to eschew it for the comforts of the
hillside. The expedition began to lose prestige. A shake-up was needed, and
in 1939, a counselor named Phil Tyler provided it in the guise of honoring
an old camp precedent. That year, for the first time since 1899, the Long
Walk’s goal was Mount Washington. Rather than simply walking along roads,
climbing the peak, and returning the same way, Tyler first led the group on
challenging treks across the Sandwich Range and Bear Mountain. He relied
on a truck to move his Long Walkers up to the Dolly Copp Campground and
then led them on a two-day traverse of the Presidential Range, stopping at the
Appalachian Mountain Club’s Lakes of the Clouds Hut at night. The party
returned most of the way to Pasquaney again by truck. Tyler thus restored an
air of adventure to the trip, while establishing an important precedent: the
use of modern transportation.
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	Subsequent Long Walks made the most of Tyler’s example. Despite
a necessary regression because of the Second World War, the Long Walk
plumbed new areas in the Pemigewasset during the late 1940s. In 1950, it
began to camp regularly by the Inn Unique—now the Notchland Inn—
south of Crawford Notch. Charles Platt III, a longtime leader of the Long
Walk, explains in his 1977 study of the expedition that public campgrounds
had become too crowded, and the AMC huts were too expensive. Pasquaney
needed a campsite of its own and here, in the heart of the White Mountains,
a myriad of challenging hikes was close at hand. In 1958, the camp trustees
bought six acres from the Inn Unique along Nancy Brook. This land, which
hosts only a few tent platforms, is now known to Pasquanians as Notchpost,
and it has provided the Long Walk with a permanent base ever since.
	In many ways, the early camps were essentially utopian societies in their
conscious efforts to build a virtuous society through isolation and serious
attention to physical and moral growth. The Long Walk is a microcosm
of this inclination—a utopia within a utopia. Like all such communities,
success has a lot to do with the interplay of personalities. Weather is another
key factor that the group cannot control at all. Sometimes a week of
rain depresses morale, or it can knit a group together in the face of a
further challenge. (The log for Saturday, August 5, 1950, the last day of
the Long Walk, begins, “It didn’t rain.”) In 2005, on our Monday hike up
Mount Adams, we endured some of the strongest winds I can remember
encountering in the Whites. Though it never actually rained, the clouds
engulfed us. We were on the upper reaches of the Air Line trail, close to
the summit, when my group stopped to shelter from the wind and catch its
breath (each Long Walk splits into separate units of five or six on the trail to
avoid overwhelming other hikers). The wind was so strong that I could almost
see it stripping the heat generated by our exertions from our bodies. We gave
up the push to the top and headed down to Madison Hut, disappointed but
safely out of the gale.
	Some groups might have complained about the decision, but by this point
in the summer, the boys knew the stakes and were supportive. We did scamper
up Mount Madison, and the next day, a zone of high pressure rolled in, giving
us a sparkling day to scramble across the Twins and Bonds. Wednesday, we
were up at 5 a.m., scarfing down muffins and bananas on the ride to hike
Imp Trail. Two memories from that day stick with me—a 15-year-old camper
named Brian Young had an asthma attack early on in the hike, but he calmly
waited for it to subside. We slowed our pace when we got back on the trail,
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and he was in fine shape by the time we made the main ridge of the Carters.
Meanwhile, a counselor named Mike Hanrahan, whose ankles bothered
him the entire week, was hurting as we made the steep descent into Carter
Notch. We had planned to go up and over the Wildcats, but it was quite clear
that a strategic retreat down the Nineteen-Mile Brook Trail might be the
wiser course. Mike would have none of it. He grit his teeth and pushed over
the mountain, thus inspiring the rest of the Long Walk with his fortitude.
To some, this may seem foolish, but one lesson I learned on that expedition
was the importance of context. Conditions were much more favorable than
they had been on Monday. It was a warm day, early in the afternoon. The
Wildcats are tough peaks, but they are not remote. Mike finished the hike
and demonstrated to the boys the importance of perseverance and belief in
one’s self.
The rest of the trip went swimmingly. Thursday’s hike over Tripyramid,
Whiteface, and Passaconaway mountains was far easier than I remembered
it from when I did it on my first Long Walk in 1998. A good night’s sleep
had restored Mike’s ankles, and indeed, the entire group gained confidence
each day. On Friday, we looked up from the Caps Ridge trailhead to see
a bank of lenticular clouds covering Mount Jefferson’s summit, inspiring a
flood of curiosity and wonder among the boys. We had another fine day to
gambol across the Presidentials, hitting Mounts Clay, Washington, Monroe,
and Eisenhower. Legs were strong and spirits high; groups cheered back and
forth to each other along the ridge as the final trailhead grew closer and closer.
We spent much of those last couple of days figuring out our Long Walk
song, which we eventually sang to classic rock hits by Billy Joel and Bon
Jovi. Under Hanrahan’s direction, we practiced it diligently while breaking
camp on Saturday and before and after our celebratory duck dinner at the
Inn on Newfound Lake. After we sang our ditty to the camp before dinner,
I remember Mr. Vinnie informing me that, while not the most melodious
song he had heard on such an occasion, it was certainly the loudest he
could remember.
	I went back to Pasquaney last June to gather background material for
this article; inevitably, I fell into conversation about the Long Walk with
various counselors I ran into. Jim MacDougall, a recent graduate of Colby
College, led the Long Walk for the second time in July, and we spent a little
time discussing ideas for hikes, particularly the merits of a long descent
from Mount Washington along the Davis Path. I’m sure I’ll be having such
conversations as long as I’m visiting Pasquaney.
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Catching a break Thursday on the Mount Whiteface summit. The boys had started that
morning on the Tripyramids and came across the Kate Sleeper Trail. ANDREW RIELY

What the Long Walk does, as Mr. Ned seemed to know, is to make boys
feel good about their physical well-being. American males are barraged with
propaganda about their fulfillment through physical strength. With that
self-confidence assured, they can embrace their true selves, exploring whatever
pursuits—social, intellectual, emotional, artistic, or athletic—interest
them most.

Andrew Riely, a former AMC hut croo member, teaches geography at
the National Cathedral School in Washington, D.C. He writes about his
adventures at gullivers-nest.blogspot.com.
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Teal Pond
May 4
Dear Ones—We’re walking the wood trail
toward a cacophony of chorused trills
and all around us the duff stirs and jumps
with mottled brown bodies moving toward
the sound of the males calling from the pond,
leaping across our path toward the water—
following we come upon the heaving revels
of American toads, the day of the full moon
mating in promiscuous piles in the cold
brown water—males clasped around females
mating and singing their blue balloon throats
out and leaping in the fertile water on a day
when the pull of warmth and sun and moon
have told them to go forth and find each other
and multiply, that toads not be lost to this world.
Robin Chapman

Robin Chapman is the author of seven poetry books, most recently The Eelgrass
Meadow (Tebot Bach, 2011). She is the recipient of Appalachia’s 2010 Poetry Prize.
Her poems have appeared recently in Atlanta Review, Dalhousie Review, Prairie
Schooner, and Southern Poetry Review among other journals. For another of her
poems, see page 51.
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Climbing Into Flow
That state in which nothing else seems to matter
Christopher Johnson
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F

inally! After a tough two-hour climb, we reached the
top of the mesa. My wife, Barbara. Our friend Paul. Me. We hauled
ourselves up that last steep incline with collective grunts and gazed upon the
azure sky that canopied over us like a painting. We were at Kasha-Katuwe
Tent Rocks National Monument, which spread like a desert diamond across
the American Indian Pueblo de Cochiti, some 40 miles south of Santa Fe,
New Mexico. We’d climbed past hundreds of hoodoos—tall columns of
rock that are commonly found in deserts of the American Southwest. Most
hoodoos are thin, but the ones at Tent Rocks were bulky. The cylindrical
bases of most of the formations tapered like cones into spear-like points, but
some of these wide-bodied hoodoos were capped by globes of stone. In the
distance to the south shimmered the Sandia Mountains, which border Albuquerque. The mountains floated in the distance like jagged-edge knives that
the gods had thrust up through the crust of the earth.
We followed the trail that traversed the top of the mesa. The mesa
gradually narrowed. On either side, its edges abruptly met the sky, falling
away in appallingly sheer cliffs. I have always been a bit prone to vertigo,
and as we made our way toward the tiny tip of the mesa, and the mesa grew
thinner and thinner, my uneasiness quantum-leaped into fear.
	I hesitantly approached the tip, which was separated from the main part of
the mesa by a ditch about two feet deep. Paul must have had mountain goat
in his blood. Without a moment’s thought, he hopped across the ditch and
seated himself on a boulder that perched about two feet from the edge of the
cliff. Barbara was a couple hundred yards behind me, taking her time to drink
in the extraordinary vista. I was on my own. As I approached the ditch, I saw
how skimpy the tip of the mesa was and came to a standstill. My psyche felt as
if it had been shattered like broken eggs. “Damn!” I muttered. I was disgusted
with myself.
My feelings at this point were a complete reversal from what I had been
experiencing through most of the climb up to the mesa on the Canyon
Trail. I had been totally into the hike, captivated by the weird-shaped rock
formations and energized by the sharp desert air. As often happens when I
hike or climb, I had stepped outside myself and left my ego behind in the
parked car at the trailhead. My senses were sharpened, and I had observed
closely the tent-rock formations that gave the national monument its name.
The mesa at Kasha-Katuwe Tent Rocks National Monument affords an extraordinary
view of the distinctive tent rocks and of the magnificent desert landscape of New Mexico.
CHRISTOPHER JOHNSON
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They were mostly gray, but I saw that the gray was intermixed with bands
of pink and beige. The tapered cylinders ranged in height from a few feet to
100 feet. They had been formed 6 million to 7 million years ago by volcanic
eruptions that left deposits of ash, pumice, and tuff reaching depths of 1,000
feet and more. Those intense volcanic explosions had shot off tiny fragments
of rock that embedded themselves in the hoodoos.
During the climb, I’d noted to myself how completely I was into the flow
of the experience. Time seemed to be suspended, and I felt extraordinarily
alive to the natural world around me. It was no accident that I used the
word flow to describe what I was feeling. Twice I had read the book Flow:
The Psychology of Optimal Experience (Harper Perennial Modern Classics,
2008), a bestseller that Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi (me-HIGH chick-sent-meHIGH-ee) wrote while he was a professor of psychology at the University
of Chicago. (He is currently the distinguished professor of psychology at
the School of Behavioral and Organizational Science at Claremont
Graduate University.)
	I’d read Flow when it had first been published and had responded
immediately to Csikszentmihalyi’s central theory, which he summarized as
that “state in which people are so involved in an activity that nothing else
seems to matter; the experience itself is so enjoyable that people will do it even
at great cost, for the sheer sake of doing it.” He posited that if we experience
flow more regularly, we can improve our performances in all of our endeavors,
from education to business, and if we learn to immerse ourselves in what we
are doing and stay focused on the moment, we will feel a greater sense of
fulfillment. The book also explained the origins of the concept of flow and
the research and data that supported Csikszentmihalyi’s ideas.
	I investigated the concept of flow further and came to realize that
mountain climbing had been absolutely central to Csikszentmihalyi’s
formative experience—and the evolution of his ideas. He drew extensively
on his own climbing experiences to illustrate his ideas, and described many
climbers’ experiences in reporting his research. The connections between
climbing and the concept of flow grew out of the unusual circumstances of
Csikszentmihalyi’s life. He was born in 1934 in Fiume, Italy, where his father
served as a member of Hungary’s diplomatic mission to Italy. From an early
age, climbing was an important part of his life. In a reflective voice during an
interview in June 2013, he told me, “When I was a teenager, I climbed in the
Dolomites, and this was when I first started to think about the experiences of
climbing and how involved I became when I was climbing. One time when
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I was in the Dolomites, by serendipity, I was introduced to 50 men who sang
in a choir located in a town in the Alps. They met every week to sing Tyrolese
songs, and several of them had tears in their eyes as they sang. I knew 80
percent of the songs from my childhood. The songs were beautiful.”
During his adolescence, though, World War II completely disrupted
Csikszentmihalyi’s life. For a time, he was held in a prison camp in Italy.
Tragically, a number of friends and relatives in Budapest lost their lives. One
brother perished in battle, while another was imprisoned in a Russian labor
camp. Csikszentmihalyi said, “During World War II, I learned to play chess.
Everything in Europe was collapsing, falling apart. When I learned to play,
I realized that I became completely absorbed and forgot about being killed.
This was one of the experiences that made me think about the ideas that later
became the flow experience.”
After the war, his family settled back in Italy. Csikszentmihalyi’s experiences
had inspired an interest in psychology, particularly in the psychological
attributes that had allowed some people to emerge from their harrowing war
experiences with positive, life-affirming attitudes intact. Csikszentmihalyi
had heard a lecture by the influential Swiss psychoanalyst Carl Jung and was
deeply impressed. Csikszentmihalyi told Omni magazine, “As a child in the
war I’d seen something drastically wrong with how adults—the grownups
I trusted—organized their thinking. I was trying to find a better system to
order my life. Jung seemed to be trying to cope with some of the more positive
aspects of human experience.”
The quest to define these positive psychological attributes became his
life’s mission. Because Europe offered few academic programs in psychology,
Csikszentmihalyi migrated to the United States, where psychology was better
established as a discipline. He arrived in Chicago in 1956 with only $1.25 to
his name, but he had one thing of great value—admission to the University
of Chicago to study psychology.
At the same time, climbing remained central to his quest. He joined
the Chicago Mountaineering Club, which had been established in 1940 to
encourage mountaineering in the Midwest. Members forayed frequently to
Devil’s Lake, Wisconsin, which featured some of the best rock climbing in
the region. The Grand Tetons in Wyoming were another favorite destination.
Csikszentmihalyi believed that climbers’ subjective experiences and mindsets
perfectly captured what happens during the flow experience.
Csikszentmihalyi completed his PhD in psychology in 1965 and then
taught at Lake Forest College, north of Chicago. He said, “I was teaching
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a seminar, and we were discussing play. Not children’s play, but adult’s play.
What do adults do? Why does play create that feeling of freedom and control?
There were fifteen students. We talked about experiences, including climbing
and chess. Students talked about hockey, soccer, and driving cars. We put cards
up all around the classroom to create categories of these experiences. These
became the basic elements of the flow experience—what made experiences
enjoyable. I wrote papers about these experiences, and the University of
Chicago invited me to return and join the faculty.”
When he came back to Chicago in 1969, he drew upon the resources of
the university to conduct surveys in which people described the experiences
and mental states that they associated with the flow experience. When people
described themselves as happily absorbed, what were they doing? What were
the characteristics of those activities? What were the mindsets of the people
engaged in them?
	In a succession of articles and books, he and his colleagues began to
answer those questions. At first, he described highly absorbing experiences
as “autotelic.” Auto- means “self,” and telos comes from the Greek word for
“goal.” The word refers to any experience that a person pursues as an end in
itself rather than for a utilitarian purpose, such as money. Later he would use
the word flow to capture the essence of total absorption.
	In 1975, he published Beyond Boredom and Anxiety: Experiencing Flow in
Work and Play (Jossey-Bass), coauthored with several colleagues who had
collaborated with him. In the chapter, “Deep Play and the Flow Experience
in Rock Climbing,” he and colleague John MacAloon reported on rock
climbers’ descriptions of their mental states while climbing. The authors
identified two aspects of climbing that drew outdoor adventurers: It presented
physical dangers and it had no utilitarian rewards. People pursued climbing
for rewards inherent in the activity, such as meeting physical challenges and
enjoying extraordinary vistas.
To delve deeper into the intrinsic rewards of climbing, Csikszentmihalyi
and his colleagues interviewed 30 rock climbers in Chicago; Boulder,
Colorado; and Devil’s Lake. Five were women, 25 were men, and they ranged
in age from 19 to 53, with a mean age of 28. The subjects averaged eight
years of mountaineering experience and five years of technical rock climbing
experience. After Csikszentmihalyi and MacAloon conducted the interviews,
they categorized the responses, which provided a foundation for defining six
characteristics of the flow experience.
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Fundamental to the experiences described by the 30 climbers was that
climbing provided ample chances and challenges for action. It presented an
endless variety of challenges based on route, length, geological formations,
weather, and the protection offered by the route. Equally important, the
climbers themselves chose the degree of challenge they wanted to face.
Because of the nature of the challenges, they found themselves totally
absorbed physically and mentally.
	In addition, the climbing experience was, in the words of Csikszentmihalyi
and MacAloon, narrow, simplified, and internally coherent, freeing participants
to focus completely on the activity without distraction or interruption.
As one climber explained, “When I start on a climb, it’s as if my memory
input had been cut off.” The researchers quoted another climber, Doug
Robinson, who described how, after an arduous climb, he returned to
the ordinary world as “a fresh experience, strange and wonderful in
its newness.”
Climbers reported that the activity augmented their feelings of competence
and control. They perceived obstacles not as dangers but as challenges to be
overcome and problems to be solved. Accordingly, they selected their routes
and level of risk to further develop their skills. As one climber said, “You get
so absorbed in the climb that you no longer think about danger.”
	In addition to developing confidence in their competence, climbers
reported that climbing provided instant and unambiguous feedback. They
realized that although they might be in control of their decisions, they were
not in control of the weather, geological formations, or other obstacles that
nature inevitably presented. The key, experienced climbers contended, was
to stay attuned to their own feelings of fear or being out of control. Skilled
climbers used these feelings as a feedback loop to make adjustments, such as
modifying their routes or turning back. Csikszentmihalyi characterized such
perceptions as “deep-flow channels,” which took climbers to a deeper level
and restabilized their feelings of control.
The fifth characteristic that Csikszentmihalyi and MacAloon identified
was the transcendence of ego. Climbers found that as they became lost in
the moment, awareness and action merged, and they entered a state of
“egolessness.” They concentrated so intensely on the physical challenges
that, according to one climber, “You don’t feel like you’re doing something
as a conscious being; you’re adapting to the rock and becoming part of it.”
Another climber said, “It’s the Zen feeling, like meditation or concentration.”
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	Integral to the climber’s sense of flow was an altered sense of time. While
absorbed in the ascent, the climber lost the sense of time completely.
Csikszentmihalyi and MacAloon quoted climber Robinson, who wrote, “It
is said to be only a moment, yet by virtue of total absorption, he is lost in it,
and the winds of eternity blow through it.”
Although most of the climbers reported the six characteristics of the flow
activity just described, nine of the thirty climbers talked about something
deeper: feelings of transcendence—of entering a different level of consciousness. One climber reported, “The only religious feelings I ever have stem
from the mountains. I feel that the mountains make one aware of spiritual
matters.” Csikszentmihalyi said that this state of consciousness was another
aspect of the deep-flow experience, during which some climbers attained an
extraordinary depth of concentration and transformation.
Csikszentmihalyi’s research, combined with the unusual struggles of his
childhood and adolescence, led him to perceive a larger social significance
to the flow experience. When he arrived in the United States in 1956, he
observed widespread boredom, alienation, and anomie among young people.
To counteract these societal tendencies, he thought it was imperative to
engage young people in activities that would engender the sense of flow—
activities such as climbing, dancing, hiking, and chess. Naturally, the specific
activities that engender flow will vary from person to person. According
to Csikszentmihalyi, the important thing was to expose young people to
a “variety of graduated activities” that would invite their total immersion
and absorption.
When I read F low and B eyond B oredom and A nxiety ,
Csikszentmihalyi’s research and the originality of his ideas resonated deeply
with me. I’m not a technical climber, but even so, I realized that I’d experienced
the feeling of flow numerous times as I had hiked and climbed in the White
Mountains, the Rockies, and other mountain ranges. I recalled perceiving my
surroundings with an intensity that I did not enjoy in my day-do-day existence.
These experiences presented a pathway for me to deal more effectively with
negative moments in my life. While I was in my 40s, for example, I was a
supervising editor for a publishing house in Boston, and I worried constantly
about budgets and schedules. While experiencing flow during hiking and
climbing expeditions throughout New England, such negative feelings
seemed to fade away like unnecessary gear that I had jettisoned, and I found
that my problem-solving abilities improved dramatically.
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As we had started climbing on this
day at Tent Rocks, I had quickly fallen
into the flow of the hike. The national
monument ranges in altitude from 5,570
feet to 6,760 feet, and we wended our
way through slot canyons and climbed
up boulder steps toward the distant mesa
that topped Tent Rocks. I had, in a strange
way, lost consciousness, and at the same
time, my senses of sight, hearing, and
touch had sharpened. It was as if my bootladen feet had integrated with the rock
and the sand—as if I were part of this
landscape, and the barrier between subject and object had been sundered. I stood Barbara Johnson rests between
rock formations at Tent Rocks.
only feet away from three of the tent rocks. The formations resulted from
They were thick around like pillars that volcanic eruptions that shook
narrowed gradually to the capstones that the region between 6 million
topped them off, coming as near to perfect and 7 million years ago.
CHRISTOPHER JOHNSON
symmetry as was possible.
The landscape was interspersed with
yucca plants and cholla cactus, which painted splashes of green on top of the
omnipresent desert brown. Barbara and I stopped to catch our breath, and we
bent over to observe several of the yucca plants that lined the trail. In the flow
of the hike, I had the patience and clarity of vision to observe more closely.
The yucca spread its leaves like swords, showing the sharp tips and strong
fiber that American Indians had used for rope, clothing, and other uses.
It was a simple and beautiful plant that had adapted magnificently to its
desert environment.
We continued on and encountered students from the University of
New Mexico who were studying rock fragments in the large boulders to learn
more about how volcanic eruptions had shaped this beautiful place. They all
were examining the layers of rock and the tiny obsidian fragments embedded
in the vertical sides of the canyon. Each student had a little patch of canyon
wall to examine. In their notebooks. they were drawing sketches showing the
layers of rocks and the tiny fragments of obsidian. The students appeared to
be focused with every ounce of their consciousness on their observations.
They had achieved flow.
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We reached the top of the mesa, completing a glorious climb. But as I
progressed along the top of the narrowing mesa and saw the empty blue of
the sky draw closer to me on either side, the feeling of flow disintegrated into
anxiety caused by my vertigo. By the time I reached that ditch that separated
me from the final little patch of mesa, I was in the throes of fear.
	I knew that I needed to summon back the feeling of flow to make my way
to the tip of the mesa. As I stood there in my hiking boots, I suddenly had an
impulse. I closed my eyes and listened as closely and alertly as I possibly could,
trying to step outside my ego. Gradually, I was absorbed by the subtle sounds:
the hiss of the dry desert air as it scuttled along the mesa, the distant shouts
of children as they clambered along the trail atop the mesa, the subtle stir of
manzanita bushes as the wind swept through the leaves and sang a melancholy
ode. Then I felt the wind, dry and incessant, against every inch of my skin,
and it blew strongly enough to stir the tiny hairs on my forearm and wrist.
The wind brought back that feeling of flow, of being immersed in the
moment, and I opened my eyes and slowly moved forward, carefully planting
one foot into the ditch and grasping a boulder that lay within reach. Not
looking at the empty blue sky that surrounded me, I cautiously pulled myself
across the ditch and onto the tip of the mesa and then tiptoed slowly to where
Paul was sitting. I seated myself next to him. By now, Barbara was behind me.
I had not revealed my fears to her. And there we sat, drinking much-needed
water from our canteens, and I felt like a hawk perched on a cliff, ready to
take off and soar above the earth. I was immersed in the feeling of flow.
Evening was approaching, and the three of us clambered down through
the dark-and-light slot canyons, picking our way among the unevenly spaced
boulders and passing the column-shaped tent rocks. For me, the gulf between
subject and object was obliterated. The feeling was almost mystical—a feeling
of acute aliveness. I felt as though I had lost consciousness of my ego as a
separate self. We passed those extraordinary tent rocks that were thousands of
years old, and they stood stark and defiant against the sky. The feeling of flow
had brought the promise of renewal: of new energies; of new confidence; of
the unity of thought, feeling, and senses; of complete integration; of absorbing
for one brief moment the fantastic beauty of the earth.

Christopher Johnson is the coauthor, with David Govatski, of
Forests for the People (Island Press, 2013), which includes reporting they did for
Appalachia. Johnson writes often about the history of the Eastern mountains.
He lives in Evanston, Illinois. Visit him at www.chrisjohnsonwrite.com.
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In snow,
two of us keep watch
over the lip of the ravine,
turning our faces to sun
and the mountain side—
he with his eight-point rack,
me with my glasses,
ballpoint pen,
each of us chewing over our day—
it’s warm for winter,
and I remember
his father or grandfather
just there, years back,
forty-below, studying mountains
as I was studying him.
Robin Chapman

Robin Chapman is the author of seven poetry books, most recently The Eelgrass
Meadow (Tebot Bach, 2011). She is the recipient of Appalachia’s 2010 Poetry Prize.
Her poems have appeared recently in Atlanta Review, Dalhousie Review, Prairie
Schooner, and Southern Poetry Review among other journals. For another of her
poems, see page 41.
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Four Quartets and
Eight Legs
Rituals fortify an Appalachian Trail trek
Christine Woodside
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T

he thin paperback’s cover bent back. My friend Phil held
it up above his head in his left hand and tipped the page toward the beam
of his tiny flashlight. He lay on his back next to his wife, Cay, on the dirty
wooden floor of the open-fronted shelter. Three of us stared up into the dark
rafters, listening, as Phil read “Burnt Norton,” the first part of T. S. Eliot’s
work, Four Quartets. “Time present and time past are both perhaps present in
time future.”
	I lay on a flimsy sleeping pad next to my husband, Nat. Four days earlier,
we had started walking the Appalachian Trail through the tree-covered
mountains of northwest Georgia, four of the hundreds of middle-class
American pilgrims redeeming the regrets of bad jobs or undevised ambitions.
We would push ourselves through this adventure, and (we predicted) change.
We would live in the present. We would walk with heavy packs for as long
as we could—we hoped for 2,100 miles, through the ridges of Tennessee
and North Carolina, Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Vermont, New
Hampshire, and Maine. We had quit those jobs and vacated our apartments.
We thought that what we were doing made sense.

Burnt Norton
“Footfalls echo in the memory,” Phil read. “Down the passage which we did
not take/ Towards the door we never opened.” My shoulder blades ached.
I smelled. The soles of my feet felt smashed and bruised. And on this early
night of a four-and-a-half-month slog, I strained to understand T. S. Eliot.
In a few weeks, we would hardly have time to glance at the cover of the
Four Quartets paperback. But its somber truths matched the painful march.
	Nat and I had been married for almost two years, and Phil and Cay for
about ten months. Phil and Nat had first met at Haverford College. Friends
had introduced me to Nat when he was at Yale Divinity School and I was
working as a journalist in Philadelphia. The three of us had worked as camp
counselors together after that. Then, Cay had been Nat’s and Phil’s boss at
Nature’s Classroom, an outdoor education program in New Hampshire.
For two years before we stepped onto the trail, I had managed a newspaper
in Westchester County, New York. I had worked 55 hours a week. It had felt
About three weeks left to go: Cay, with her roughly 42-pound pack, climbs Mount
Kinsman in the White Mountains. CHRISTINE WOODSIDE
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like a sweatshop. I had been miserable. The more miserable I’d felt, the harder
I’d worked, thinking this would stop the feeling. It had not. No one ever had
seemed happy there, no matter how hard they’d all worked. I had planned
an escape; Nat was in. And he’d run downstairs to the wall phone in our
apartment, dialing Phil and Cay in Boston. They were in. Nat had sold out
of an infrared optics business where he and his partner had clashed. Phil had
taken leave of a library job. Cay had walked away with relief from a university
office where arguing had trumped productivity.
	I went out to the trail for more than these obvious reasons. Something
lay deep within me, unfinished. On the trail, I wanted resolution of my
personality. Planning and executing a trip like this feels like a strange dream
from which you wake up only after you realize you have condemned yourself
to jail because you know that jail will deepen you.
The mountains of northwest Georgia and the ridge dividing North
Carolina from Tennessee made me gasp. They were beautiful. But soon
enough I was working so hard that I could not always see the blue-edged
trees tumbling out before me. We reached a rocky overlook; we sat down
and meditated on how we’d get up again in a moment. Phil and Nat had
signed up for graduate school. We would have to hike 2,100 miles by early
September. We left in mid-April. We would have to cover 20 miles a day
throughout the South, if we possibly could.
We laughed a lot, but people laugh in jail. Phil one day performed an
imitation of how Dracula would have spoken if he were Viennese. Every time
he said, “Bleah” in a Viennese accent, I laughed like a hyena. Phil and I sang
television theme songs from the 1960s. I had not known that I could sing all
of the verses of “Green Acres.” But as I did so, although I didn’t appreciate
the mountains the way I imagined I was supposed to, I did become someone
else. I began to forget who I had been before.
Phil read “Burnt Norton” in a clear, perfectly paced, unsentimental voice
that suggested he had thought about why we had come to be lying on the
ground and why we would be doing so for many months.
“Time past and time future/ Allow but a little consciousness./ To be conscious is not to be in time.”
And this: “Neither plenitude nor vacancy. Only a flicker/ Over the strained
time-ridden faces/ Distracted from distraction by distraction/ Filled with fancies and empty of meaning.”
We would live with neither too much nor too little of anything—
just enough to get by. Just enough food, just enough money, just enough
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courage. Distractions would almost break us, again and again—whether they
come in the form of stinging wasps, soaking rain, high winds, or brusque Post
Office clerks.

East Coker
“East Coker,” the second poem in Four Quartets, refers to the village where
T. S. Eliot’s ancestors lived in England before leaving for America, and where
he was buried.
“In my beginning is my end,” starts this second poem. And, “In order to
arrive at what you are not/You must go through the way in which you are
not./ And what you do not know is the only thing you know.” And, “For
us, there is only the trying. The rest is not our business.” It reminded me of
Nat, who never flinched from pushing us along, adding miles, keeping us on
schedule.
	Only Nat could have walked the distance alone. The rest of us now
agree on that.
	On a dark June afternoon, we hiked through northern Virginia and toward
the low country of Harpers Ferry, West Virginia, headquarters of the Appalachian Trail Conference. A crisis was brewing. Cay had said she hoped we
could stop early enough to set up camp properly. She meant, Nat and I realized, that she wanted to surprise Phil for his birthday. We remembered she’d
been hoarding a box of instant cheesecake in one of the food bags. At about 5
p.m., the four of us convened on the trail, wondering how much farther to go.
Nat wanted to walk three more miles to the next shelter. Cay stood quietly,
looking down. Of course she would not say out loud her birthday surprise.
Just then, the forest darkened, as if someone had blotted out the light with
a cloth. It was going to rain, hard, and probably thunder and lightning too.
Nat stood with his hands on his hips. He insisted, “If we keep stopping early
all the time, we’re never going to make it to Katahdin.”
(“Katahdin,” I thought. “Was that where we were going?”)
Cay said, softly in a quavering voice, “I’m concerned that we should set
up camp before it rains.” When Cay was upset, she became ultra-polite. No
one answered. We all knew what no response meant. We’d been through this
before. No response meant we would keep going. Cay turned and walked
forward. She held her back firm, stoically. We just kept walking. No more
than 30 seconds later, the trail in front of me got even blacker, if that was possible. Fireflies started blinking as if it were sunset. Rain pelted down on us.
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The wind whipped up. The four of us, saying nothing, stopped immediately,
took off our packs, and mechanically started setting up camp in the middle of
the trail. The raindrops plopped around like giant gumballs. Nat and I shook
out our tent and slipped its single curved pole through the fabric sleeves. We
would sleep smack in the middle of the hiking superhighway, and it seemed a
lovely place to stop. “BOOM.” The thunderstorm landed finally. We jammed
in the tent stakes, and the fabric of our tents shivered up into place. I dove
into our tent while Nat adjusted the fly. He threw me my damp pack, and I
just sat against it, hugging my knees. A puddle of water settled around my
behind. I could hear mad rustling of fabric in the other tent. Cay was pulling
out the dinner bag, sobbing.
We just sat in our tents, silent, for many minutes. The rain lightened.
Cay called out, “I’m making some dinner.” In the shelter of her tent fly, she
lit the stove, plopped the pot of water on top, and poured in soup mix. A
few minutes later, her hand parted our tent door, handing us soup. Then I
heard her spoon hitting the side of the pie pan. She was mixing the birthday
cheesecake. Several minutes later, the pan, with half of the dessert left, slid
into our tent. I dipped my spoon into the smooth filling.
	Nat had not succeeded in keeping us to our schedule. We had stopped
because of the storm. In sunshine, we would have kept going, I knew. And
I think Cay knew. We would push to the limit every day. Storms meant we
could stop early. Birthdays did not.

The Dry Salvages
Eliot’s third poem is named for rocks off Cape Ann, Massachusetts, which he
remembered from his childhood. “And the ragged rock in the restless waters,/
Waves wash over it, fogs conceal it; . . . in the somber season/ Or the sudden
fury, [it] is what it always was.” A rock, timeless in moving time, reminded me
of Cay, who had a Florence Nightingale quality about her. Night after night,
I slumped on the edge of some filthy shelter platform, watching Cay stand
in her boots and pour noodles into the unsteady pot. She stirred, dumped
cheese sauce, shook salt and pepper, sprinkled a few dried herbs. She dished
dinner into our cheap plastic bowls. She handed me my bowl.
Earlier in our journey, one awful cloudy, May dusk, Cay and I said
goodbye to Nat and Phil. They raced ahead, as much as two men can race
while wearing gigantic packs. It was almost 6 p.m. and we would cover seven
more miles that night. The sun would set before we got to camp. Don’t talk,
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I thought. The air faded grayer and grayer. I dragged myself into a lumbering
gallop behind Cay’s fast trot. She obviously had calculated that we ought to
make about four miles an hour if we wanted to see. I only knew that I must
follow her.
The trail twisted one way and then another down one mountain.
It meandered up and around the next. Cay would pause only long enough
to look back. As soon as she’d see me catching up, she’d take off again. We
reached the bottom of the last hill just before the sun made its final dip
behind the trees. Cay reached for the guidebook; we had two miles more,
up one final treed mountain. I nodded miserably. We squatted to rest. I left
my pack on, of course. Cay took hers off only so she could pull out the
gallon Ziploc bag of breakfast raisins. We grabbed fistfuls. Cay could see
I was holding on but barely. She knew better than to engage me in talk. I just
silently hated everything.
Then Cay gently nudged me into the lead. She knew I was strong on the
uphills. She knew I had a way of igniting out of my doldrums at odd times.
The trail slanted upward and I marched. I kept thinking, “I can still see.
I can see.” The light dissipated into blotches. We knew that if we got out our
flashlights, our night vision would bleach out. So we kept on. The only noises
were our boots dully slapping against the dirt and our panting.
	Near the crest, I stopped and turned around. “Is this still the trail?” Cay
stepped ahead, pulled off her pack for a second, got out her flashlight, and
before we could focus on the beam, we heard voices—strange men’s voices,
Nat’s and Phil’s voices, and a dog barking. I was afraid of dogs. The animal
bounded up to us. Cay reached her hand down and tamed the beast. Suddenly I felt really good.

Little Gidding
The final chapter in Four Quartets examines suffering as the way to new life.
It’s named for an English village where an Anglican commune lived in the
1600s, but the group scattered during the mid-century English Civil War.
This poem made me think of myself. Hiking the trail had been my idea, and
I was the weakest of the four. I cried when I was hungry. I cried when I was
tired. I felt that complaining was the way to happiness. And everyone just
ignored me.
We were hiking through a downpour in central Virginia near Dismal
Swamp. The rain and fog had started around lunchtime and poured down
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The evening shelter routine began with Cay, left, searching for the dinner bag, Phil
pumping water through the purifier, and Chris, right, standing like a zombie eating
popcorn. Nat Eddy

for about three hours. The trail followed roads here. Everything was asphalt
and fast cars swishing puddles, sending giant waves onto us. We wobbled
along a narrow concrete edging of a one-lane bridge under construction. My
feet were decomposing (I thought). A thick layer of calluses had absorbed so
much of that water that they were rubbery. Underneath these, giant blisters
formed, one on the ball of each foot. It hurt so much to walk that I cried out
with each step. By late afternoon, at Nat’s suggestion, I switched from my
sodden leather boots to the light Adidas I usually wore in camp at night. I was
no less soaked, but I could feel a tiny bit more of my dead feet this way.
A pathway of bog bridges—two split logs resting flat side up—lay across
the wet terrain through here. I stepped onto the wet wood; tingly pains
blasted from my feet up into my legs. I screamed. Once Nat looked back at
me with a look of slight disgust. The rain was slowing down now, into a misty,
chilly cloud.
The clearing for the Wapiti I Shelter barely went beyond the buildings and
the mushy-looking fire pit in front of it. The inside wasn’t too horribly wet.
I eased myself to the edge, groaning as I sat down and pulled off those
running shoes.
“Chris, why don’t you cook dinner?” Nat asked.
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	I never cooked dinner. Well, I’d done it twice before. Usually Cay
in her quiet way started cooking when we reached camp, but that night,
they all wanted me to do it. On some level, they understood that I
needed rehabilitation.
	I roused myself and stopped blubbering. I rummaged through my pack
for the first-aid kit. I pulled out the needle and matches from the red nylon
pouch. Somehow I had to pop those gigantic blisters. I perched on the
damp platform with one foot on my other knee, jabbed the needle through
the dead white flesh, felt nothing. The pus seeped out and I wiped it with
my bandanna and unwrapped a bandage. Nat handed me my hiking
boots; they were sort of dry, while the Adidas now were soaked. I pushed my
numb feet back into the boots and left the laces dangling. I stood up, leaning
at the edge of the shelter floor. Tomorrow we would go into Pearisburg,
Virginia. So we could eat anything out of the packs now; there would
be plenty of time to replenish the stocks. Now it was my job to creatively
use up what we had left. I took a second-long inventory, and then began
cooking the last of the dried sliced potatoes. When they softened in the
liquid, I dumped the mashed-potato flakes into them. Next, I boiled
some rice and mixed in more water and Knorr leek and potato soup as
a sauce.
My feet screamed as I stood mixing and stirring the all-potato meal,
but something gentled my complaints. I had to pay attention to that stove.
I started to joke around, pretending I was an Italian chef and I kept saying, “Mangia, mangia.” Then I’d giggle hysterically. By the time I handed
the glop to my companions, the responsibility of feeding them had quieted
my breathing.
Eliot wrote, “If you came this way,/ Taking any route, starting from anywhere,/ At any time or at any season,/ It would always be the same: you
would have to put off/ Sense and notion. You are not here to verify,/ Instruct
yourself, or inform curiosity/ Or carry report. You are here to kneel/ Where
prayer has been valid.”
	I was stumbling in prayer. I remember the afternoon, a few weeks earlier,
when I had realized that I had chosen a life of walking through a tunnel of
brown leaves. That’s really what hiking the Appalachian Trail is. Oh yes, there
are open ridges, but mostly you’re in the leaves on the way up and on the way
down. On that day of recognition, we had gotten over a ridge of grassy-topped
mountains on the Tennessee–North Carolina border and in mid-afternoon
we’d crossed North Carolina Route 226 at Iron Mountain Gap.
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The Eight-Legged Thing outside the tiny Post Office in Caratunk, Maine, from left,
Chris, Cay, Phil, Nat. CHRISTINE WOODSIDE COLLECTION, PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN

The asphalt held onto the sun to mock us. I wanted to scream. I focused
on the painted lines pointing to civilization miles away, out of reach. I stepped
up the rock steps leading from the road back into the woods. The swath of
leaves stretched away into the forest. Someone said something like, “Only six
miles to go.” Only six miles. I gulped. My chest lurched. The leaves blurred,
and I was sobbing. I was walking on ruined feet on endless runners of dead
leaves. Nothing would change. It would never feel better, I was still too proud
to give up, and I was going to have to hate every second. There was no talking
to me. I waved off every advance from Nat and Phil and Cay. The leaves and
tree trunks canopied a horrible highway down which I must march without
seeing past it. Crying had once cleansed me. Now I kept crying and didn’t feel
any better. I felt worse. I had given up my job and my life and dragged my
husband and our friends onto this trail. And I didn’t want to do it anymore.
I hated every step. I hated my pack. I hated the guidebook, the cheery hiker
registers with jaunty remarks like, “Goin’ all the way!!!” I hated the slimy pepperoni on crumbling crackers. I hated the stale instant coffee. The only thing
I wanted was to get out of there. But no. I didn’t want to give up. And yet
I might have to. I couldn’t hike, even. Pains shot through my feet and toes.
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My knees ached all the time. My shoulder blades stung where the pack straps
rubbed. I felt exhausted.
	I sat on the edge of a shelter that evening, not seeing my boots, unlacing
them, tears draining. A man about our age, out with his father, asked me,
“I’m interested to know—is it hard to enjoy the trail when you are trying to
hike the whole thing?”
	I don’t know why I held back, but I just said, “This is not the best time
to ask me that. I’ve had a bad day today.” I sat there. Cay stirred the dinner,
Phil ran water through the hand pump for tomorrow’s supply. Nat got out
the sleeping bags.
“And what you thought you came for/ Is only a shell, a husk of meaning,”
Eliot wrote, “From which the purpose breaks only when it is fulfilled/ If at all.
Either you had no purpose/ Or the purpose is beyond the end you figured/
And is altered in fulfilment.”
	I knew then that I could not do anything alone. I could not do anything
without a strong inner sense of purpose, either.
The days, weeks, and months compressed into a string of repeated rituals
that started with the early morning sound of Phil dipping the dishes in boiling water and Nat stirring cereal mash in the giant aluminum pot. By 7 a.m.
we snaked up the path, arms crossed in front of us, gigantic packs swaying
behind. “You should see these guys,” our friend Jim told someone. “They’re
an eight-legged thing.” And so, months into it, we had our trail name.
In “thing” formation, Cay led, Phil and I went in the middle because both of
us have bad hearing, and Nat, pushing us on with his invisible cattle prod,
went last.
A typical day went: five miles, then snack of six Duplex Creme cookies;
five miles, then crumbling saltines with peanut butter for lunch; five miles,
more Duplex Cremes; five miles, stop for the night. Cay made dinner, the
men pumped water through our filter for the next day; we ate; I washed the
dishes wearing my flashlight on its cord around my forehead. Late at night, I
awoke, wrote a few sentences in my notebook, and planned our itineraries for
the coming days. Each day, we again covered more ground than we felt really
capable of. Each day’s hardships pulled me through by their rituals. In rituals,
I broke away from my former, dead life of wrong obligations. In rituals on the
trail, in crying through those rituals at times, I came to a new sense of the life
that lay before us and me.
“There are three conditions which often look alike/ Yet differ completely,
flourish in the same hedgerow,” T. S. Eliot wrote in that last poem, “Little
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Gidding.” “Attachment to self and to things and to persons, detachment/
From self and from things and from persons; and, growing between
them, indifference.” Maybe not quite indifference. One day I thought to
myself that I was just a hiker, just another pilgrim in life. Knowing that,
I swallowed the disappointments and pushed on, covering too many miles.
One afternoon at 5 p.m., I stood on the beach of a completely remote,
wilderness lake called Lower Jo-Mary Lake, deep in Maine’s 100-Mile
Wilderness. I tilted my filthy face toward the late-day golden sun. I wanted
to stop, lie down, and camp there for a week. In the background, I heard
Nat call my name. And I turned and walked forward, the last few miles of
another day.
At the end, it was time to go find my true voice, and my
children’s voices in my coming motherhood. I could not picture myself entering that stage before, because I had labored in overwork and false duties.
The trail gave me “a condition of complete simplicity costing not less than
everything.” I could see the cost of leading life from a sense of inner light,
instead of doing what everybody else seemed to want me to do. I saw that in
order to say yes, I must say no often—no to debilitating jobs for unpleasant
bosses, no to unreasonable demands.
	I would provide my own sense of satisfaction. I could not get it from others. But I knew that a full life is one lived in community, where each member
contributes a skill, and all of them accept one another even if they are driving
them crazy.
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Night Feeders
Los Quetzales, Chiriquí, Panama
Long after birds have slipped into torpor, after
a fern-thin moon sets behind banana trees,
grey bats take turns at hummingbird feeders;
they flitter, dip in, drink, fall away.
I watch at eye level from the landing;
in the porch light their fur shines silver
as they cue in air, swing down, tongue
sugar water from the feeder tube.
Quiet, orderly, almost polite, they refuel
then slip off with a slight creak of wings,
lost among stars. I wrap my rebozo
tighter over my nightgown, drift back
to the room, the rhythm of the night
feeders already easing into my dreams.
Marcyn Del Clements

Marcyn Del Clements is a regular contributor to Appalachia. In 2007, she traveled
to Panama to observe birds, mammals, and flowers of the rain forest, including the
shadowy Dracula orchid. She lives in Claremont, California.
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The 10th Mountain Division

Soldiers Who Loved to Ski
Training with the 10th Mountain Division in Colorado
Trish Anderton
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T

he midwinter air on Colorado’s Mount Democrat was
thin and cold. A line of skiers in white military garb paused at the edge
of a couloir near the summit of the 14,000-footer. At the head of the party,
U.S. Army Staff Sergeant Bill Hackett probed at the crust of snow. Judging
it safe, he started across.
But he’d judged wrong. Moments later, the top layer of snow broke away
under his weight. Luckily, the man behind him had extraordinary reflexes.
Bud Winter threw himself to the ground, grabbed a large rock with one hand,
and extended his ski pole with the other.
“Grab the pole!” he yelled. Hackett did, and somehow hung on while
snow avalanched from under him and crashed 2,500 feet down the slope.
Nobody was hurt. Hackett picked himself up, shook off the snow—and his
near-death experience—and the group went on to finish its exercise.
	It was just another day at work for the World War II–era “soldiers on
skis”—the U.S. Army’s 10th Mountain Division.

Soldiers Out of Skiers
The 10th Mountain was unlike any U.S. military division before or since.
It was the only one whose soldiers were recruited by a private organization,
the National Ski Patrol. It was the only division that asked recruits to submit
three letters attesting to their character—and skiing ability.
The inspiration for America’s soldiers on skis came, perhaps not
surprisingly, from Finland. As Charles J. Sanders writes in his 10th Mountain
history, The Boys of Winter (University Press of Colorado, 2005), heavily outnumbered Finnish ski troops made an indelible impression on the world after
the Soviet Union invaded in 1939.
“For nearly four months, Finnish soldiers in white camouflage uniforms
kept the Soviets at bay,” Sanders writes. “Using guerrilla tactics, the Finns
ambushed Russian units and blew up convoys before escaping back into the
snowy forests on skis. Though finally forced to surrender in March 1940,
the Finns succeeded in destroying several Soviet divisions, dramatically
illustrating the wartime value of ski troops in cold-weather terrain.”
Germany, Austria, and Italy already had mountain troops. National Ski
Patrol director Charles Minot “Minnie” Dole was alarmed that the United

Franz Alt (left) and a fellow soldier at Camp Hale.

COURTESY OF JIM ALT AND ANNICE ALT
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States had none. He began scheduling meetings with anyone who would listen, offering to help organize a mountain unit for the United States.
By late 1941, Dole’s crusade was gaining traction. He succeeded in convincing Army Chief of Staff General George Marshall to let Dole form a
regiment at Fort Lewis, near Seattle.
Dole was convinced it would be easier to make “soldiers out of skiers than
skiers out of soldiers.” And the skiers he recruited were some of the best in
the world. They included famed Swiss mountaineer Peter Gabriel, Olympian
Robert Livermore, Paul Petzoldt (a member of the first American team to
attempt K2), ski jumping champ Torger Tokle, and former slalom champ
Friedl Pfeifer.
The word got out: Volunteers were needed for an elite mountain unit.
University of Chicago student Robert B. Ellis, who had learned to ski as a
child in Switzerland, was among those “seduced” by the breathless media
coverage.
“I was still naïve and taken in by news stories depicting tan fellows,
dramatically draped in white camouflage, climbing sheer rock cliffs or skiing
down sunlit trails in defense of their country,” he wrote in his memoir,
See Naples and Die (McFarland, 1996).
Late in 1942, the Army opened Camp Hale high in the Pando Valley of
the Colorado Rockies. Hale featured housing for 15,000 trainees, plus a ski
center, rock- and ice-climbing walls, and stables for pack mules. Ellis and the
others poured in from around the country by train. Camp Hale was where
the 10th Mountain Division took shape, and where it faced some of its most
difficult days.

Not a Pretty Sight
“Its streets are rivers of mud. Its parade ground is a sea of the same,” the
Denver Post wrote not long after Camp Hale opened. The new Mountain
Training Center, it concluded, was “not a pretty sight to see these spring days.”
But mud was not the only challenge at what was (of course) quickly
dubbed Camp Hell. The Pando Valley had plenty of mountain peaks and
plenty of snow—upward of 13 feet per year, according to Army estimates. It
was sorely lacking in pretty much everything else—such as human comforts.
At 9,300 feet, the mountain air was thin. It was so thin, in fact, that a flock
of carrier pigeons sent by the Army for training couldn’t fly very far in it. The
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soldiers had them carry messages across camp by foot instead, “like miniature
Western Union boys,” Sanders writes.
Coal stoves and coal-burning trains did their best to thicken the air.
The valley trapped smog, and soon men were falling ill with a chronic cough
known as the “Pando Hack.” Some developed serious lung infections that
hospitalized them for weeks.
The camp routine was exhausting. A typical day started at 5:30 a.m. and
might include marching, calisthenics, foxhole digging, mountain climbing,
marksmanship, military drill, or skiing—often while carrying the infamous
70-pound packs.
“A man fell over in ranks the other day—flat on his face,” Ellis wrote in a
letter home. “You see or hear of this happening almost every day. Men faint
or collapse very suddenly and the hospital is crowded. Fifty-seven men out of
our company of 207 are in the hospital right now.”
The heavy, clunky gear of that era didn’t help. The skis, for example, were
steel-edged hickory planks, a minimum of seven feet long (backcountry skis
today are often six feet or less).
“They were pretty heavy and we’d have no wax on the darn things,” one
vet recalled decades later. “In the spring when it was warm we’d ski all day on
them and they’d be like a rocking chair at the end of day. So we’d have to take
the tails and tie them on one side of a tree—you’d fold them around the tree
and tape the tips so in the morning there’d be some camber left and they were
skiable again.”
The “bear-trap” bindings consisted of a metal toe clip that attached the
boot to the ski, paired with a strap across the toes to keep the boot from
coming out. A metal cable stretched around the back of the heel. You could
leave the heel free for cross-country skiing, or put the cable under metal clips
to hold it down for downhill skiing.
That heel-down position provided greater control, but what it didn’t
provide was any kind of safety release. Hence the term bear-trap: Once the
bindings had you in their grip, they didn’t let go, even if you were cartwheeling
down the mountain in a free-fall.
And even with the heels down, controlling the skis wasn’t so easy: To a
modern skier accustomed to snug plastic boots, the squishy leather Armyissue ankle boots would feel about as stiff as a pile of mashed potatoes.
The fabrics left something to be desired, too. The tents didn’t “breathe,”
so ice collected on the inside walls at night. A soldier who bumped his head
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on the tent ceiling in the morning would bring a rain of ice down on everyone’s heads.
	Some men went to extreme lengths to escape the harsh conditions. Ellis
recalls one soldier who was bucking for a mental health discharge. He would
“strip naked in the open at bedtime,” Ellis writes, “hang all his clothes carefully
from nearby tree limbs, place his boots and socks just outside the opening to
his tent, and climb nude into his sleeping bag. In the morning—and we
usually rose well before dawn—he had the unenviable task of emerging
bare-assed and barefoot from his tent and trying to get into icy clothing
which had turned stiff as a board during the night.”
The man eventually disappeared, Ellis adds, but “to our great disappointment, we never learned whether it had all been an act or not.”

The Damnedest Thing
What’s surprising is how many soldiers not only survived in these conditions;
they thrived in them. For many Camp Hale residents, the perfect end to a
week of hiking and skiing was a weekend of hiking and skiing.
“My God, half of the son of a guns in the outfit would rather go climb some
rock than go down to town and look for booze and broads,” 10th Mountain
veteran Francis Sargent, who went on to become governor of Massachusetts,
told Sports Illustrated in 1971. “I remember thinking it was the damnedest
thing for soldiers to act like that.”
Fellow veteran Bill Bowerman put it more politely. “It was not an army,”
he said. “It was a fraternity. It was a brotherhood of outdoorsmen.”
Franz Alt was one of those outdoorsmen. Alt was born in Vienna. He came
to the United States “just after the Nazis walked into Austria,” according to his
widow, Annice Alt, who shared some of his papers with Appalachia. Alt took
notes of his weekend hikes, some of which can only be described as massive
slogs. On April 22, 1944, for example, he set out, apparently by himself, to
some log cabins to spend the night. He did not take skis. “Extremely deep
snow, a few times tempts me to turn back,” he noted, but he didn’t turn back.
The next morning he set out from the cabins at 7 a.m. and hiked up
Sugarloaf Mountain. Then he worked his way across ridges and through passes
to Jacque Peak, where he also summited. “Bad weather, snowfall and strong
wind, until here,” he wrote. “On way back weather gets better.” That was
lucky because he still had another five hours to go: three to climb 12,718-foot
Elk Mountain, and two to get back to camp, where he arrived at 8:30 p.m.
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	On another weekend in late May, he set out with a fellow soldier to climb
two 14,000-footers, Mounts Massive and Elbert. After a half-day of climbing, they slept “uncomfortably on sloping rocks under an overhang.” Arising
bright and early at 5:20, they skied all the way down Massive, then made their
way to Elbert and climbed it, carrying their skis much of the way. They skied
down and walked out, finishing at 11:30 p.m.—an 18-hour day.
Just another weekend in the 10th Mountain Division.

As Bad as D-Series
The culmination of all the training at Camp Hale was D-Series, a massive
maneuver that sent some 12,000 men into the mountains around Pando in
March 1944. It was a chance to show the Army brass what the division could
do. An official Army report later called it “the most grueling training test ever
given to any U.S. Army division.”
The snow was deeper than usual that spring. Men slogged up mountains
for hours, practicing attacks and flanking maneuvers, remaining on alert
status for days at a time. Communications systems broke down and whole
battalions got lost. Many men went hungry because the mule teams got stuck
in deep drifts and couldn’t get supplies out to them.
For much of the time, fires were not allowed, and the troops slept out
under the stars in their sleeping bags. This could be an unnerving experience
when snow fell overnight.
“I got up one morning early and thought everyone had left. I was real
scared,” one veteran recalled. On closer inspection, he saw the tiny holes in
the snow that had formed around each man’s nostrils. He felt a rush of relief:
“Oh my god, they’re still here!”
	Sleeping in the snow claimed a lot of casualties. On one night alone, more
than 100 men had to be evacuated for frostbite. Ellis lost 17 pounds. “Along
with other discomforts, my back and shoulders broke out with sores, my fingers cracked at the ends, my ears were frozen once, etc.,” he wrote. “I’ve been
tired many times but never so completely washed out in every way.”
Later on, when the 10th Mountain faced combat in Italy, the men liked to
say, “If this gets any worse, it’ll be as bad as D-Series.”
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Riva RIdge and Beyond
Ironically, the soldiers on skis didn’t get to use their skis much in the war. The
winter of 1944–1945 wasn’t very snowy in Italy, where the 10th was called on
to reclaim the high grounds of the Apennine Mountains and drive the Nazis
north to the Po Valley. A highlight of the campaign was the daring nighttime
climb up Riva Ridge, a steep rock face covered in ice and snow, which the
Germans considered impossible to scale. The 10th climbed the ridge in February 1945, and they held it despite a withering counterattack.
By April, they were crossing the Po River. In May, the German army
in Italy surrendered. The division had fought in Europe for four months,
sustaining 975 deaths and nearly 4,000 injuries.
The capture of Riva Ridge, in particular, validated the importance of
trained mountain troops. But it was only the beginning of the contribution
that the 10th Mountain soldiers would make with their high-altitude skills.
Back in the United States after the war, veterans of the division started
ski resorts at Aspen, Vail, and Stowe, and played key roles in the burgeoning
ski industry across the nation. Tenth Mountain vets founded the National
Outdoor Leadership School and the League of Conservation Voters, and
served in top positions at scores of outdoor and conservation organizations.
Some 30 members have been inducted in the U.S. Ski Hall of Fame.
“We wanted to teach the country to ski. And we did,” veteran Dick Wilson told the New York Times in 2006.
	One of the soldiers on skis also founded the 10th Mountain Division
Memorial Hut System, a network of 34 backcountry huts in the Rockies on
land where the division trained. If you want to honor the 10th Mountain
Division and its legacy, perhaps the best way is to ski, hike, or bike these
beautiful and still-remote trails yourself.

Trish Anderton is a writer and Web editor for the Children’s Health Fund
in New York City. She has worked for gimby.org, New Hampshire Public
Radio, and a newspaper in Jakarta, Indonesia, among other places.
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The 10th Mountain Division

Weekend Excursions
A ski soldier’s diary, 1943-1944
Franz L. Alt
Editor’s note: Annice Alt, the widow of Franz L. Alt, found and sent us these field
notes her husband kept between September 1943 and June 1944. Mrs. Alt writes,
“When he was drafted in 1943, Franz Alt was assigned to the 10th Mountain
Division, the ski troops, based in Camp Hale, Colorado. Each week for five
and a half days, they would ski carrying pack and rifle, or march carrying
pack, rifle, and skis. On the weekends when not on guard duty or KP (kitchen
duty, originally from the phrase “Kitchen Police”), for recreation Alt would
ski or climb the peaks around camp, alone or with a buddy or two. He wrote
accounts of three of these weekend excursions in April and May of 1944. After
three weeks of maneuvers, he made a circuit of Sugarloaf Mountain, Jacque
Peak, and Elk Mountain without skis. The following weekend, Alt, Howard
Friedman, and Kurt Krieser tackled Mount Democrat. And on May 27 and
28, again with Friedman, Mount Massive and Mount Elbert, the highest peak
in Colorado.
“A native of Vienna, Franz learned to ski and climb in his teens. He came
to the U.S. just after the Nazis walked into Austria. Whenever he traveled,
he would climb a summit if he could—Fuji, Triglav, Ben Nevis, the Alps.
With a doctorate in mathematics from the University of Vienna, he was a
computer pioneer first at Aberdeen Proving Ground and then at the Bureau
of Standards. After he moved to New York in 1968, he joined the Appalachian
Mountain Club, hiking locally and in the White Mountains, leading hikes,
climbing in the Shawangunks and canoeing. He also played violin or viola in
string quartets for pleasure.”
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Jacques Peak, 13,215 ft. April 23, 1944 (no skis)1
Leave Camp Hale on Apr. 22, up Resolution Creek, Pearl Creek, North Fork
Pearl Creek (?), in 4 hours to two log cabins. Extremely deep snow, a few
times tempts me to turn back. — Leave cabin at 7 a.m. in heavy snowfall.
Up N. Fk. Pearl Creek and slope to the left, then just below ridge betw.
Pearl & Resolution Creeks to main ridge (north of Sugarloaf Mt.) in 3 hours.
To top of Sugarloaf Mt. (over 12,500 ft.), to pass between it and Elk Mt.
(one hour), Across northwest slope of Elk to first pass east of Elk in ridge to
Jacques Peak (one hour). East along this ridge to lowest pass (½ hour), then
to top (2½ hours). Bad weather, snowfall, and strong wind, until here. On
way back, weather gets better. Arrive top of Jacques Peak 3:30 p.m. To Elk
Mountain, 12,718 ft., in 3 hours. Down to bivouac area in (S. Fk.) Pearl Creek,
along road to Camp Hale, about 2 hours.
Mount Democrat (Tenmile Range), 14,142 ft. April 30, 1944,
with Howard Friedman, Kurt Krieser
From Leadville (Red Cross Canteen), 6 a.m., by Taxi to sharp road bend
below Fremont Pass (6:30). Along bottom of valley southeast for about 2 miles
(7:15), then up the slope on the left to the lowest pass north of Mt. Democrat
(in the ridge between it and Traver Peak). Snowfall, higher up dense fog and
strong wind. The slope is steep, studded with rocks. Gullies and open slope
areas must be avoided because of danger of new-snow avalanches. Arrive in
pass at 10:45, after one 15 min. break in slope. Leave skis, climb along ridge
toward Mt. Democrat. Where the ridge drops vertically about 50 ft., descend
to the right just before the drop, then cross under the rocks (at the head of
a steep snow gully) into the pass below the drop, continue to cross in the
right flank to next pass, about 30 yds. further, with double “Toerl” [gorge].
Climb through both openings and on along ridge. Nice rock climbing in this
stretch. Otherwise the ridge is easy. Arrive at summit 1:30 p.m., after 15 min.
rest shortly below top. Return at once. Arrive at pass at 3:15, road 5 p.m. (after
½ hr. rests). During the descent the weather clears up, good view on other
peaks of Tenmile Range. — Follow railroad tracks to Climax (about ¾ hrs.).
Franz Alt spelled Jacque Peak with an “s” on the end in his logs. We have preserved his spelling
in this reprinting of his notes. —Editor.

1
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Alt’s log sheet noting weekend pleasure hikes from Camp Hale in 1944. Near the bottom
of this list is Mount Democrat on April 30, and Mounts Massive and Elbert on May
27–28. COURTESY OF ANNICE ALT
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Mount Massive (14,412 ft.) and Mount Elbert (14,437 ft.),
May 27/28, 1944, with Howard Friedman
By car to Evergreen Lakes. Lv. 2:15. By a mistake in reading the map we first
try to reach the ridge which leads to the minor peak south of the summit.
After two hours of traveling, slightly upwards, through woods, we notice our
mistake, switch back to the right, gain the rest of the ridge which leads from
Evergreen Lakes to the summit. Then follow this ridge to a point between
12,800 and 13,000 altitude. Bivouac. — The weather was cloudy, rainy at
times, snow toward nightfall. Fog at 12,000 ft. We carry skis for the first
two hours, then climb on skis, much of the way through deep soft snow.
Climbing time 5½ hours, two short rests. Arrive at bivouac at 8 o’clock. Sleep
uncomfortably on sloping rocks under an overhang.
	Sunday morning leave at 5:20. High clouds, no rain. Fog at 14,200 ft.
We follow the ridge to the summit, 1-3/4 hours, arr. about 7:30. Leave 7:45.
Excellent skiing down to pass south of summit (to the left of the ridge).
Thence west, sidestepping down a narrow snow couloir. Then skiing down
the widening slopes almost to the bottom of the valley. (North shelf Half
Moon Creek) Arr. 9 o’clock. Lv 9:30. Stumbling through the deep soft
snow, partly on skis, to the end of the road, then on the road to the foot of
Mt. Elbert. (Arr. 11 o’clock).
Weather letting up. Climb up near the first ridge east of the one which
leads to the junction of Elbert (=South Half Moon) and North Half Moon
Creek. Carry skis to 13,000 ft., then continue on skis, always near ridge, to
top. Climbing 5½ hours, numerous short rests, arr. 6 o’clock. Perfect view.
Lv. 6:10, ski down east slope to the ridge north of Hayden Creek (¾
hours). On ridge dismounts skis for a while, then ski again in soft snow (¾
hours). Finally walk on marked trail to fish nursery lakes. From there on a
road which winds through Hayden Valley is closed in two places by wire
fences, past Hallenbeck Mine, to a point near Hayden Ranch (?), but then
turns left and reaches main road a distance north of the Ranch. Arr. 11:30(!)
Total walking time this day, 15 hours. — There seems to be a good road from
the fish nursery lakes to Hayden Ranch, which we missed.
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Wood Path
A doe browses in a small clearing
of yellow weeds and pampas grass.
Soft rain dapples
her tan coat. She leads two
fawns no larger than spaniels,
pauses, ears alert, then bends
to the tansy leaves.
The fawns press at her side.
One stares when it sees me,
spots on the tawny
coat like snow. They munch
the mayweed, disappear
behind a hedge of nettles.
Two bucks appear from a cluster
of birch, follow the doe
to low-hanging leaves of honey locust.
They work their way along
the salal shrubs,
leave oleander and lamb’s ear
untouched.
The deer drift so close
I can see light in the onyx dark
of their deft eyes—mountain
lakes and a crescent moon.
Kay Mullen

Kay Mullen’s work has appeared in Crab Creek Review, American Life in Poetry,
Valparaiso Poetry Review, and others. Her third poetry collection is Even the Stones
(Caritas Communications, 2012). Several of her poems have been nominated for
the Pushcart Prize. She earned her MFA through the Rainier Writing Workshop at
Pacific Lutheran University.
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Steward’s Story
Without cell reception—community
Devon Reynolds
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T

echnology sometimes seems to run the world. The dinging
noises and flashing icons have urgency to them that compels communication at an ever-quickening pace. I need my cell phone to find my family
picking me up at the airport. I need my email in case a professor sends me
some new information right before class. I get stuck in the mentality that I
will lose touch: with the world and, more important, with my friends. My
generation, the millennials, functions with a rapidity that threatens to overwhelm even high-powered computers. We schedule our days down to the
minute, sometimes so closely that we don’t realize we’ve overbooked. I can’t
count the times a friend has texted me just before we were supposed to meet
up, asking for a rain check. I am also guilty of such errors, but I imagine I
regret them more than my peers because I have known the value of a different
form of communication, and community:
Six sleepy bodies crowd around the staff dining table at the
Adirondack Loj outside of Lake Placid. We’re the 2011 Adirondack
High Peaks Summit Stewards, bent over bowls of cereal and plates
of Bisquick pancakes, wolfing down calories to sustain our strained
existence. We take our turns telling the stories of the last two
weeks; we ask the questions we’ve been storing up; we lay plans for
the days to come. It has been half a month since we have all been
together, but we laugh and groan together, a close-knit group.
When the staff meeting ends, Julia heads up to the office to attend
to administrative duties as chief and commander of the crew. Gina
retraces the short walk from the main Loj building to the dilapidated
yurt, where we live on our days off, and climbs back into bed to enjoy
her day of rest. The rest of us hoist our packs for another hike. Sam
gets into her car to drive to the trailhead for Cascade Mountain, a
short, steep hike off the highway twenty minutes from the Loj. The
other three of us start down the old Marcy Dam trail, shrunk into a
foot-wide path by its twenty-year retirement from frequent foot traffic.
A quarter of a mile in, Libby heads off along the seven-mile track to
Mount Marcy while Zack and I turn aside. The two of us hike together
for three miles, talking when we’re not panting, until our trails, too,
Devon Reynolds slogs through the Santanoni Range in New York’s Adirondacks. She has
hiked five miles in the rain and fallen into a waist-deep mud pit while trying to make
notes about plants. SETH JONES
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split. I hike toward Wright Peak where, just at treeline, I stop to watch
the slide on Algonquin Peak, a large patch of exposed rock clearly
visible across a ravine on the side of the mountain. I can see Zack’s tan
clothes and blue pack ascend the slide. When he disappears into the
trees again, I turn back to my own summit and head up for another
day of work.
Five days a week, for three months, I worked for eight hours
a day on top of one mountain or another in the Adirondacks, working to protect rare alpine vegetation that survives on only 100 acres of land in New York
State. Wherever I stood, I knew that on the other four peaks stood four other
stewards: my dobbelgängers swathed in sweat-stained khaki with the summit
steward badge sewn on to make uniforms. I knew they were there from the
voices I heard on the radio when they signed in and out each morning and
night, and from the mud-stained schedule I carried.
We lived a shared and solitary life. We hiked the same trails and slept in
the same tents. We borrowed recipes from one another. We talked about the
peaks as if they were rooms in a house, our house, so familiar we could grope
our way around them even with the lights off. We all looked for the brainshaped rock near the Algonquin summit to reassure us that we had almost
finished hiking. We all hid from the rain in the same coffin-sized space under
a rock on Cascade. We all did these things, but we did them alone. One
steward per peak. Staggered days off. Rotated peak assignments. And during
the workweek, we each camped by ourselves, a few miles below the various
peaks. I read two or three books a week and still slept twelve hours a night.
Zack got lonely and hiked out to the Loj as often as possible. Sam couldn’t
sleep because of that trapped feeling, which we all felt at times during the
summer, of being alone in the woods with only a nylon tent between her and
the unknown.
Without cell phone reception or computers, we had little contact during
our days on duty. Humans being social creatures, however, so we found ways
to stay in touch. We waved to one another each day from our peaks, though
the distance made it impossible to see the gesture. It was enough for us to
know that our friends, however invisible, were remembering us when they
looked across the miles of mountainous landscape. When we met hikers who
were summiting two peaks, we asked them to deliver messages to each other.
We left notes on each other’s beds in the yurt. These tiny tokens bore us
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through the isolation of our work, allowed us to commune despite separation.
Most importantly, we lined the trails with stories for one another.
First Telling
Well, I met a naked hiker this week.
(General astonishment, questioning)
Oh, yes, completely naked. I thought at first that he had some
shorts on . . . but when I got closer I realized, no, no, he had it all
hanging out.
(Shock, humor, questioning)
I told him he might want to put some clothes on since it was Fourth of
July weekend and there were lots of families hiking, and he said, “Oh,
it isn’t customary here?” He had some sort of accent . . . definitely not
French Canadian, but I couldn’t tell what it was.
(Laughter, questioning)
Oh, yeah, no he had a backpack. And boots and socks. And he started
pulling out clothes right then.
(Awe, laughter)
Retelling to Outsider
So Julia, my boss, is hiking along on the Fourth of July, pretty early
’cause that’s, like, one of the busiest days of the whole year in the
Adirondacks and she wants to be sure to beat the crowd. She sees this
other hiker coming down the trail toward her, and she’s a little surprised
’cause it’s so early and he’s already been up the peak. But as she gets
closer, she notices . . . he’s not wearing any clothes. He’s got a pack on,
and he’s got boots on, but no clothes. And it’s not like this is the middle
of nowhere! There are like 80 hikers a day on this trail! Anyway, so she
goes right up to him and tells him, “Look, it’s the Fourth of July, there
are going to be lots of people hiking today, so you might want to put
some clothes on.” And he’s like, “Oh, it isn’t customary here?” Like,
somewhere in the world it is customary to hike naked. I mean, he did
have some sort of accent, but seriously, have you ever heard of people
hiking naked anywhere? I dunno, but if it had been me, and I had seen
a naked man walkin’ down to trail towards me, I would have gotten
the hell outta there.
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Group Retelling
Seth (a veteran of the previous three summers): Yeah, and then suddenly, she just took off her shirt ... and I wasn’t really sure if she knew
I was there, but I was just like . . . ummmm . . . maybe I’ll come back
a little later.
Zack: Well, you know, Julia met a guy hiking naked once.
Seth: Yeah, I heard about that, yeah.
Zack: I just don’t really understand what your logic is with that, it can’t
be comfortable, like, what if you fall?
Me: Well, and he was wearing a pack, too. Imagine the pack rash you
would get—
Libby: And then she just went right up to him—
Me: Only Julia could walk up to a random naked dude totally calm—
Libby: Seriously, I would have died laughing.
Me: I think I just would have hidden in the woods.
Zack: Anyway, she asked him to put clothes on, and he had some with
him . . . he had some weird accent, right?
Libby: Yeah, and she said he thought it was totally normal to hike
naked . . .
Seth: I’ve definitely never heard of people hiking naked anywhere
before . . .
Strange temporality took a hold of the entire stewarding crew. Every two
weeks we met, at the Loj or in Lake Placid, over breakfast or ice cream cones,
and recounted our news. Libby told us she dreamed she had to stop terrorists
who were trying to blow up Mount Marcy. Gina described the celebratory
wine and cheese that a kind couple shared with her on top of Cascade. I’d have
heard some of the accounts already on shared days off, and others would be
new, and some we would retell from weeks past. Our stories got tangled like
too many instruments in a small room, and although we tried to straighten
them into some coherent melody, we went two weeks at a stretch without
being a group and our timing got lost over time. At the next meeting, Libby
forgot when her dream happened and told the story a second time, having
added a few embellishments to the original theme.
We did see each other one-on-one at strange, irregular intervals. Nights
when we got to share a tent with another steward were a welcome relief from
loneliness and fear. We would talk late into the night, uninterrupted by the
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buzzing of cell phones. The silence held our conversations like gemstones;
it made them clear, beautiful, precious.
	I spent my days off with Libby and Gina. We roamed the local towns,
driving too fast and breaking our speakers with bluegrass basses. Gina and
I bought a half dozen cookies and a pint of milk for six dollars and were
convinced it was the best deal ever. Libby and I had shower parties, playing
music and singing terribly under the steaming streams of water that had never
felt better than after five days of sweaty, muddy hiking. We lived or relived
moments together, the first repetitions of the tales later told at meetings, and
these shared stories were exactly what bound us so close.
Sam arrives on the fourth day of what will prove to be a week of nonstop
rain. I’ve been pacing figure eights at the Phelps junction for so long that
you can see my track in the mud. Here at treeline, there’s some protection
from wind and rain, but I was still so cold yesterday that I curled up
on a rock and slept the day away, forgetting hunger and hypothermia.
Sam’s blue eyes recall sunny skies, and we play hand games for hours.
On the hike out, she understands why I let out a desperate shriek when
I fall ankle-deep into a puddle; she doesn’t mention that my boots are
already so wet that this last dunking really doesn’t change anything.
Gina and I weed Seth’s garden in the high heat at three. We bask in
the drone of the bees and weave wildflowers into each other’s hair.
Later, we sit on the porch of a farm stall munching grapes and
strawberries with relish that only the semi-starvation from months
of daily hikes can garner. A car pulls into the lot, and its driver
sidles up to us, clicking a picture with her camera under the pretext
of chatting with us. She doesn’t ask permission, just points, shoots,
and walks away. We glance at each other skeptically, and only then
realize that we, skin tanned in odd stripes from work, hair braided
messily with wilting blossoms, have become, as they say, local color.
Zack stirs his pot of pasta while I start chowing down on my own
dinner. I babble in frustration about a hiker who told me how surprised
he was to find a woman steward up on Marcy. “I just mean that hiking’s
way easier for men,” he told me, ignoring my presented evidence that
five of the six summit stewards are women this summer. Zack listens
to my rant and finally responds, “You know, I think at some point you
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just have to realize that people like that aren’t gonna change, so I just
ignore them ’cause they’re idiots,” taking me off guard as usual with his
simple, perfect wisdom.
The Odyssey has a tendency to repeat itself, which feels heavy-handed to the
high schooler forced to read it cover to cover. It’s a remnant of the epic’s time
as a purely vocal document, a history remembered through the spoken word.
The repeated passages gave singers time to organize the upcoming sections,
to pick points of emphasis and change tonalities to suit the audience at hand.
For a crowd that loved blood and gore, they could draw out the battle scenes,
or mostly skip them for gentler sensibilities. They could weave a different tale
in each recital, while conveying the same message, the same great themes.
	So when the stewards left the meeting table and returned to leaving notes
and waving invisibly, we carried with us each other’s stories. I carried Gina
screaming in the dark tent at the Algonquin campsite, waking Libby with the
terror of her nightmare. I carried Julia’s partner kneeling on the Marcy summit in a suit, asking her to marry him as she threw her head back in laughter.
I carried Sam sitting just above a short rock face on Cascade, laughing to
herself as parents flustered and panicked, and their kids scampered up the
face like it was made for climbing. Told and retold, these moments became
an oral history. We formed bonds through storytelling that no longer exist in
quite the same way in the world of texting and social media. The wilderness,
empty of email and cell phones, gave us a chance to remember other ways of
communication and communion.
At my college, where students give themselves scoliosis carrying their laptops around, even though their phones can serve as computer, GPS, and
video game system all at once, it can feel as though community depends on
technology. Invitations to parties go out by email. I find out about panels and
workshops through Facebook. Texts inform me where to meet my partners
for a group project. Remembering my time in the Adirondacks, however, also
reminds me that love need not ride radio waves and friendship does not travel
by fiberglass.

Devon Reynolds spent the past year finishing her degree in Africana
studies at Brown University. After graduation, she returned to her beloved
Adirondacks for another summer. This essay was runner-up in the annual
contest Appalachia sponsors with the Waterman Fund.
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The Burn
After a poem by Galway Kinnell
Years ago I came here
after the lightning burn.
Now I come alone
in search of spruce hens
hidden in the tender growth.
I go deep
into your singed forest
of birch and spruce
whose roots once drank
from the blue waters
of rainbow trout.
And resting on a burnt log
among lupine and larkspur,
I see in the ashes
beside the fireweed
a single wild rose.
John Smelcer

John E. Smelcer, an Alaska Native American, is the author of 40 books, including
Songs from the Outcast (American Indian Studies Center, UCLA, 2000) and Without
Reservation (Truman State University Press, 2003). He teaches literature and creative
writing at Binghamton University, State University of New York.
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The Era of the Loggers
Revisiting a lost way of life in Maine,
between Rainbow Lake and Yoke Pond
William Geller
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O

n July 16, 1966, at the mouth of Nahmakanta Stream,
an old logger watched the last piece of the log drive go through the
sluice into the seventh and last boom of the drive season. The drive crew
left, but he stayed, sat on the temporary dam built solely for this drive, and
stared east across Pemadumcook Lake. This was the last time loggers ever
congregated here for a drive, and within a few years, log drives ended in the
Maine woods. For 131 years, members of his family and their friends had
logged and driven the West Branch tributaries, ponds, and lakes: Rainbow,
Bean, Stratton, Nahmakanta, Tumbledown Dick, Pollywog, Farrar,
Gulliver, Musquash, Cooper, Pratt, and Jo-Mary, the northern half of an
area now referred to as the 100-Mile Wilderness. He knew of three brothers
who came north from Brownville in the earliest years. One traveled the
Nahmakanta Tote Road to South Twin Lake soon after it opened to get to
the foot of Nahmakanta Stream in 1835. One was a teamster on the Caribou
Lake Tote Road working the section between Yoke Pond, near the head of
Cooper Brook, and Wadleigh Farm on the Pollywog watershed beginning in
1837. The youngest brother walked the Caribou Tote Road in 1839 to the Joe
Morris Farm at Caribou Lake to cut on Bean Brook.
The old man knew how quickly loggers had penetrated this region. In
1832 they were absent, and eight years later their numbers had increased and
warranted these two supply routes. The Caribou Tote Road split the wilderness
crossing to its western side and the Nahmakanta Road served those entering
from the east. At first, men worked close to the waterways. Their oxen could
haul two or three logs at a time a mile or two downhill, to the water. Loggers
culled the first quality pine and drove them without dams. The crews worked
up each major waterway and any tributary that would have a spring freshet
sufficient to move the small volume of logs.
By 1841, the younger brother had worked his way east into Bean Brook. His
older brother had reached Rainbow Stream’s Third Deadwater, immediately
east of the Bean drainage. Another crew worked on Pollywog Stream below
Pollywog Pond. Over in the Yoke Pond area, they had worked right up Cooper
Brook from the Jo-Mary Lakes. By 1845, the big first-quality pines were culled
in this watershed.

In this undated photo, Maine loggers transfer timber from a horse-drawn sled to a
Lombard loading platform—a steam-operated invention in use in the Maine woods
after 1900. BELLE AND BARNEY WILLETTE COLLECTION, MILLINOCKET HISTORICAL SOCIETY
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Logging started in the 1830s in these roadless watersheds south of Katahdin, some 100
miles north of Bangor, Maine, via the Penobscot River, West Branch of the Penobscot,
and Nahmakanta Stream. appalachian mountain club

The next year, they began cutting around Rainbow Lake, and were moving
up the Pollywog watershed through Pollywog, Wadleigh, and the Musquashes
to Sing Sing and Penobscot ponds. From Nahmakanta Stream, they worked
up Tumbledown Brook to Tumbledown Dick Pond. During that same era
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on Cooper Brook, they cut their way up Pratt Brook through Mud Pond to
Leavitt, Rabbit, and Henderson ponds.
By the mid 1860s, the old logger’s family had been part of operations that
reached the end of each of the waterways and in most areas they had come
back for the second-quality pine. Almost as soon as the pines were gone by
the 1860s, his family began cutting spruce and by then crews were scattered
throughout the watersheds every year.
During the 1860s, spring was a tense time for lumbermen and their crews.
With so many cutting on each waterway, a large spring runoff was necessary to
move the logs. But it was never guaranteed. Driving dams became the solution.
The first experience in dam building in this region was at Nahmakanta Lake*
in about 1868. During the next five years, loggers built rock crib dams in
many places. Most would be a key part of the logging infrastructure until the
late 1930s. The Nahmakanta Dam Company built on Nahmakanta Stream
at the foot of both the First and Second Deadwater, Rainbow Stream (where
four crib dams were built)*, Rainbow Lake*, Stratton Pond* and Deadwater*,
Bean Ponds (three crib dams)*, Bean Pond Deadwater, Pollywog Pond*,
Gulliver Brook (two crib dams), Wadleigh Pond, First Musquash Pond,
Musquash Stream (also two crib dams), Sing Sing Pond, Penobscot Pond,
Farrar Brook at Female Pond*, and Farrar Deadwater*. The Cooper Brook
Dam Company built dams at Cooper Pond*, Church Pond*, Crawford
Pond*, Yoke Pond*, and Big Pleasant Pond*, and Mud Pond inlet and outlet.
The West Branch Dam and Improvement Company probably built the dams
on the three Jo-Mary lakes.
The old logger’s ancestors’ log driving work also included stream
improvements that were designed to minimize logjams. Logging crews
used black powder to remove rock obstructions up until 1879, after which
dynamite became the tool of the trade. The loggers built roll dams to flood
out tough rocky sections; two on Rainbow Stream, four in Pollywog Gorge,
one on Gulliver Brook, and one between Female Pond and Farrar Deadwater.
The 6,100 feet of abutments (replaced in 1913) on three miles of Rainbow
Stream always amazed him. Amid those abutments below Stratton Brook
at an S turn, a crew built a 180-foot-log sluice on the floor of the stream
to provide a straight channel. Elsewhere they dammed side channels and
straightened streams. The men clear-cut the side streams and built splash
dams at key intervals and a horse dam at the headwater pond. They blew out
At all of these sites, the dam remains were visible in 2013.

*
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these temporary dams each spring to drive the wood piled in the waterway.
He thought nearly every body of water in this region probably had a dam of
some kind at one time or another.
More loggers also resulted in a tote road network. These supply routes
developed along the edges of Nahmakanta Stream, Rainbow Stream, Pollywog
Stream, Bean Brook, and Cooper Brook. Side roads reached into such
tributaries as Stratton Brook, Gulliver Brook, Farrar Brook, Tumbledown
Dick Brook, and Pratt Brook. This network of tote roads opened and closed
until the early 1950s.
Toting work on the Caribou Tote Road began to change with the coming of
the railroad, which reached Greenville in 1884 and Norcross in 1894; by 1900,
the loggers were no longer using Nahmakanta Tote Road and Caribou Tote
Road. Lumbermen had their supplies delivered to Norcross, where their men
took them by bateau through North Twin Lake and across Pemadumcook to
the mouth of either Nahmakanta Stream or Jo-Mary Stream. A headworks1
at Lower Jo-Mary and Middle Jo-Mary dams pulled the supply bateau up so
they could continue on to a storehouse at the Cooper Brook Tote Road at
Lower Jo-Mary Lake. The last major supply route change came in 1920, when
Great Northern Paper and Hollingsworth and Whitney agreed to connect
their roads that linked Yoke Pond to Greenville and supplies for the upper
Cooper Brook and Pollywog Brook areas began to come via Greenville.
Across from where the old logger sat was the supply boat landing. The
earliest toters’ names he could remember were Stinchfield and Heath from
about 1896. Before then, Fred Heath had run the Jo-Mary Pond Shanty on
the Caribou Tote Road. For more than 100 years, loggers toted supplies from
here to Nahmakanta, where logging crews ferried them up the lake, and then
teamsters took them east toward to the camps in the Rainbow area, or west
through Prentiss Valley—to the Pollywog watershed. He had heard it was
always good hunting along the road. The spilled grains and hay attracted
birds and animals. Often the shanty workers had to stay up at night protecting the loads of hay and grain from deer and caribou.

Headworks: A raft of logs with a capstan that has a 1,000-foot rope connected to a 300-pound
anchor. The anchor is taken by boat down the lake and dropped. Men then turn the capstan by
hand, pulling the raft and boomed logs to the anchor. They repeat the process as many times
as necessary until the destination is reached.

1
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The old logger heard a splash behind him. He turned and
looked upstream. Not far up was an old unmarked graveyard that included
the grave of a logger who had died of smallpox. Decades before, swampers
cut a new road section without realizing that they had crossed the unmarked
graves, but the boss, who realized it, didn’t tell the superstitious teamsters,
who would have been afraid. When they bulldozed the landings in the early
1950s, a few of the graves were uncovered. Over on Lower Jo-Mary or Middle
Jo-Mary lakes, a smallpox hospital camp operated in about 1881. The old logger knew men who ended up there after falling ill while cutting on Nahmakanta Stream. The laws required a separate camp for sick men and quarantined
the rest of the camp to the cutting area.
A number of other loggers were buried up at Pollywog in unmarked
graves. One died when a snub-line—a rope or cable used as a break to slow
the descent of a horse-drawn, loaded sled—broke. The teamster heard it snap
and quickly freed the horses that had survived. Members of his crew buried
him in the traditional casket built of two pork barrels. Two waterfalls below
the dam, a logger of another crew carved in the ledge the names of five men
who died at the site. On another occasion, fourteen men went in for the winter, but didn’t come out in the spring. They had all succumbed to illness. A
drive crew buried two others, each with a marking stone, on Bean Brook just
above its confluence with Pollywog Stream (in 1922).
A toot from the 2-year-old O.A. Harkness—a modern, 1964 towboat —as
it began to tow the 3,000-cord boom roused the logger from his reverie. The
first towing boat, the side-wheel steamer F.W. Ayer, began operating in 1893.
Even the most powerful boat moved only at about three-quarters of a mile
per hour, a little more than a half-mile an hour faster than the headworks he
and nearly every one of his family had worked on. He was part of a crew over
on Turkey Tail Lake in 1941. That crew had gone there to build a headworks,
which they used to move 3,500 cords of wood at a time. Headworks at the
Jo-Mary Dams were still operating then. They may have never used anything
but headworks on Rainbow and the Rainbow Deadwaters, but he was sure
they had on every pond on the Pollywog, Bean, and Cooper drainages. At
Nahmakanta, two large supply wharfs with capacities of 60 tons made him
wonder if the lake ever had a towboat.
He thought about the similarity of developments between towing and
hauling. Originally, oxen toted supplies and hauled wood. Logging crews had
generally switched over to horses by 1895. His family knew of the use of the
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Workers load timber onto a sled to be hauled to a river or stream landing in preparation
for a spring log drive. The exact location and date of this photo aren’t known.
BELLE AND BARNEY WILLETTE COLLECTION, MILLINOCKET HISTORICAL SOCIETY

first steam-powered Lombard tractors for hauling beginning about 1905 in
other logging areas. Because of the uneven terrain, loggers in this area never
used them except at Yoke and Crawford ponds starting soon after 1920, when
the roads between Yoke Pond and Kokadjo opened. Initially they hauled
supplies from Kokadjo to the Yoke Pond depot camp, where loggers unloaded
them before they went on to turn around on the ice at Crawford Pond. One
year, one machine went through the ice and remains on the bottom.
	In the early 1930s, the long-standing tradition of logging with hand tools
and horses began to change. Bulldozers came to build roads. The crews
experimented with trucks in the Crawford Pond area where they moved 10,000
cords. Some pulled sleds and others had logs loaded on the truck body. Men
unloaded the trucks by hand, tossing the pulpwood into Crawford Pond.
The trucks never went down the tote road along Cooper Brook, but by the
1950s loggers were using the tractor road from Kokadjo to the Nahmakanta
Stream Tote Road. They dumped logs at both Maher Landing and
Nahmakanta Dam.
Mechanization may have replaced some handwork and horses, but it never
replaced the ingenuity and resilience of the loggers. Whether it was difficult
terrain, washed-out dams, forest fires, or any of a number of adversities, each
logged watershed had its own story to tell. In the Cooper Brook watershed
in 1886, F. W. Cunningham had to re-clear Pratt Brook before his crew of
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25 men and 12 horses could start logging. The 1903 forest fire halted logging
on the brook. Fires burned through the area again in 1908 and 1911. Loggers
returned to areas below Leavitt Pond in the 1950s, cut the poplar that had
seeded in and hauled it across the frozen Mud Pond to Lower Jo-Mary Lake.
Along Cooper Brook, loggers drove most years except between 1907, when
the dams blew out, and 1915, when the dams were rebuilt. So many men
worked in the area that the pile of bones of butchered meat at the Yoke Pond
camp was still evident in the late 1970s.
The old logger would have liked to have seen the counterweight strategy
used between the saddle on Boardman Mountain and Yoke Pond. The men
attached loaded sleds at the saddle to a rope through an eye pin2 and down
to supply loaded sleds, the counterweight. Rocky Pond had a floating bridge
at the narrows. Even though Long Pond flowed to Nahmakanta, horses
hauled the logs across the flat plateau to Crawford and Big Pleasant. One
of the largest crews the old logger could remember was the 100 men Charles
Henderson had in the 1927–1928 and 1934 seasons at Church Pond. Crews
in the late 1880s had been in the 50 to 80 men range. Beginning in the early
1940s, logging stopped above Church Pond. No one had yet returned. The
last years of the camps at Church Pond were 1954 to 1955.
The old logger turned his memories to Nahmakanta Stream. Loggers
started from where he sat; their supplies came here; it was a stopping, resting,
and starting point. When the water was low, old bricks could be found down
near the original streambed. A logger named Francisco Estes opened a mill on
the water on the nearby point to the southeast soon after the railroad reached
Norcross in 1894. What became known as the Maher Landing about 1900 had
been a landing from the first to this last drive. About 1911, Great Northern
Paper Company bought the area and built a depot camp serving both Nahmakanta and Cooper Brook watersheds until about 1917. The camp’s 80-bed,
white boarding house led to the name White House Landing.
Various logging crews cut Nahmakanta Stream’s side banks nearly every
year from 1900 to 1910. Estes had a circa-1900 camp at Howe Pitch where the
horses used to ford the river. One year a team went through the ice and died.
Crews tried building a bridge at the site, but it never lasted long. Nearby, logs
came into the stream from Tumbledown Brook, which had a crib dam* not
far upstream. The forest fires of 1903, 1908, and 1911 interrupted logging in
some places along the waterway. Loggers returned in 1924 and the last drive
This eye pin is still visible today in the ledge between Boardman Mountain and Yoke Pond.

2
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was before the war. One of the old logger’s first jobs was at Tumbledown Dick
Falls*. The thunder of the wood crashing over the falls stuck in his mind.
Until 1924, logs came into Nahmakanta Lake from every direction. Sluices
lined the steep west side. Haul roads came in from Wadleigh and Prentiss
valleys, Sixth Debsconeag Lake, and Gould Pond. The Rainbow Fire of 1924
brought logging around the lake to a halt. The fire started about halfway up
Rainbow Stream near Murphy Ponds and burned east along the top of the
ridge of the north shore, and by the 1960s, loggers still hadn’t returned to that
area. But they returned to the west side in 1938 to 1939, reopening tote roads
in the Prentiss and Wadleigh valleys. The last logging in that portion of the
valleys draining to Nahmakanta was in 1961 to 1963, the year of the last camp
at the dam.
The 1924 fire halted logging east of Rainbow stream, on the north edge
of Rainbow Lake, and on the south edge, but not on the southeast corner.
The west end was untouched. The slash left from the 1923 spruce budworm
salvage operations, which engaged two dozen operators, helped fuel the fire.
A construction crew rebuilt the dam at Rainbow Lake in 1941, and the last
drive there had been before 1952.
	In the Pollywog watershed, the old logger loved watching the logs
come down the 150-yard, 70-foot-wide natural granite slide* above Second
Musquash Pond. He thought the last logs to slide down it came from
Penobscot Pond in 1935. Until about 1920, horses hauled the logs cut around
the western half of the pond the short distance to the Roach River. Only one
person he knew ever worked on Farrar Brook where, in 1914, Great Northern
Paper experimented with cutting and driving short wood. The Farrar Brook
Tote Road was impassable in 1933, suggesting that the last drive probably took
place some years earlier. One of the old logger’s sons, on a crew coming in
from Kokadjo, cut in the Musquash area in 1962 to 1963; the crew trucked
the logs to Nahmakanta Stream. Down on Bean Brook, a crew did so much
blasting that in one spot* the water disappears underground by summer. In
1925, and again in 1934, crews rebuilt the three Bean Pond dams to support
a few more years of logging. By 1966, as the old logger sat thinking of those
days, no one had yet returned.
A motorboat interrupted the old logger’s thoughts. Piloting it was Rex
Hale, caretaker for the nearby Chamberlain camp at the carry to Third Debsconeag Lake, White House Landing. The old logger looked across the water
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to Chamberlain’s three log camps. After a crew removed the dam in the next
few days, the camps would be the remaining visible reminder that someone
had likely lived here every year since the logging began.
He heard the small waves lapping the sides of Rex’s boat as it silently drifted
in next to the old logger, but he kept his mind and eyes fixed on the Harkness
as it slowly disappeared down the lake. A logging tradition had ended where
it had started. Sport camps, where people came to hunt and fish, had come to
this area of the Maine woods starting in the 1890s. Tonight he and Rex would
probably reminisce about sport camp history. Rex’s dad had worked here
in 1910.

William Geller is the retired vice president for administration at the
University of Maine at Farmington. He will tell the next chapter of this area’s
history in the next issue of Appalachia.
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The Ecological Value
of Wilderness
An interview with Peter Landres
Rebecca Oreskes

Editor’s note: In honor of the 50th anniversary of the federal Wilderness Act,
Appalachia caught up with Peter Landres, an ecologist with the federal Aldo
Leopold Wilderness Research Institute in Missoula, Montana.
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P

eter Landres is an ecologist with the federal Aldo
Leopold Wilderness Research Institute in Missoula, Montana. The
Leopold Institute works with the U.S. Forest Service, U.S. Geological
Survey, Bureau of Land Management, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
and the National Park Service. The institute is devoted to conducting and
disseminating research related to wilderness, parks, and protected areas. We
talked by telephone about this year’s 50th anniversary of the Wilderness Act
and pressing issues facing wilderness stewardship today.
Tell me what you do.
My job is to improve the ecological management of wilderness nationwide.
	I work with managers to find out what are the key questions they have
in managing wilderness. When I first started this job, I developed a really
simple conceptual map. In the center of that map was a big circle that said
“management decisions that affect wilderness.” Then I tried to think of what
are the primary drivers of that circle and I came up with four major areas of
research.
The first was law and policy; the second was values that people and society
have for what wilderness is and how it should be managed; the third was scientific information—the technical information that would be needed about
the condition of wilderness and the impacts of management, visitors, and
outside influences on wilderness; and the fourth big box was economics and
resources. When I developed that model, I first ran it by a whole bunch of
folks just to confirm that it made sense. Then I used that model to choose
what I wanted to work on. Of those four drivers that affect the decisions
for wilderness stewardship, one that I had really no expertise in at all was
economics and resource availability, so I did not deal with that one. But the
other three boxes—law and policy, scientific information, and how values
drive decisions—I’ve tried to focus as much effort as I possibly could on.
Who are managers?
They’re the people who have the legal and administrative authority to
manage a designated wilderness, or an area that is supposed to be managed as
wilderness by agency policy.
Peter Landres, who helps the federal government manage Wilderness areas, says that one
goal is protecting a relationship people have with nature. COURTESY OF PETER LANDRES
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What are some examples of a particular application or project you
were working on?
Under law and policy, one of the really big issues I saw when I first started
this job in 1992 was the impact of fish stocking on wilderness lakes. As I talked
with more people and read more about it, the single linchpin of fish stocking
seemed to be the constitutional jurisdiction issue of state versus federal
authority of stocking fish in wilderness lakes. So I focused considerable effort
on that single question about constitutional authority. And the more I delved
into it and researched it and interviewed people and talked with people and
read legal articles and court cases, it became really clear to me that the federal
agencies in fact did have authority to manage wildlife in wilderness, unlike
what was being told the federal agencies by a lot of state agencies. So with
another person, I organized a symposium on fish stocking in wilderness.
My role was to focus and set the context for the symposium on the legal
foundation for federal authority in managing wildlife in wilderness, especially
fish stocking. The paper that I wrote set the context for all the rest of the
papers’ ecological text, and subsequently, we had a full series of publications
that came out in the Journal of Ecosystems.
An example of scientific information is the concern about invasive plants
inside wilderness, and a lack of the ability to understand the occurrence and
then the distribution of non-native invasive plants. We have some really, really
big western wilderness—we can have thousands and thousands of acres. With
a 50,000-acre wilderness, how can you cover that much ground? Most plant
sampling techniques were designed to focus on little tiny areas. So I worked
with several statisticians and geographers to develop some new techniques to
assess big, broad areas and look for the occurrence and distribution of nonnative invasive plants and then be able to make predictions from the data that
we collected.
For values, let me give you an example related to fire. When I first started
my job here at the Leopold Institute, one of the things I was deeply concerned about (other than fish stocking) was fire suppression inside designated
wilderness. It occurred to me that there were two primary drivers in fire suppression going on inside designated wilderness. The first was the threat of fire
inside wilderness to life and property that was outside wilderness. If there
was a concern, based on modeling, that the fire that started inside wilderness
would run outside the wilderness and run into something of value, the fire
was put out. So we developed a lot of modeling techniques based on science
to try to predict where fires would go. The other big part of all that was values.
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Even though the agencies all have fire policy, the values of people making the
decisions, as well as the community, have a huge impact on what decisions are
ultimately made. It’s an art, not just a pure scientific rationale for where fires
are suppressed or not. There’s an art involved in the politics and the risk tolerance of the decision makers. I convened a community working group outside
of Flagstaff, Arizona—where there are several Wildernesses fairly close by—
that had discussions about how these decisions are made. What’s the balance
of science information versus the values that individual stakeholders have in
driving these decisions?
Let me give you one more example of the values work that treads the
line between more science and values. One of the really big issues facing
Wilderness managers right now is whether to take ecological restoration
actions inside Wilderness. So, let’s say there’s an endangered species that occurs
inside the Wilderness and nowhere else, and—because of climate change, or
fire suppression, or even fire—the habitat is changing for that species. There
are some really big concerns that there are some actions that could be taken
to manipulate the habitat to help that species survive. The question becomes
should we be taking those actions inside designated Wilderness? People have
very strong values about whether we should or should not take ecological
restoration actions inside Wilderness. So, what we’re developing right now
is a formal decision framework that separates the science-based or technicalbased aspect of that decision from the values-based aspects of that decision.
We’ve been really keen on clarifying the values-based part of decisions because
oftentimes those are just clouded over—we want to make them transparent so
that each agency manager can address them in an open and upfront manner.
We want to make the values aspects of management decisions much more
explicit, especially for this topic of ecological restoration, which most likely
will become increasingly difficult and contentious down the road.
It seems to me that a lot of people often draw firm lines between the
science and the values that you are talking about and that as an ecologist
you were probably schooled in a scientific approach. I’m curious how
your thinking evolved to blend the two—or to at least give voice to both
and to be very clear when you’re dealing in which realm.
	I think a lot of scientists do only look at the world from a scientific
perspective. For whatever reason and I don’t really know why, but I don’t
look at the world that way. I made a living as an artist for quite awhile
(I made pots and taught pottery in California) and maybe that contributed to
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a broader mind frame. I think conservation science in general is now realizing
the interplay between scientific information and personal and societal values
and politics and resource availability and law—so I think now more broadly
conservationists are aware of all this interplay among all these different things.
For whatever combination of reasons, when I started this job, I started from
the approach that my goal is to try to produce information that pulls together
and synthesizes information in a practical way to improve decisions. As soon
as I started with that question, I realized I would need to be addressing both
technical- and values-based issues to be able to provide practical help to people.
When I look at your work, I see you making a connection between science
and ethics. I’m wondering if you could talk about the ethical component
of Wilderness stewardship and how you view that in relationship to the
work you do.
The ethical underpinnings of Wilderness stewardship are critical to
understanding the land. And to be clear about it, to help managers make
good decisions.
	I would equate the word ethics with values. I’ve been using those
interchangeably even though to people who have a profession as philosophers
and ethicists, there are some distinctions between those. But those are
distinctions that I have a hard time understanding, so I just lump all those
things together.
	One of the very first things that I became aware of when I started working
for the Leopold Institute was the understated role of philosophy and ethics
underpinning managerial decisions. It seemed to me that there were very few
clearly stated goals other than the single equal goal of preserving wilderness
character from the Wilderness Act, and that ethics underlies most decisions
that people make. My impression, and I’m not sure why I have this impression,
was that this ethical underpinning was not clearly stated. I felt that one of my
goals was to make this ethical or philosophical underpinning of Wilderness
stewardship clearer, more transparent, and then tie that ethical underpinning
to the legal and policy language of the Wilderness Act and agency policies for
wilderness stewardship.
Looking at wilderness as an ethical and social issue, many people today
say that wilderness is irrelevant, that it doesn’t address what is really
important, that it’s a social construct, as if that makes it no good.
I’m curious what your reaction is to that.
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	It’s interesting to hear people say that wilderness is a social construct, therefore wilderness as a concept or an idea is invalid. I simply don’t understand
why that particular view has any validity at all because everything we see in
our world today is a social construct. All of our laws are social constructs.
There’s this tight interplay between nature and culture, and we can’t
ignore that. I think that the view that some people have that if wilderness is
a social construct it is no longer valid is based on erroneous ecological ideas,
as well as cultural ideas. I think the erroneous ideas are, first, that wilderness
is pristine. From an ecological perspective, there is no such thing as pristine
and there hasn’t been for a very, very long time. I remember when I was
teaching environmental science at the university level, a job that I had before
becoming a federal scientist, I would tell the students there’s lots of good
data about ubiquity of DDT all around the entire world, including in the
fat of penguins in Antarctica. I think that just shows that there’s nothing
pristine in the world at all. So are we protecting what is pristine in wilderness?
My answer is, no, not at all. We’re protecting a relationship that people have
with nature.
Because wilderness is the relationship between people and nature and
culture, the concept and idea as well as the place of wilderness is more
important today and more relevant today. Because of the pervasiveness of
climate change and increasing development worldwide, as well as in the
United States—it’s more relevant because wilderness speaks to a particular
type of relationship that people have with nature. That type of relationship is
founded on humility and restraint and respect.
Wilderness, because of the mandate of the Wilderness Act and because of
agency policy, demands that respect and restraint and humility more so than
in any other land that we manage anywhere in the United Sates. Wilderness
sets up a standard for us as a society and as a culture to understand why we
need nature, how we interact with nature and the fundamental importance
of people interacting with nature. When you go back and look at writing of
many of the people who were first envisioning the concept of wilderness, they
were not talking about an area that was separate from people at all. They were
talking about the single most important reason for wilderness was to provide
a place where people could feel connected to nature.
It seems to me that somehow during the 50 years since the Wilderness Act
that people have really misinterpreted or reinterpreted the idea of wilderness to be separate from people and I don’t think that’s what Howard
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Zahniser [author of the Wilderness Act and one of the first leaders of the
Wilderness Society] and others intended. Do you share that sense that
that’s happened and if so why?
	I absolutely share that sense that a lot of people do think that wilderness
is supposed to be a place set aside as an exclusive club if you will, for the
wealthy. And I think those ideas are just fundamentally wrong.
	I think there are a lot of factors that have contributed to how those ideas
developed. It goes back to erroneous ideas back in the 1930s of ecologists who
first conceived of the notion of protected areas. That all we needed to do was
to designate a protected area, and the boundary itself would keep the area
intact ecologically. At the time, that made sense ecologically. Now we know
that that’s not true at all. We know that ecological systems are fundamentally
porous and changing over time. So that original idea of the 1930s led to
the formation of an organization called Ecologists Union, which led to the
formation of the Nature Conservancy—those ideas were key, I think, to the
whole notion of creating areas called Wilderness—that we can take an area,
we can draw a boundary around it, and it will be protected. That was what
was taught in universities up through the early 1970s. So the people who were
responsible for developing agency policy and management of wilderness—
those outdated ideas formed their core values of what these areas are.
Another stream of thought that influenced the idea that Wildernesses are
exclusive little clubs was from anthropologists and environmental historians
who clearly showed that a lot of areas that are now designated Wildernesses
were strongly influenced by Native American cultures. So the environmental
historians and cultural geographers and the anthropologists and the archaeologists helped our country and our society understand that these were peopled
landscapes—not all, but a lot of the areas that are designated wilderness now
were peopled landscapes. And then those same scientists led the thinking that
wilderness was a white Eurocentric idea that excluded people and that wilderness was a place where people could enjoy nature, ignoring the historical
underpinning of that landscape. These arguments are true up to a point.
Then other people became involved to take those ideas and point their
finger and say, “See, wilderness is just this concept for wealthy white people,
for their primitive forms of recreation—so they can feel that they were in the
time of Daniel Boone.” But all those thoughts totally ignore what Howard
Zahniser and other folks who were in the Wilderness Society were saying at
the time that the purpose behind wilderness was for people to feel connected
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to nature. There’s nothing in the writing of these early people that says that we
should ignore the historical and cultural underpinnings of these landscapes.
	Now we’re going through a reformation in our thinking to celebrate and
to acknowledge and respect those cultural underpinnings of these wilderness
landscapes. Let’s recognize that Wilderness areas can now protect these cultural
underpinnings and that some of the places in designated wilderness provide
some of the highest form of protection of these cultural values, both the
spiritual values, which are intangible, as well as the cliff dwellings and artifacts
that are tangible. We can honor and celebrate—that’s part of wilderness now.
Given where wilderness is today, what do you think will be the most
important issues affecting the next 50 years of wilderness?
	I think the single most important thing in the next 50 years is to understand what the cultural importance of wilderness is in our society today, to
understand what those values are that wilderness contains. The tendency for
most people is to think of wilderness in two ways: one as an ecological refuge and second as a place for people to recreate. There’s a third component
that is typically ignored, and I think it’s crucial that in the next 50 years we
understand what this is and how we can protect it. That third leg of the stool
is this ethical value of wilderness—what it can contribute to our society. I
think that’s fundamentally the relationship between people and nature; our
fundamental, crucial interdependence on nature and our ability to learn how
to treat the land with humility and restraint and respect. I think wilderness,
better than any other type of land, can hold that promise to our society for us
to learn how to do that.
You and I have spent a lot of time thinking about wilderness issues. What
are your thoughts for people who aren’t doing this on a daily basis or for
their work? Why should they care about wilderness and why should they
be interested in the fact that we’re coming up on the 50th anniversary of
the Wilderness Act?
People should care about wilderness now for the three-legged stool of
values that I mentioned earlier. To protect our ecological heritage; to have
places that allow us people to connect with nature—and part of that is to
escape all the pressures from day-to-day society; and the third leg of that stool
is that as a society we have an ethical responsibility to protect, to honor, and
to treat these areas with the utmost of respect. That means allowing them to
be what they are.
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	It’s kind of like a watch that is composed of all these different parts and
pieces and if you take out one of those pieces or parts, the watch doesn’t work.
That gets back to the statement of Aldo Leopold, “The first rule of intelligent
tinkering is to keep all the parts.” Wilderness is the place we have the best
opportunity to keep all the parts.
	I think the 50th anniversary of the Wilderness Act is hugely important
for the recognition that wilderness gains throughout our society, that people
can come together to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Wilderness Act—
it’s a time for honoring, for respecting, for recognizing what we have, for
learning from the previous 50 years of management to understand what we
need to do in the next 50 years to protect those core values of wilderness. So
the 50th anniversary of the Wilderness Act is a marker, or a milestone—or a
touchstone, really—of what wilderness means to us as a society, as a culture
as well as ecologically for the rights of all the plants and animals that live in
those areas.
Did you just say the rights? Can you expound on that?
That gets into something I haven’t mentioned before: the intrinsic values
that animals, plants, and ecosystems have—I would broaden it to the process
of evolution: There is intrinsic value in all of these things. Evolution as a
process has given us life as we know it, as well as all sorts of products and
materials that we use. In my opinion, what we want to do is honor and
respect the process of evolution, which means that we honor and respect a
fundamental right of plants, animals, and ecological processes to function
on their own without being directly influenced by us. This backs into what
you asked before about pristine—there isn’t anyplace that’s pristine. Every
place has been affected by people, but wilderness is the best that we’ve got so
far in terms of an area that we can allow to be unfettered by human drives
and desires. That’s honoring and respecting that intrinsic value, the inherent
rights of plants and animals, and the process of evolution in wilderness.

Rebecca Oreskes spent much of a 25-year career with the U.S. Forest Service
working on wilderness stewardship issues. She was instrumental in writing
the current White Mountain National Forest wilderness plan, served as chair
of the Chief ’s Wilderness Advisory Group and received the Forest Service
Bob Marshall Individual Champion of Wilderness award. She currently
serves on the editorial board for the International Journal of Wilderness.
She lives in Milan, New Hampshire.
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Another Goodbye
I sit at the kitchen table, the sun to my back
writing my son’s obituary.
Why should I not be proud? Life is risk.
He loads his car heavy with ropes and crampons, strange
shards of metal.
This is what I prayed for. Find your passion in God’s great world.
The stars, the wind.
Tomorrow we plan a birthday dinner and
hear stories of how he slept in the snow.
Look: a picture of our son on a mountain. The clouds beneath him,
ice axes spread like bone wings.
Jeffrey A. Summit

Jeffrey A. Summit is the rabbi and Neubauer executive director of Hillel at Tufts
University, where he is also research professor of music and Judaic studies. His son
Zack is a mountain guide in Arizona.
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Timber Kings
Girls walk through history on the Franconia Ridge
Caroline Santinelli

In memory of Kendra Bowers, friend, sister, Lodge girl
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I

stood on the treeless ridge between Little Haystack and
Mount Lafayette, looking down into Franconia Notch. The land dipped
and rose in every direction around Interstate 93. Where I stood above
treeline, in the alpine zone, only plants that can withstand the unforgiving
winds, precipitation, and freezing temperatures of the winter can grow. Yet,
the thick canopy below us blanketed the mountainsides. A spectrum of
green fanned up the slopes. Yellow birches, beeches, and sugar maples swept
up from the valley, slowly fading with elevation until only the shimmering
needles of spruce and fir remained.
	I thought about those lean trunks below us. The largest evergreens along
the trail were only wide enough to suggest about one hundred years of
age; only a trained eye could detect the handful of outliers that dotted the
forest. Every step I took across the ridge I felt a pebble chewing away at the
back-most part of my heel. I ignored the constant irritation every time my
right foot came down on the dusty path. The girls were almost at the top of
the mountain. I could take my boot off there, if we ever made it. My campers
stopped every twenty feet, posing for pictures against the backdrop of
valleys and peaks that flank the ridge from Little Haystack to Lincoln to
Lafayette. Though I desperately wanted to usher them faster along the trail,
I smiled and paused, watching them join the generations of us Singing Eagle
Lodge girls who, through the decades, stomped our boots across that ridge
in the summer.
The Falling Waters Trail and the Franconia Ridge Trail are part of an
8.9-mile loop, over the three peaks. The Old Bridle Path sends you back into
the valley on the opposite side of Mount Lafayette. These trails were written into the landscape by thousands of travelers. Every footprint carves a
new story into the dusty paths and jagged peaks. Every surface touched by
history. Yet, the histories that are never published are our own memories—
the stories, trials, and traditions that tie people to the land; the reasons we
care to conserve it. These places are the storytellers and the teachers, transcending language through weathered trails and slender tree trunks. They are
a memory as big as a clear-cut and as small as footprint, held eternally in the
mountains to remind us of the beauty in life that we fight to sustain and their
forming force on our lives.
Extending 40 miles from north to south and nearly the same length east to
west, the silhouette of the White Mountains highlights the New Hampshire
Singing Eagle Lodge campers on the Franconia Ridge.

CAROLINE SANTINELLI
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sky. Almost no land east of the Mississippi River rises higher than these peaks,
which are visible from 80 miles away on the south and southeast sides. Thick
woods of spruce and fir trees coat the mountainsides and valleys. These trees
stand tall and staunch along the stream banks, but cower in comparison to
the bare, rocky summits, worn raw through winter, storm, and time.
	On the northwestern boundary of the range, where the Pemigewasset
River flows south from Profile Lake, are the Franconia Mountains. From parts
of the mountains, I can watch the 65 miles of river run parallel to Interstate
93, descending through the narrow valley of the range. The river, the valley,
and the mountains together compose Franconia Notch State Park, which
straddles eight miles of the interstate beginning in the town of Franconia
and continuing south into Lincoln, New Hampshire. Mount Lafayette and
Cannon Mountain Ski Resort begin the northernmost part of the park. At
5,200 feet, Lafayette is the tallest mountain in the Franconia Range and begins
the eastern side of the Notch. Across the valley, Cannon Mountain was home
to the late “Old Man of the Mountain,” whose rocky profile remains a proud
part of the region’s history.
The first time I saw the Old Man’s ragged face I was 9 years old. It was
also the last. Less than a year later, in May 2003, the old stony profile finally
crumbled from its perch on the mountain. I stood in the parking lot with the
rest of my fourth-grade class staring up at the craggy man coming out of the
mountainside. He was smaller than I imagined. The large cables and wires
holding his nose and chin in the sky, fighting the earth, made the whole thing
seem less magical.
Before the park and the interstate, the Franconia region was home to the
Penecook—a western branch of the Abenaki people consisting of seventeen
tribes. When the Europeans arrived, roughly 12,000 Abenaki populated the
White Mountain region. They spoke a dialect of the Algonkin language. They
had no written letters or words, but descendants of the Penecook people are
renowned storytellers. They believed in the Great Spirit, Ktsi Nwaskw, the
creator of all things.
As a young girl, enthralled my own naïve re-creation of the Native
Americans’ natural world, I played Indian in the woods behind my house
with my brother and sister. Being oldest of us three, I had the self-declared
honor of wearing my grandfather’s old dress-up Indian shirt and carried his
paint-chipped, wooden toy ax. The tasseled sleeves and chipped red paint
flew through the trees in a whirlwind of make-believe history as we danced
for rain, searched for arrowheads, or trampled through the woods during
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the hunt, the earth cracking under our recklessly noisy feet. It was by no
means a historically accurate interpretation of Abenaki tradition or lifestyle,
but our childhood games kept us outside, engaged with the natural world and
our imaginations.
Around the same age, I went with my class at school to hear a storyteller.
His name was Joseph Bruchac, a descendent of the Abenaki peoples. That
was first time I heard the story of Ktsi Nwaskw. Years later, I stumbled across
a collection of Bruchac stories, where I read, once again, the old Abenaki
creation myth.
When Ktsi Nwaskw decided to create human beings, he began with the
stones. “Life was breathed into these stone beings and they stood and began
to walk around,” wrote Bruchac. “But, although they were able to breathe
and walk, to hunt and eat, there were things that those first people could
not do.” These human beings’ stiff limbs could not reach down to touch the
earth and their stony hearts could not feel. They wasted their food, killed too
much, and crushed everything in their path with their dense feet.
The Great Spirit turned these people back into stone. They did not treat
the earth with love or respect. “That is why there are so many stones here in
the Northeast,” Bruchac explained. “Sometimes when you turn over a stone
you may see that it has a face on it, and you are supposed to remember what
happened to those people who treated everything else in creation with contempt.” The new people of the earth needed to add to the beauty of the land.
They needed to understand the delicacy of their home. Ktsi Nwaskw chose
the ash trees. “Those new people were rooted to the earth and were in balance
with the life around them,” Bruchac said. “They were our ancestors, the first
Abenaki. We are the children of the trees.”
	I thought about sharing what I could remember of the story with my
campers on the ridge, but I knew I could not do it justice. That story belonged
to the mountains and the Abenaki. A different history led us women to the
ridge that day; her name was Dr. Ann Tompkins Gibson, known to her close
friends as Doc Ann.
Doc Ann set out to establish an appreciation for nature in younger
generations of women and to teach them how to care for and conserve it.
Born in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, in 1879, Ann Tompkins was no
ordinary girl. As the daughter of a prominent Episcopal minister on the Main
Line in Philadelphia, she led a very spiritual life. When she was a child, she
accompanied her father west, where he worked as a missionary to American
Indians. Away from hectic city life, she fostered a deep spiritual connection
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and appreciation of the natural world. Later, after her marriage, Doc Ann
went to medical school and became a surgeon. She had one son, and after
her husband died, Doc Ann began working at Camp Iroquois on Lake
Winnipesaukee in New Hampshire.
	It was a summer camp for 70 girls, ages 11 through 18. In 1920, she bought
land on Squam Lake’s Bean Cove. That summer, she moved everything about
Camp Iroquois—songs, teams, colors, and people—to Squam, except the
name. She renamed her new camp Singing Eagle Lodge.
“Doc Ann believed in building character,” said former camper Peggy
Fowler. “One of her favorite sayings was, ‘What you are speaks so loudly I
can’t hear what you say.’ She pushed us to be everything we could be. But, she
did so tenderly; with a fantastic sense of humor . . . she was an expert at tough
love, concerned with ecology (she was eternally picking up litter), respectful
of the original Indian inhabitants of the land, and interested in their ways
and lore.”
	One of the many ways she pushed the girls was through her love of the
mountains. They climbed once a week each of the eight weeks of the summer.
The girls made up a new song for each mountain, setting new words to tunes
they knew. “Some became perennial favorites,” recalled Peggy. “Some died a
rapid, unlamented death.”
	One mountain trip remains a camp legend. In summer 1923, 49 girls from
Singing Eagle Lodge were on the last peak of a three-day mountain trip.
Shadows fell quickly and quietly on the ridge, as each of the 49 girls clung
anxiously to the collar of the girl in front of her. In the distance, the windows
of the Profile House—one of the mountains grand hotels—gleamed in the
fading light. Whispers of the orchestra echoed through the valleys beneath
their feet. Caught by nightfall, the hikers clung tighter to the fists of white
cloth in their palms. Each girl wore a simple white middy blouse with a triangular middy tie, heavy brown serge bloomers, and woolen knee socks. The
councillors led them nervously from the front of the pack, groping and tripping down the steep trail into the valley.
	One by one, like a row of ants, the 49 marched down the trail in silence.
Exhaustion marked their faces, one girl began quietly sobbing, but the
others tried to refrain; crying would be contagious. So, they sang: camp songs,
rounds, hymns, even Christmas carols. On and on the girls sang, each song
more ridiculous than the last. Suddenly, a “ghost voice” broke out in the still
night from the hotel.
“Stop that noise on the mountain!” it called. “You are disturbing the guests
in the Profile House!” The orchestra had stopped playing for the night, and
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the guests wanted peace and quiet
as they enjoyed the wilderness from
their lush, warm hotel rooms. But if
they were not going to help the girls
off the mountain, then the girls
would not stop their singing. So late
into the night, songs rang from high
on the mountain down to the hotel
in the valley, while shouts from the
valley echoed back up to the 49
girls descending Mount Lafayette.
	I remember sitting in the lodge
at camp, listening to my councillors tell us about Doc Ann, the
“Old Camp,” and the story of the
Profile House. As a camper, I
thought they told us from their
own experience—of course that
would make even the youngest of
them nearly 95 years old. But the
spell was not broken after I finally
realized it was as much a legend
to them as it was to us. We all sat,
80 campers and 30 councillors,
crammed into the small one-room
lodge, legs crossed, eyes glazed over,
our minds completely absorbed
by the storyteller. Knowing smiles
crept across each girl’s face when
they finally told that the Profile
House burned to the ground later
that night. Girls stole a glance at
the photo in the top row on the wall
of the lodge. The little woman in the
white deerskin dress stood proudly
watching us from her frame, her soft
white hair pinned neatly to the nape
of her neck.

A brochure for the comfortable Profile
House in Franconia Notch after its 1905
renovation. Profile House’s demise in a 1923
fire after guests refused to help 49 campers
caught in the dark became part of the
Singing Eagle Lodge lore.
DICK HAMILTON COLLECTION
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Though the story’s convenient ending perhaps exaggerates the timing, the
grand Profile House did burn on August 2 that year. The reported cause of the
fire was not a young, spiteful camp counselor, but still no one is certain how
it started. Perhaps we imagined that hint of mischief on Doc Ann’s kind, old
face, but we let our imaginations run wild thinking about the woman who
brought us all together.
	She was easy to idolize. Some of us often wonder if we praise her too
much; she was just one woman after all, just as human as the rest of us. But
I think it’s her example that we strive toward, creating versions of our better
selves through the lessons and stories she passed down. Her memory keeps us
rooted to the places we love. We still sing about Doc Ann pioneering Mount
Lafayette, and it took me years to realize she was the first Lodge girl to make
the climb, but not the first person ever to climb Lafayette.
Darby Field, an Irishman from Boston, became the first white man to visit
the White Mountains, when he climbed to the top of Mount Washington in
1642. Accompanied by two American Indians, he traveled for eighteen days,
climbing for 40 miles through the thick forests in the valleys.
His motives for making the climb are a mystery, but Field triggered a
surge of climbers when he returned with shining stones that he mistook
for diamonds. That century, the range appeared on maps as the “White
Mountains”; however, exploration declined as the Northeast became the
battleground of the French and Indian War.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, more tourists began to trickle
into the area—scientists on sponsored expeditions, painters trying to capture
images of the wilderness, writers and poets searching for inspiration.
Authors such as Henry Wadsworth Longfellow wrote about “the silent
crags” of the Old Man of the Mountain. Nathaniel Hawthorne wrote about
“The Great Stone Face.” Daniel Webster once said in a speech, “Men hang
out their signs indicative of their respective trades. Shoemakers hang out a
gigantic shoe; jewelers, a monster watch; even a dentist hangs out a gold
tooth; but up in the Franconia Mountains God Almighty has hung out a sign
to show that in New England He makes men.”
By the 1850s, thousands of tourists poured into the region simply for
pleasure. The serene mountains of New Hampshire became a five-star
playground for wealthy urban Americans. With the era of the grand hotel
well underway, hotels for those who wanted the experience of the wilderness
without camping outdoors began popping up within the Whites. Across from
Franconia Ridge, the Profile House was one of the finest summer hotels in the
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United States. Situated in the north end of Franconia Notch—what is now
the parking lot of Cannon Ski Resort—it was named after the great stone
profile of the Old Man of the Mountain, who hovered several hundred feet
above the hotel’s verandas.
Built in 1853 by Richard Taft, the Profile House began as a “simple”
three-and-a-half story building, but grew into a small empire for wealthy
urbanites and timber kings. The hotel owned 6,000 acres of the surrounding
mountains. After the addition of twenty cottages in 1868—where regular
summer guests could spend their whole summer in private housing—the
hotel could accommodate more than 500 guests.
Yet tourists were among just a few of the people drawn to Whites. Where
some saw a lush forest, budding timber entrepreneurs saw mountains of
riches. These entrepreneurial monarchs realized their horses and oxen could
not handle the strenuous terrain of the rocky mountainsides, and the rivers
were too narrow to float the harvested timber out of the valleys. So in 1874,
the Gale River Lumber Company built the first logging railroad from the
south bank of the Ammonoosuc River. The rails were crude transportation,
lacking in proper construction and foundation. During the reign of timber
kings, nineteen logging railroads were built in the Whites. At the peak of
their operation, ten logging rails carried the gold of the wilderness to the
paper mills.
As tourism rose in the White Mountains, so did the rate of logging
operations. People flocked from nearby cities to admire the vast forests nearly
as fast as they were being chopped down. Until 1870, people used rags to
produce most paper, but as chemists soon discovered, it was cheaper to make
paper from wood fibers. The demand for wood-based paper increased so
rapidly that by 1900 the pulp mills in the White Mountains were devouring
young spruce at the rate of 100 million feet a year. Imagine—it would take
more than 300,000 football fields to cover that length.
	In Franconia, people used railroads for more than timber transport. In
1879, Taft built the Profile and Franconia Notch Railroad in response to the
need for faster transportation of vacationers in and out of the Profile House
grounds. The rail further increased the influx of tourists pouring into the hotel,
taking as many as ten trips per day between the hotel and the rail’s end at the
Bethlehem Junction in Bethlehem, New Hampshire. Popularity continued to
rise, so in 1906, the Profile House underwent a massive renovation.
	It was the kingdom of the mountains. A large farm, with a herd of dairy
cows, a greenhouse, and a power plant made the hotel entirely self-sufficient.
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The old dining hall was converted into a ballroom. A golf course, three tennis
courts, and a couple badminton courts extended across the grounds; post and
telegraph offices, a bowling alley, a barbershop, a billiard hall, a music room,
a souvenir shop, and one of the first passenger elevators all served the summer
vacationers.
Then came that summer of 1923, when the 49 Lodge girls found themselves in the dark on Franconia Ridge. On August 2, flames danced swiftly
across the grounds, swallowing cottages in thick, dark smoke. Fire ravaged
the grassy verandas. The hotel in the mountains was an inferno. It took four
hours. Everything in the summer utopia crumbled to the ground.
With it came the fall of the timber kings in Franconia Notch. The disaster
forced the owners of the property to put up the 11,000 acres for sale to logging
operators. To which the public responded with a national campaign to raise
money to purchase the land. Conservationists raised $200,000, and the state
of New Hampshire appropriated a matching amount of funds. Franconia
Notch State Park will forever remain a protected forest.
By the time the park formed, Doc Ann had begun her eighth year at
Singing Eagle Lodge. The Lodge girls found an escape from their hectic,
urban lives in the tranquility of Squam Lake and their hikes through the
mountains.
When the world feels as though it is closing in, people turn to the
mountains, the lakes, or even the woods in their backyard. We go back to the
stories and lessons that lay fossilized in the landscapes of our past.
	I think about this every time I lead a new year of campers up the slick and
rocky Falling Waters trail. I think about the Lodge girls who hiked here before
them. I think about the people we meet along the way, who hold their own
stories and traditions in the mountains.
Every year, as we reach the summit of Lafayette, the late-afternoon sun
hangs above the jagged purple lines of peaks in the distance. I listen to
my campers laughing and singing as they start down the Old Bridle Path.
A chill sweeps across the rocks. One last look, and I turn to descend.

Caroline Santinelli has worked as a councillor at Singing Eagle Lodge
and on the croo of the Appalachian Mountain Club’s Greenleaf Hut, below
Mount Lafayette. She is studying environmental nonfiction at Middlebury
College. Kendra Bowers, to whom this story is dedicated, was a fellow councillor who died in a ski accident in winter 2014.
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Letters
Avalanche Ratings
Sandy Stott (Accidents, Winter/Spring 2014, LXV no. 1) suggests that the
second-lowest rating on the White Mountain National Forest avalanche scale
should be something other than “moderate,” which places insufficient risk
on the dangers at that level. It emphasizes, I would point out, the unlikeliness of natural avalanches and downplays the possibility about which we are
most concerned: “human-triggered avalanches.” How about changing that
category to “intermediate” and defining it with the human element first and
the natural one second?
—Marvin Swartz, Center Conway, New Hampshire
Sandy Stott replies: I like your suggestion that the possibility of human-triggered
avalanche be printed first in the assessment of risk for the moderate category. It
seems the primary concern at this risk level to me. Although I’m not wild about
the word moderate, I do prefer it to intermediate, which is more often applied to
skill level than to risk level. Were the U.S. Forest Service snow rangers to effect
this change, it would make sense to do so throughout the scale. And, to me, such a
change would make sense in our often thickly populated mountains.

“Echo, Echo”
Your commentary on the “Echo, Echo” man (The Long Way Home,
by Christine Woodside, Winter/Spring 2014, LXV no. 1) certainly struck
a note with me. I have hiked nearly 5,000 miles on the Appalachian Trail,
including two thru-hikes. During those times I met/ran into/got away from/
ignored a fair number of “knuckleheads,” those folks whose stories/diatribes
would just get to be too much to listen to. At times I let them distract me and
I would miss out on some of the sheer beauty of the Appalachians. Thanks so
very much for sharing your story and observations.
—Willie DiFabio, Glen Ellyn, Illinois
I believe the tale about the yodeling stalker was fiction. Even if it wasn’t,
anyone who imposes a monologue on a stranger, especially one like that,
has no sense of social boundaries. I doubt the man who told the tale was
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dangerous. Still, it must have been a comfort to have other people at the
shelter that night.
—Richard Andrews, Springfield, Vermont

Slumping and Glaciers
Dr. Chrisman’s first name was Donald (News and Notes, “Slumping Down
the Trail,” by Marty Carlock, Winter/Spring 2013, LXIV no. 1). He was
an orthopedist in Northampton, Massachusetts. His wife, Miriam, was
a professor of history at the University of Massachusetts/Amherst. They
were both long-standing members of the Appalachian Mountain Club and
my sponsors when I first joined the club, in those ancient days when two
members had to vouch for the good character of applicants. Dr. Chrisman, of
course, would have known about the anatomical advantages of “slumping,” or
what I call “trotting,” a gentle jog with knees bent.
Allow me to reinforce David Breashears’s conclusions on the receding
glaciers in the Himalayas (Research, Winter/Spring 2013, LXIV no. 1). On a
trek to Annapurna base camp (south) in May 2012, I used maps that showed
the South Annapurna Glacier extending behind the camp at 13,550 feet. When
I arrived, I saw that the glacier had receded about 1,000 feet higher, back into
the mountain valleys.
—Marvin Swartz, Center Conway, New Hampshire

Miriam Underhill: Manless, Not Solo
“Manless climbing,” of which Miriam Underhill was the great exponent, is
not to be equated with solo climbing, which Catherine Buni seems to do
(review of Christine Byl’s book Dirt Work, Winter/Spring 2014, LXV no. 1).
It’s a pretty serious misreading of Miriam’s achievements. Miriam’s ascent
of the Grepon was not a solo ascent, but made with her climbing partner
Alice Damesme, making this the first all-female ascent.
—Laura Waterman, East Corinth, Vermont
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Accidents

P

art of what brings many of us to this column is our absence
from it. Most often, this is true literally, but it is also true figuratively.
We don’t see ourselves in such straits, even as we walk the same trails and
cross the same slopes. As a longtime reader, I have often wondered about my
distant view of its reported difficulty. Usually, I have known the places in
the White Mountains of New Hampshire where the mishaps occurred, and
so the conjured scenes could come vividly to my mind. But the people were
often writing’s equivalent of stick figures, composed of half-names and a few
descriptors.
Writing this column has changed that perception, however. Just as having
a dog led me to superimpose his face on other animals, thereby spreading the
affection I felt for him to them, so too have the narratives of a number of these
recent accidents led me to superimpose my face onto the fallen. Increasingly, as
I offer comments on others’ missteps and endings, I see myself.
Perhaps that is this column’s intended effect: Having imagined ourselves
in various difficulties, we will be prudent in our risk-taking. But, even as I see
myself in incidents of possible peril, that’s not the way it’s working. Rational
response might have seen me tighten the safety belt on my armchair. But a love
of the hills and trails has swept away such a pinning of self in a safe place. As
answer, I have set myself in motion, choosing first a long, local trail run and
taking steps toward a next, longer, imagined one in the Whites. So it is, I think,
with most of us when we contemplate mountain difficulty. The face or faces
that rise from each incident in this column remind me finally how fortunate
we all are to lace on our boots or running shoes and aim out and up on a trail.
Whether we come back or not.

Carrying On
On June 4, around 9 a.m., Hailey O., a 15-year-old member of a school group
from New Haven, Connecticut, left Lakes of the Clouds Hut, aiming for
Pinkham Notch via the Crossover Trail that skirts Mount Washington’s cone.
Not far from Tuckerman Junction, she fell, injuring herself so that she could
not continue. Hikers from another party soon arrived, and they returned to
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the hut, where two volunteers, Arran D. and Jeff P., set out to help Hailey.
Once at the scene, Arran and Jeff splinted her leg and confirmed that Hailey
could not walk; they then carried her to the summit, from which she was then
transported down the auto road to safety.
Comment: June 4 was not a promising day above treeline: Even though
conditions at the mountain’s base were mild and cloudy, conditions were
tough above treeline. The 6:30 a.m. Mount Washington Observatory report
noted a temperature of 29 degrees, a northwest wind of 59 mph, freezing fog,
and icy rocks. Using the Crossover Trail to avoid the summit seems a good
choice on such a day. Still, this trail is also exposed, and the descents of the
Tuckerman Ravine Trail or Lion Head Trail would be difficult, and so one
wonders about taking a school group out that day.
Hailey was dressed in appropriate layers, and the proximity of other hikers
and the hut kept this accident from becoming dire. A moment of admiration
for Appalachian Mountain Club hut croo members Arran and Jeff, who must
be strong mountainfolk: Most carries require six people, with replacements at
the ready when fatigue and rough footing take their toll. Arran and Jeff carried the 125-pound Hailey straight up the roughly 800 vertical feet and mile
of Washington’s cone by themselves, arriving just as the official rescue party
was gathering there.

Darkness Gathers
In each of these incidents, night’s arrival intensified both the experience of
those lost and the work of those looking for them.
	On a warm June 1, in the early evening in the southwest corner of
New Hampshire, Sean H. and his family set out for a swim at Kilburn
Pond in Pisgah State Park. As they arrived at the water around 7:30 p.m.,
Sean decided to take a run around the pond. At 8:46 p.m., he called his
family to say that he was lost. Then, his cell phone battery ran low. After a
brief search, the family called for help, and the Cheshire County Sheriff’s
Office notified New Hampshire Fish and Game. Sean’s family reported
that he was “not a woods person” and that he had no equipment or light
with him.
A little after midnight, searchers began looking for Sean, checking first
the global positioning system coordinates from his 8:46 p.m. call. Not
finding him there, they looked also at the place where the family had been
swimming—no Sean. The search resolved itself finally, when Sean emerged
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from the woods at 5:45 a.m. and approached a house from which he called
his mother.
Comment: Sean’s night in the woods featured a classic series of events:
an impulsive decision to run around a pond as light faded, a cell phone
call for help, a dying cell phone battery, and a long night in the woods for
searchers. Sean noted to rescuers that the run took longer than he anticipated and that, when he attempted a shortcut, he got lost. Much of what
happened is so obvious as to ask for little comment. I do wonder, however, at
NHFG’s decision not to recommend payment.
On August 1, Lewis and Rosemary H., ages unrecorded, of Westmount,
Quebec, climbed Mount Madison via the Daniel Webster Scout Trail, and
then turned to descend the same way. On the way down, the two became
separated, with Rosemary out ahead of her husband. A little before 9 p.m.
after querying other hikers who had come down the same trail and finding
that they had not seen her husband, Rosemary reported Lewis missing.
Searchers from AMC and NHFG plowed up the trail on a rainy night but
were unable to find Lewis. Two NHFG officers continued to the summit of
Madison in heavy rain so that they could commence searching from there
when day broke. The temperature on top of Mount Washington at 4:38 a.m.
on August 2 was 48 degrees.
At 8:45 a.m., searchers on the Osgood Trail ran into hikers who had seen
a man matching Lewis’s description; searchers found him at 9:20 a.m. Lewis
told searchers that on the way down, he had lost his way because he had
trouble following the trail in the low visibility and because mist kept fogging
his glasses. When it grew dark, Lewis found his light would only illuminate
a few feet in front of him on the wet night, and he decided to stay put until
daylight. In the morning, Lewis climbed back up and found the Osgood
Trail, which he then followed and where he was found.
Comment: Lewis’s presence of mind, once he was benighted and off trail,
was good. Stumbling on through the darkness in the jumbled rocks risked
injury, which would have complicated his plight. But one wonders about
the couple’s splitting up in what was clearly unfamiliar territory, especially
in weather that limited vision. That shoulder of Madison and its trails above
treeline can be tough to negotiate and follow when fog is thick and water
bears down. That it wasn’t colder, as it can be in August, was lucky.
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Three friends, Kellum H., age 25; Tou C., age 25; and Viet N., age 24, all
from the Boston area, climbed Mount Adams on August 24. On their way
down, they lost the trail, and, overtaken by darkness, they called 911. NHFG,
the U.S. Forest Service, and the Randolph Police Department responded by
sending searchers. The three men had taken their car’s GPS with them, and
the searchers were able to zero in on their coordinates, which led to the men
being found just before midnight. The three men lacked proper clothing and
equipment for an overnight, and they were carrying no flashlights or headlamps. Temperatures dropped into the 40s that night, but the weather was dry.
Comment: This rescue is so common that its ilk makes only occasional
appearance in this column. Its mistakes are evident and its 911 call predictable. What makes it notable is NHFG’s recommendation that the men be
charged for the rescue. Such a recommendation is rare, and, I would suggest,
should occur more often.
On October 7, Stephanie W., age 27, and Raymond B., age 28, both of
Brownsville, Vermont, started up the Pine Link Trail toward Mount Madison
as part of a three-day crossing of the Presidential Range that would end in
Crawford Notch. As they worked their way above the treeline, the weather
grew worse, and the couple opted to skip the summit and continue along the
Pine Link toward Madison Spring Hut. They knew the hut was closed, and
they were aiming for the Randolph Mountain Club’s Gray Knob Shelter for
the evening. Along the north flank of Madison, heavy rain and hurricaneforce winds stopped the pair; they took shelter among the rocks, wrapping
themselves in their sleeping bags and tent fly to stave off the wet cold. With
temperatures falling, the trail hard to discern, and the fog also thick, they
placed a 911 call at around 7 p.m. The call was relayed to NHFG, and two
officers and two members of Androscoggin Valley Search and Rescue
gathered at the Valley Way trailhead.
The four rescuers climbed the 3.8-mile trail, and at about 1 a.m., they
found Stephanie and Raymond. The rescuers led the couple across the
final quarter-mile of the Pine Link and then down by the hut to the
Valley Way, and, eventually, to the trailhead, arriving at 4:40 a.m. Both
Stephanie and Raymond thanked their four rescuers profusely.
Comment: The hikers performed well once they were stuck, and the
rescuers were clearly heroic, both in the speed of their response and in their
ability to help amid fearsome conditions. But if we return to the ascent of the
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Pine Link before the worst of the weather blew in, we come upon questionable decision-making. To begin, cold can be wrapped into October’s weather,
requiring more conservative planning and decision-making. The forecast for
that day from nearby Mount Washington should have given the climbers
pause. It called for an approaching cold front, with fog, rain growing steadier
toward evening, possible thunderstorms, winds becoming sustained around
hurricane force, and temperatures that would “free fall” after the front’s
passage, dipping below freezing by morning. Both Stephanie and Raymond
described the weather as the worst they’d ever encountered, so this forecast
came true. With such a forecast as background, turning around as the weather
worsened would have been prudent, even as it meant recasting their planned
three-day trip.
	Stephanie and Raymond were well equipped, which may have saved their
lives, but another takeaway from the episode is that the winds were strong
enough to blow the water through their rain gear. NHFG estimated the
winds topped out near 90 mph, and that section of the Pine Link Trail is
completely exposed, with a sharp upslope that will, if anything, accelerate the
air as it climbs to get over Mount Madison. The Vermont couple was very
near the site of the famous McDonald Barr tragedy, where, in August 1986,
Barr perished not far from a hut full of people in the midst of a storm of cold
and severe winds that kept rescuers from reaching him. The winds join these
two episodes. This is a hard stretch of trail when the weather turns.
Side note: The GPS coordinates taken from the initial call for help
suggested that the pair were miles from where they were found. Such false
readings are not uncommon in the mountains, where cell coverage is spotty.
What led rescuers to the couple was the couple’s knowledge of the trails they
were walking. By naming the trails, they enabled rescuers to figure out where
to go.

Death on the Headwall
On September 19, Luc P., age 25, and four friends drove from Montreal,
Quebec, to Pinkham Notch and set out to climb Mount Washington via
the Tuckerman Ravine and Lion Head trails. It was a clear day with light
winds and temperatures forecast to near 50. Reaching the summit in early
afternoon, the group celebrated with lunch and a bottle of wine split among
them; then, they headed down the summit cone to the Tuckerman Ravine
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Trail. Around a quarter of the way down the headwall, Luc and two of the
group followed a worn side trail to look at the waterfall that drops through
this area. One of Luc’s friends, Gabriel L., said that Luc edged out to refill
his water bottle in the stream, slipped, and dropped feet first over the ledge.
Luc fell approximately 150 feet, coming to rest on a small ledge of the steep
slope. Three of the group stayed put on the trail and called 911, while the
fourth, David P., descended the difficult terrain to where Luc lay. Gorham
Police received the 911 call and in turn called NHFG. Conservation Officer
Mark Ober received the call from NHFG’s dispatcher at about 5:15 p.m.
	Ober set the gathering and dispatching of rescuers in motion. Those
nearest included AMC’s caretaker at Hermit Lake and personnel from the
Mount Washington State Park and the Mount Washington Observatory.
By around 6:15, two rescuers, the AMC caretaker, and a nearby hiker who
was also a registered nurse had joined Luc and Luc’s friend on the small
ledge. They were soon joined by Mike Pelchat and Brian Fitzgerald, from
the state park and observatory, respectively. This group’s assessment of Luc’s
dire condition—he was still conscious and speaking—relayed via radio led
Ober, who was located at a command post on the Mount Washington Auto
Road, to call the New Hampshire National Guard and ask for a Blackhawk
helicopter to attempt to airlift Luc from the ledge and fly him to a hospital.
The sun was slated to set that evening at 6:50 p.m.
A little before 7 p.m., the helicopter lifted off from Concord, New
Hampshire, and, at 7:27 p.m., the crew reported being above Luc and his
rescuers. In his official incident report, Ober described the next 30 minutes
as a “harrowing display of flying and coordination between the Blackhawk’s
crew and the ground crew with the victim.” The sharp angle of the headwall
meant that the helicopter needed to fly higher than normal to lower the litter
to the crew on the ledge and keep its rotor clear of the high-angled rock;
that angle also meant the helicopter was working with little margin for error.
At 7:37 p.m., the helicopter crew lowered the litter and “tag line” and then
backed away from the site as the rescuers on the ground worked to get Luc
into the litter. At 7:49 p.m., Luc was in the litter and ready to be hoisted
to the helicopter. At this point, the added height of the helicopter meant
that the tag line to the litter, held by the ground crew, was difficult to
control as they strove to keep the litter from spinning while it was hoisted
to the helicopter. All of this was being attempted in deepening darkness. By
7:56 p.m., the helicopter with Luc in it was on its way to Memorial Hospital
in Conway; Luc was pronounced dead at the hospital.
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The view of the rugged terrain of Tuckerman Ravine, where a hiker fell to his death
last year. JERRY AND MARCY MONKMAN

Comment: Rick Wilcox, longtime head of the Mountain Rescue Service,
which also responded to this incident, noted that in 2011 the Tuckerman
Ravine Trail had been relocated in this area to take it away from the waterfall, which had been the site of recurring accidents. Still, the official incident
report cites a “well-worn path to the waterfall.” Such stepping away from
the approved trail is common as hikers look for views and fresh perspectives.
Also, there is the lure of water, both to refill water bottles and refresh selves.
A review of accidents over the years also makes clear the peril found at the
tops of waterfalls. Something draws people to inch out to where they may
peer down or out, and that inching often takes place on wet ground or rock.
When trouble occurs, it is usually slippage of some sort, and that, according
to eyewitness Gabriel, is what happened to Luc. The steep, angled terrain
then led to a long fall, and, as Wilcox noted for an article in the Conway Daily
Sun, such long falls often end in death.
	So, there’s a clear lesson in caution where water and steep terrain mix, and
although much of that reads as natural caution, perhaps we can all resolve to
approach the tops of waterfalls and steep, wet rock more carefully—if at all.
As Pelchat observed about the ground where Luc fell, “From treating Luc on
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the ledges where he came to rest, which were about the size of three PingPong tables with rocks and slopes, I could see those ledges were greasy from
moss or slime, hard to see but still slick.”
What also draws attention is the remarkable convergence of rescuers
at this accident. From below and above, and, finally, from the air, skilled
rescuers hastened into difficult terrain and coordinated a remarkable airlift as
night came on. That observation occasions this comment: Starting uphill at
11 a.m. that morning was a late start for mid-September. It left little
cushion of time should something unusual happen, and, although an early
start wouldn’t have prevented this accident, it might have made response to
it a little less harrowing.
And, finally, I wonder about the lure of side trails, especially when we are
on the way down. Here, I draw from a sample of one and a long set of days
in the hills watching others: It seems to me that a sort of ease takes over as
we walk down. We’ve met our days’ goals; our stores of energy have proved
adequate; we have had our peak experiences. The wiring of descents doesn’t
run as hot; its flow is lulled by gravity’s assistance. Descents are times to
digress a bit, to amble along the sidetracks to see new views, to extend the
glad days for a few more moments.
An added note about climbing in new territory: NHFG’s report noted
also that Mount Washington was unfamiliar terrain for this group; it was
their first visit. That summons thoughts about my own first approaches to
various ranges and the way ease of access may misrepresent what rises before
you. Our mountains are famously within a day’s drive for many millions of
people, and the incoming tide of visitors carries up walkers of widely various
experience. Although there are many entry points to our hills replete with
guidance and good information, it is also true that visitors can simply pull
up to any trailhead, slip between two trees and be away on their own. At this
point, guidance narrows to the trail each is on.
White Mountain trails are, for the most part, beautiful, easily followed
constructions. Their signage and steppage encourage confidence. And so the
White Mountain neophyte, especially one young and fit, may feel a surge of
capability to accompany the happiness that flows from going uphill. What
is less evident, unless one reads and hews to a good topo map, is the way
that our trails sometimes arrive in dangerous terrain that then must be read
well. Without explicit signage. As Mount Washington State Park manager
and White Mountain savant Pelchat noted in an email about the terrain of
this accident, “The trail in the area is much wider from recent work, but if
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you leave the trail look out!” Our mountains are refreshingly clear of tackedup warning signs (save my lifelong favorite, yellow enamel signs about the
exposure of our alpine zones—the worst weather in the world!), and so each
of us must read the ground and the weather we encounter.
	Is there a mountain “spider-sense?” Yes, I think there is, but mostly it
develops only as miles accrue. Might this group new to Tuckerman Ravine
have felt that sense’s “tingle” as they stepped onto its steepness? Perhaps. All
new territory should elicit it.

Troubled Water
On July 2, Sophal H., age 56, of Lowell, Massachusetts, and her friend
Sonamaran K., age 50, of Dracut, Massachusetts, were with a group of friends
at a popular picnic and swimming area known as Lower Falls in the White
Mountain National Forest. The two women decided to cool themselves in the
Swift River where it runs alongside the Kancamagus Highway. It was a clear
day with temperatures in the 80s, and the river was high with the runoff from
recent heavy rains. The water temperature was measured later at 58 degrees.
The two women entered the river about 220 yards above Lower Falls and
waded out to where the water was above their knees but below their waists;
there they sat to cool themselves. At this point, Sophal lost her hold, and, as
she was caught by the current, Sonamaran reached to help her. Both women
were then swept downstream and over the falls. At some point beyond the
falls, the water separated them, and Sophal disappeared downriver. Sonamaran
caught hold of a protruding rock about 330 yards below the falls and was able
to crawl up out of the current onto it. There, she waited for help.
At 3:13 p.m., a 911 call led the Carroll County Sheriff’s Department to
contact NHFG and ask that officers initiate a water rescue at Lower Falls.
NHFG officers and Conway Fire and Rescue responded. The Conway Fire
Department’s Swift Water Rescue Team prepared to reach Sonamaran while
NHFG officers deployed searchers from the North Conway Fire Department
and USFS along both sides of the river to look for Sophal. In addition, NHFG
officers requested two skilled kayakers from the White Mountain Swift Water
Rescue team.
At approximately 4 p.m., swift-water team swimmers reached Sonamaran
and brought her back to shore. Some twenty minutes later, a USFS searcher
found Sophal’s body some two miles downstream from where she slipped in.
Her death was attributed to drowning.
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Comment: Rivers and their behaviors are not the usual province of this
column; such a focus would require another column and columnist. Still, this
accident suggests comment because the two friends did what many walkers
do when July’s sun bears and beats down on them: They stepped into a river.
Cool water calls us when we are hot. But the river they stepped into was very
different from the July trickles of a dry year; on that day, the Swift River was
roaring with the water of a week’s recurring rains. The weather records for that
prior week point to day after day of thunder and rain, rain measured in inches
rather than fractions of an inch in some locations. A whole watershed drains
into the Swift, and the river must have been living up to its name. Still, the
two must have thought, we will not go in deep; we will wade only.
What makes entering any mountain river iffy is its bottom—uneven,
often of mixed-size cobbles and frequently slick. Walking such a bottom,
even with the benefit of poles as outriggers, can be tricky. Add in the odd foot
placements brought on by current, which can—even at medium strength—
sweep your foot some inches downstream of its intended landing, and even
the best balanced, sturdiest strider can splash down suddenly. And, of course,
once we’re fully in the water, the current embraces all that extra surface area
. . . and off we go.
	Sophal and Sonamaran were not walkers crossing a river, but they entered
the Swift River on foot, intending, I’m sure, to keep from its central current. When they sat down, however, an effect similar to falling in occurred.
Their surface area grew larger, making the river more insistent. When Sophal
slipped, her hold vanished and she was of the river.
An article on the Conway Daily Sun had this to say:
This section of the Swift has a history of such accidents. “There have been
several drownings over the years at Lower Falls,” [Conservation Officer Brian]
Abrams said. The easy access from the road combines with slick rocks to make
the area prone to problems. He urged people playing in or on the water to be
cautious. “Wear life preservers,” he said. “They save lives.”

Overheating
At 9 a.m. on July 17, an extended family group of fifteen hikers, including two
leaders from Rockywold-Deephaven Camps in Holderness, New Hampshire,
began a climb of Mount Whiteface via the Blueberry Ledge Trail. Among them
was Christopher T., age 30, of Rochester, New York. It was a hot, heavy-air
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day with temperatures rising into the upper 80s. The nearly four-mile ascent
took the group three hours, and, after a summit stay, the hikers began their
walk down in two groups. The first group departed with co-leader Rachel R.
at 12:30 p.m.; Christopher was in this group. The other group started down
with co-leader Ron R. at 1 p.m.
Both groups planned to take the Blueberry Ledge Cutoff, which diverges
left from the Blueberry Ledge Trail at the 2,000-foot level, rejoining the main
route about a half-mile from the trailhead. The Cutoff swings down by the
Wonalancet River, where Ron and Rachel suggested a cool soak at the end of
a hot day. As the day and descent wore on, some of the hikers in Christopher’s
group spread out along the trail. But they all regrouped at the junction for
the Cutoff. Christopher, who had joined the hike to be with his relatives, was
walking down with two cousins and an aunt. As the group headed down the
Cutoff, the aunt turned onto the Blueberry Ledge Trail to find a brushy spot
for a bathroom. When the aunt emerged, she did not return to the junction
and follow the Cutoff. Instead, she continued down the Blueberry Ledge
Trail; Christopher and his cousins tried to catch up with her, but were not
able to. Somewhere down a steep stretch, Christopher and his cousins met
two hikers on their way up and, from that meeting, learned that they were on
the wrong trail.
Meanwhile, Ron and his second group reached the Cutoff junction and,
finding no one there, took that trail as planned, assuming that everyone else
had also done so.
	In mid-afternoon, Rockywold-Deephaven Camps received a call from one
of the two cousins hiking down with Christopher; she said that the three of
them thought they were lost. Christopher and his cousins were actually quite
close to the lower junction of the Cutoff and the trailhead, but they didn’t
realize this and began to re-ascend the Blueberry Ledge Trail. RockywoldDeephaven called Rachel, who by then had reached the trailhead with the
rest of that first group. She notified Ron, and both leaders launched a search
for Christopher and his two cousins. Rachel ran up the Blueberry Ledge Trail,
catching Christopher and his cousins at the 2-mile mark; the four turned and
began to descend again. But about a mile from the bottom, Christopher said
he needed to rest; he stopped and sat down. The other group leader, Ron,
who had also arrived by this time, said Christopher was pale, sweating, and
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staggering—showing symptoms of heat exhaustion—but that within a short
time, his skin began to show the dry redness of heat stroke. Christopher then
lost consciousness. Ron called Rockywold-Deephaven, which in turn called
911 at 5:25 p.m. By this time, other group members had arrived. When Christopher stopped breathing, Ron and two others initiated cardiopulmonary
resuscitation, continuing until rescue personnel arrived. They also followed
the 911 operator’s directives and tried to cool Christopher, ripping moss from
rocks and using it as one might use ice in such a situation.
The Sandwich Fire Department also responded to this call, bringing with
them a portable defibrillator. But, finally, measures in the woods couldn’t
rescue Christopher, and he died. His body was carried out in a litter. The first
conservation officer arrived at the scene at 6:24 p.m.; the CPR was stopped
just after 7 p.m.; the carryout ended at 8:11 p.m.
Comment: One of the obituaries for Christopher cited heat stroke as
the cause of death, and though this medical information is redacted in the
official report from NHFG, that seems likely on such a hot, humid day.
Christopher’s fatigue grew as the day wore on, and surely the excessive heat
and added climbing of his re-ascent (when he believed he and his cousins were
lost) contributed to that fatigue. The trail up Mount Whiteface also asks a
considerable effort from a hiker, rising nearly 3,000 vertical feet. Christopher
was a large man, standing 6 feet, 2 inches and weighing 300 pounds; that too
would make such a climb hard work. These factors seem to have combined to
bring on Christopher’s collapse.
This incident brings together a number of themes common to incidents
throughout the mountains: the role of extreme weather in accidents, the
question of whether members of groups should spread out as they walk, and
each individual’s responsibility for assessing his or her physical condition at
the outset and throughout a hike.
Extreme weather multiplies difficulty. Heat drains us of liquid and energy,
and in its lethal effects, such as heat stroke, it simply stops us. Gauging the
onset of heat problems can be tricky. A significant part of the problem with
heat stroke is the disorientation and confusion that often stem from it. Like
its cold cousin, hypothermia, heat can rob its victim of common sense just
when it is most needed. High temperatures and dehydration can combine to
bring on heat stroke, and on days when you are kicking out lots of sweat, it
can be almost impossible to drink enough to keep up with your water loss.
The day described on Whiteface was such a day. NHFG officers inventorying
Christopher’s backpack found five empty 16.9-ounce water bottles in it, and
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other hikers were reported to have supplied added water, but it’s likely that he
lost even more than he drank in the heat and humidity.
Even a group tackling an up-and-back trail such as the Blueberry Ledge
needs to consider the way a trail looks different on the way down, and the way
fatigue may alter perception and judgment as a day wears on. Missing a turn
such as the Cutoff on the way down is the sort of mistake many can and do
make. Christopher turned back uphill even when he was close to the bottom.
Had he been with more experienced companions, they might have made a
better decision.
	I’ll put in a plug for good, old maps. A look at the trail network near
the base of the Blueberry Ledge Trail and the alternate route of the Cutoff
shows a series of possible routes there. Though they had missed the Cutoff,
Christopher and his cousins would have known from a map that they could
have reached the trailhead where they had begun by simply continuing on.
Phones, GPS, and their apps are often promoted as all one needs these days,
but maps with their larger formats and sense of context still seem superior to
me. Even the act of unfolding a map and trying to figure out where you are
can slow the panic being lost occasions.
The first group reaching the junction of the Blueberry Ledge Trail and the
Cutoff on the descent paused there to allow everyone to catch up and identify
the Cutoff as the right route. After that appropriate check-in, when the group
headed down, Christopher and his three relatives slipped off the back end
of the group and went down the other trail. Rachel, the leader, expected her
group to follow down the Cutoff and did not know the four were on the other
trail until the call came in at the bottom.
Here, we reach the thorny question of group dynamics and leaders’
monitoring of groups. How much oversight is enough? Should leaders range
from front to back of a group? How does the social dynamic of a group
change a leader’s sense of responsibility? How much does a leader impose her
or his presence, judgment, and will upon a group?
As a longtime teacher and manager of groups, I find answers to these (and
other) questions complex; in short, I don’t have one-size-fits-all answers. I rely
on “reading” a group and exercising enough control to promote safety and the
group’s goals.
	Surely, stopping at junctions where lagging members of a group might go
astray is a sensible practice. So too is having a final leader acting as “sweep,”
last one down. As Ron said to me after a phone call and in a subsequent email
exchange, “This is one of the main changes we have made in our group hiking
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protocols. At all trail junctions, the entire group will wait to regroup. Even
if it means waiting an hour for the slower group.” That seems a necessary
response to this tragedy, although such caution might not fit every group in
the mountains.
Much more can, has, and will be written about leading groups, but I’d
like to add a thought about following: A leader is no more effective than his
followers make him or her. Followers’ ability and willingness to take advice
and mild directive often determines a group’s safety and success. On Whiteface
and during a day that seemed only uncomfortable at most, choosing not to
follow had an equal hand in the trouble that developed.
Finally, how much each of us can reasonably attempt varies widely, of
course, and for many of us, it can be a conversation we’d rather not open.
Still, each of us bears responsibility for self as the primary burden we carry
into our mountains. We need to be our own first-responders. For me, this is
the primary lesson from this incident.
There is, of course, ache to every death in the mountains. Christopher’s
bears the ache of seeming avoidable.

Not Getting Down
Columbus Day weekend often fills the trails, as hikers catch the late color and
one of the final weekends of walking before layering and equipment come to
the fore.
	On October 12, four people—James B., age 60, his wife, Stacey, and two
friends—began a morning hike up the Ripley Falls Trail. The couples planned
to see the falls and then hike back out. The other couple got ahead of the Bs,
and Stacey walked ahead of James; around a half-mile in, she noticed James
was no longer walking behind her, and she went back to look. She found her
husband on the ground in the middle of the trail. Stacey summoned the other
couple, and the husband began CPR. Other hikers arrived, some of whom
assisted with the CPR; the gathered group persisted until rescue personnel
from the Bartlett Fire Department and Bartlett emergency medical services
arrived. Rescue efforts ended when it was clear that James had died. Rescuers
and volunteers carried his body to the trailhead.
	On the same day, Robert F., age 69, of Kennebunkport, Maine, set off
alone up the Ammonoosuc Ravine Trail for Mount Washington. This fall visit
to the Whites was a treasured ritual for Robert. Two other hikers, Trent S. and
Ryan J., made an early afternoon start up the same trail and passed Robert
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while he was descending; Robert asked the pair how far it was to the trailhead,
and they estimated it as a couple of miles down. The pair continued to the top
and headed back down. As they neared the bottom, they came upon Robert
again; he was sitting down, resting. By now the light was waning. Trent and
Ryan offered to walk with Robert, and the three headed down. Robert had
to stop every ten minutes or so to rest. By now it was dark, and the three
had one working flashlight among them; the pair bracketed Robert and the
last man in line shone the light forward so all three could see the trail. After
an hour of such descent, Robert stopped suddenly, stood up straight, and
fell backward. Ryan ran to the trailhead and called 911 at 9:15 p.m. Rescue
personnel responded, but Robert had died.
Comment: Both incidents offer sobering reminder of how usual moments
become end-moments. And each incident suggests the internal story that
is each of our lives. James was a large man—6 feet, 2 inches tall and 280
pounds—who set out on a mild hike. Perhaps he felt oncoming trouble inside;
perhaps it arrived without warning. There seems little that others could have
done to save him on this mild, cloudy October day.
Robert was a lifelong athlete, a hockey player even into his 60s, and he was
familiar with both the Whites and the ways of the body—he was also a doctor.
Surely the slow nature of his descent indicates that he was struggling on that
day, but the suddenness of his final stop seems a surprise nonetheless. His
two guides along the final miles of the trail did what they could to shepherd
Robert out; their stopping and letting night overtake them as they walked
Robert down was trail-kindness of the best sort.
—Sandy Stott
Accidents Editor
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Alpina
A semi-annual review of mountaineering in the greater ranges

Alaska
Denali National Park and Preserve 2013. The 2013 season was the happiest
in years. It marked the centennial of the first ascent of Mt McKinley (20,320
ft) by the Hudson Stuck expedition (see "Who Led the First Ascent of
Denali?" by Christine Woodside in Appalachia, Summer/Fall 2012, LXIII no.
2 pages 46–54). Although fewer climbers than usual—1,151—registered for
the mountain, long stretches of warm, sunny weather made it possible for
an unusually high rate of success: 68 percent of them, or 787 climbers, reach
the summit. The number summiting was the highest ever, and the only time
the success rate went higher was in 1977, when 70 percent of the 360 starting
mountaineers succeeded. On more rarely attempted Mt Foraker, twelve
climbers registered and six made the top, not a bad score for Foraker.
	It was not a season for significant ascents, but 2013 was a smiling, friendly
100th birthday party for North America’s highest peak. The mountain was
kind to those attempting it. Only one died. Klaus Bielstein, 59, of Münster,
Germany, climbing with a guided party, suddenly collapsed with a heart
attack near Windy Corner on the popular West Buttress Route on May 19.
(In 2011, nine died; in 2012, six.) Only five rescues were required, two for
illness and three for minor injuries. In recent years, the number of rescue
efforts has averaged fifteen per year.
A team of descendants of the Hudson Stuck party reenacted the climb and
reached the summit on June 28, approximately 100 years later. Also that day,
78-year-old Tom Choate became the new “old man of McKinley,” displacing
Michio Kumamoto, who was 76 when he topped out in 2007. Choate’s ascent,
accomplished with a hip replacement, was his sixth—his first was in 1963.
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Nepal Himalaya
Monsoon (summer) and Post-Monsoon (autumn) Seasons for 2012.
Following the active 2012 pre-monsoon season, which included the
extraordinary crowds and long waiting lines reported last issue in Alpina
(Appalachia, Winter/Spring 2014, LXV no. 1), the summer (read full
monsoon) season was as usual nearly empty. The only try reported was a
Japanese team’s effort on Shey Shikar (6,138 m). This is a never-climbed
and recently opened peak SE of Kanjiroba. Satsuro Tsunoda led the four
Japanese and three Gurung porters, reaching only 5,700 m before encountering
dangerous rockfall and abandoning the effort.
Because the monsoon often clears slowly, and cold and wind increase,
fewer climbers attempt or climb very high mountains in Nepal in the autumn.
Add to this the politically motivated—almost whimsical—closures in China,
the government’s response to Tibetan and other ethnic unrest, and the result
was that the easy 8,000-m peak, Cho Oyu, lay effectively off-limits in postmonsoon 2012. (The summit of Cho Oyu lies on the Tibet–Nepal border, but
the easiest ascent route requires that the climber cross into Chinese Tibet.)
	Only one expedition, from China, was allowed to try Cho Oyu, and
that one failed. (In autumn 2011, when normal access was permitted,
43 expeditions tried the mountain and 21 succeeded.) With Cho Oyu offlimits, what I call “the Manaslu Effect” resulted. Manaslu (8,163 m) is not
easy, but it lies well within Nepal and has become something of a surrogate
for Cho Oyu. In autumn 2012, 54 expeditions scheduled a try on this oncelittle-visited mountain. (Only the much-lower Ama Dablam showed similar
popularity with 52 expeditions booked.) All of the Manaslu expeditions chose
the NE Face route, the usual way up the mountain but not as easy or safe as
Cho Oyu. The higher risks were amply demonstrated when twelve died—
eleven in a single avalanche on September 23 (discussed in more detail later).
This was the worst season and the worst single accident on Manaslu since
pre-monsoon 1972, when fifteen died in an avalanche and two in falls.
The three other deaths in the season were more typical. Two Uzbekistan
climbers, Ivan Lovanov and Ilyas Turkhavatullin, died in an avalanche on
Annapurna north side October 7, and on Lhotse Temba Sherpa fell to his
death on October 16.
The season was otherwise varied. Oddly, no one tried the “last unclimbed”
7,000-m Nepalese peak, Thulagi (7,059 m) SW of Manaslu. But “last
unclimbed” is always a matter of definition. Koreans Kim Chang-ho and Ahn
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Chi-young found another “last unclimbed” mountain, Himjung (7,092 m).
Himjung lies NE of Annapurna, in the Peri Himal. It opened for climbing
in 2002, but climbers have pretty much ignored it. After a 23-day approach
from Kathmandu to the little-traveled area, finishing with a donkey caravan,
the two climbers established a base camp about 12 km from the mountain.
Following a week of reconnaissance and acclimatization, they chose to try the
SW Face. Establishing two bivouac sites at 6,050 m and 6,770 m, the pair
started from the higher bivouac at 6 a.m. on October 13, and in severe cold
and wind reached the summit at 9:05 a.m. They descended by the same route.
The Piolets d’Or Asia awarded the climbers its Golden Ice Axe award at a
ceremony in Seoul on November 9, 2012.
Climbers made several attempts on unclimbed 6,000-m peaks. Two groups
succeeded. A New Zealand party of six on a mountain near Kangchenjunga,
Syaokang (which measures 5,929 m, but the New Zealanders claim just over
6,000 m), put all on the top except the leader, who suffered acute mountain
sickness. John Cocks, Martin Hunter, Geoffrey Lamarche, Paul Maxim, and

Because the Chinese government has limited access to Cho Oyu, many climbers have
started attempting Manaslu, seen here from the northeast. The 8,163-m main summit
appears behind and to the left of the jagged East Pinnacle. WIKIMEDIA COMMONS, BEN TUBBY
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Nick Shearer reached the summit at 3:30 p.m. on October 25 after a six-day
trip from Base Camp.
The other first ascent was of Hunku (6,119 m) near Chamlang and
Baruntse. Britons Nick Bullock and Andy Houseman reached the top via the
E Face on November 11, going from Base Camp to summit and back on a
single very cold day.
An enterprising French guide, Lionel Chatain, led three French clients
and two Sherpas into the group of 6,000-m peaks between Nargaon and the
Tibetan border NE of the Annapurnas. His original plan was a first ascent
of Amotsang (6,393 m), but he found it too difficult for his group. The party
(less Philippe Couture) then climbed without permission an unnamed peak
of 6,035 m between Jomsom (6,335 m) and Amotsang, an apparent first ascent.
Chatain; the two Sherpas, Nawang and Phu Dorchi; Guillame Hernandez;
and Philippe Marty reached the top at 2:30 p.m. on October 25 and returned
to a base below Pokharkan (6,372 m). On October 29, Chatain and the
two Sherpas made a repeat ascent of Pokharkan, which had been climbed
only twice before (in 2002, the year authorities first allowed climbers in, and
in 2009).
The Avalanche Accident on Manaslu. Fifty-four expeditions signed
up for the 2012 autumn season on Manaslu, which represented about a
60-percent increase over the busiest previous season of autumn 2008. All the
expeditions intended to climb the normal NE Face route. The weather was
cold and snowy, and progress was slow on the overcrowded route. (Someone
posted a photo of long waiting lines similar to those of the Everest logjam
that “went viral” in spring 2012, but Manaslu is not Everest, so little Web
interest arose.)
By September 22, at least five expeditions had reached the usual location
of Camp 3 at about 6,730 m. The expeditions varied in size from the large
expedition known as Expes.com Manaslu 2012, with thirteen members and
five Sherpas led by Fabrice Priez, to the Spanish Manaslu climb in autumn
2012 composed of leader Martin Gasuli Roig and Karma Sherpa. Camp 3 was
very crowded, and on September 22, most of the Sherpas were sent down to
make more room for members. Several members who felt unwell or unhappy
with the snow conditions also went down—which, of course, was a stroke of
luck for them.
	No one, at least no one who survived, saw the start of the massive avalanche
from about 7,500 m that swept through Camp 3 at 4:30 a.m. on September
23, when most were asleep. The avalanche destroyed and buried most of the
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tents at Camp 3, and it carried two tents nearly down to Camp 2. The air
blast flattened all of the tents at Camp 2 but caused no deaths or serious
injuries there.
Five climbers on the Expes.com expedition died. They were Priez, the
leader, 45; his co-leader, Ludovic Challeat, 42; Catharine Ricord, 48 (the
only female to die); and Philippe Bos, 55. All four of those climbers were
from France. Dominique Ouimet, 48, of Canada, also died. Claude Belmas
and Thomas Grenier of France were injured and evacuated by helicopter.
The Sherpas, sent down the night before, all escaped injury. Rémy Lécluse,
the leader of the France Manaslu Expedition, “vanished” along with his tent.
Glen Plake, an American, was in a tent with Gregory Costa, 27, of France.
The tent was swept down 300 to 400 m into a crevasse—Costa “totally
disappeared.” Plake was badly bruised, but climbed out of the crevasse and
left the mountain as soon as he could. The two-man expedition of Marti
Gasuli Roig, 43, and Karma Sherpa were also swept down to about 6,000 m.
Roig died, but Karma Sherpa survived with little injury.
The Italian Manaslu Expedition climbers (led by the very experienced
Alberto Magliano) were sleeping in two separate tents when the avalanche
struck. Magliano, 66, and Dawa Dorje Sherpa, 28, were buried about 1.5-m
deep. Their team members Christian Gobbi and Silvio Mondinelli found
them dead after two hours of diligent probing. The Amical Alpin Manaslu
Expedition 2012, led by Robert Hochreiter (who had to cut his way out of
his tent) lost Christian Mittermeyer, 44. Andreas Reiter suffered a fractured
vertebra and had to be evacuated by helicopter.
	In all, the avalanche killed eleven. The bodies of Lecluse and Costa were
not found by the end of the season. Five mountaineers were injured severely
enought to require evacuation to the hospital.
The Manaslu 2012 avalanche tragedy was foreshadowed. Manaslu was first
explored in 1950 and ascended for the first time by a Japanese expedition via
the NE Face route in 1956. Further attempts on the mountain were rare, and
the first deaths occurred only in the spring of 1971. On April 10, 1972, a massive avalanche, eerily similar to the 2012 disaster, killed fifteen members and
Sherpas of a South Korean expedition on the NE Face route. As in 2012, all
were in tents at Camp 3 (then located at about 6,500 m) when the avalanche
struck the sleeping camp at 3:15 a.m. Four rapidly succeeding snow flows
wiped out the camp leaving only a few alive. (As in 2012, the event description depends largely on the stories of a few shaken survivors.)
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Through the end of 2012, 79 have died on Manaslu. Avalanches caused 38
(48.1 percent) of these deaths. The second most frequent cause was falls—21
(26.6 percent). Setting aside the two massive early-morning avalanches in
1972 and 2012, only twelve avalanche deaths occurred in the 40 years between.
Those twelve deaths occurred mostly at various elevations on the NE Face
route, which is not surprising because that is by far the most used route.
Whether the 2012 catastrophe will decrease the popularity of Manaslu as a
surrogate for Cho Oyu or cause modification of the NE Face route and camp
siting remains to be seen.
After the 2012 avalanche, several expeditions and a few individual members
and Sherpas had had enough, and they left the mountain. But a surprising
number of them reacted with an “other than that, Mrs. Lincoln, how was
the play?” attitude. Indeed, the remainder of the season could be judged as
successful. Of the 54 expeditions originally registered for the autumn season,
22 (40.7 percent) put members on top. Sixty-three members and 46 Sherpas
summited, 54 without the use of supplementary oxygen. Fourteen women
made the climb, three without oxygen. Few of these ascents were notable.
Victor Correa, an independent climber from Colombia, is believed to have
died on the mountain. He was sick and had to descend but ultimately reached
and stayed at the nearly deserted Camp 2 until October 3, when he apparently
wandered higher. He has not been found.
The Winter Season 2012–2013. This season is always unpopular—
obviously weather is likely to be bad. The best chance for an ascent is to take
advantage of the peculiar Nepalese definition of winter season: Expeditions
may establish base camps and begin operations on December 1, and they may
reach the summit as early as December 15. The idea is to descend before the
weather really gets bad. Two of the three expeditions in the 2012–2013 winter
ignored the strategy, for some reason, and the other played the game pretty
well, but all failed in almost continuous cold, wind, and snow.
The two expeditions to Ama Dablam (6,814 m) did not reach Base Camp
at 4,500 below the usual SW Ridge Route until January. The Japanese on
Ama Dablam Expedition of two—inexperienced leader Koki Takahashi, 32,
and Lhakpa Sherpa, 44—got there on January 1. Lhakpa had a good résumé
including many climbs of Ama Dablam, three in autumn 2012, but he had
never made a climb in winter. They reached their high point of 5,400 m
on January 4 and left Base Camp on January 8, citing “high winds.” The
impressively named Inchon Teachers College Alpine Club Ama Dablam
Expedition was composed of the inexperienced leader Park Moo-young, 47,
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two younger but middle-aged Koreans, 43 and 37, and Tanji Sherpa. Tanji
had climbed Everest three times and Ama Dablam twice, but had no recorded
winter ascents. The expedition reached Base Camp on January 5. All climbing
together, they, with difficulty, reached Camp 2 on January 14. In wind and
snow, they struggled to the site of Camp 3 (6,500 m) on January 15, but
could not bear the wind and retreated to Base Camp where they decided to
abandon the climb and leave on January 18.
Russian Liudmila Mikhanovskaia was one of the successful climbers
on Manaslu in the autumn, reaching the summit on October 1, when she
decided to stay in Nepal and try a winter ascent of Pumori (7,138 m) in the
Khumbu. Mikhanovskaia had impressive experience for the task: In addition to Manaslu, she’d climbed Everest, Ama Dablam, and Gangchempo
(6,378 m) in winter—on the day before Christmas in 2011. For her Pumori
try, she chose three experienced Sherpas, including Dorje Sherpa from the
Khumbu who had ascended Everest five times and had led Mikhanovskaia on
Gangchempo. This time the leader herself, Mikhanovskaia took the team to a
base camp near Kala Patar below the SW Ridge on December 9. Perhaps still
tired or dispirited after Manaslu, Mikhanovskaia barely reached 6,000 m on
December 14. The Sherpas reached 6,400 m that day and all retreated to Base
Camp. The Sherpas tried again on the 18th but again found the wind too high
at 6,400 m, and the expedition left Base Camp on December 20.

The Karakoram and Pakistan
Pakistan’s 8,000-Meter Peaks in Winter. Climbing 8,000-m peaks is often
unpleasant and sometimes dangerous, doubly so in winter. The five 8,000ers
in Pakistan lie about 500 miles further north than the eight in Nepal or on
its borders and Shisha Pangma; thus, those in Pakistan are colder. None had
a first winter ascent before 2011, when Gasherbrum II was climbed. Then in
March 2012, Gasherbrum I fell to a Polish team—at the cost of three deaths
and three cases of severe frostbite (see Alpina in Appalachia, Summer/Fall
2013, LXIV no. 2).
Artur Hajzer of Poland and others formed an enterprise they called
“Polish Winter Himalaism, 2010–2015” to “make the first winter ascents
of the remaining 8,000-meter peaks by the next generation of Polish
mountaineering.” Other nationalities were already in competition. Hajzer had
led the Gasherbrum I team, but in January 2013 (under the same auspices) the
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veteran Krzysztof Wielicki was chosen to lead the small Polish expedition to
Broad Peak (8,047 m), arriving at Base Camp on January 23, and spending
February to establish a prepared path and a series of camps up the Normal
Route. Maciej Barbeka, Adam Bielicki, Tomasz Kowalski, and Artur Malek
left 7,400-m Camp 4 for the summit at dawn on March 5. Although the
weather was good, climbing was slow because of the winter conditions, and
the four did not reach the summit area until 4 p.m. To save time, they decided
to climb separately, each at his own pace. All arrived at the main summit
sometime between 5:20 and 6 p.m., and each descended immediately.
All had been climbing well, but Kowalski deteriorated quickly on the
descent and moved very slowly, eventually taking a surprising twelve hours
to reach the pass at 7,900 m. He had an operating phone and reported seeing Barbeka below him a couple of times. Bielicki returned to Camp 4 by
10:10 p.m., and Malek reached it at 2 a.m. on March 6. Neither had the
strength to assist his comrades, though both spotted Barbeka at about 7,700
m early that morning. Later that day, Pakistani Karim Hayat set out from
Camp 2 and eventually reached 7,700 m but saw no trace of either missing
man. No one held out hope that they survived after two nights out in the
high mountain cold. The expedition left the mountain achieving the first
winter ascent of Broad Peak at the cost of Barbeka, 58, and Kowalski, 27.
The two 8,000ers no one has yet summited in winter are, not surprisingly, the most difficult: K2 (8,611 m) and Nanga Parbat (8,125 m). K2 is the
second highest mountain in the world and the steepest of the giants. Nanga
Parbat, though only the ninth highest, is in some sense the biggest. It really
is a sprawling complex of peaks with many possible approaches, all hard and
dangerous. In February 2012, a Russian team abandoned its much publicized
attempt on K2 when Vitaly Gorelick died at Base Camp from the aftereffects
of severe frostbite suffered in route preparation. (Heavy snows delayed his
evacuation to a hospital.)
Winter 2012–2013 saw four attempts on Nanga Parbat. The closest to a
success was that of Poles Marek Klonowski and Tomasz Mackiewicz on the
Schell Route. Mackiewicz reached a bivouac above the Mazeno Gap and made
a solo try from there. He was forced back from a high point at about 7,400 m.
The most romantic attempt, if the term romantic can be applied to the winter
climbing of 8,000ers, was by Elisabeth Revol of France and Italian Danielle
Nardi of Italy. They chose the Mummery Rib, attempted by J. Norman Collie,
A. F. Mummery, and porters in 1895. (Mummery and two Ghurkas were later
lost in an attempt to cross the Diama Pass—the first mountaineering deaths
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on Nanga Parbat.) Revol and Nardi found the rib exposed to wind and driven
snow and often extraordinarily cold. (One reading at 6,000 m was –48 degrees
Centigrade, the equivalent of –54.4 degrees Fahrenheit!) They retreated from
a high point of 6,400 m in mid-February, after frostbite damage to Nardi
and a weather report predicting still more snow. An American–Hungarian
team on the NE Face had no success. Hungarian Zoltan Robert Acs left early,
and Hungarian David Klein and American Ian Overton abandoned the route
low on the mountain. Finally, Joel Wischnewski (from France, last name
notwithstanding) made a solo attempt on the SE Pillar. After he had made
no contact for some time, three Pakistani mountaineers searched the lower
portion of the route, but they found no trace of Wischnewski.
As I write these notes in February 2014, mountaineers of several nationalities are in Pakistan vying for the first ascents of the last two 8,000ers
unclimbed in winter—to date without success.
Summer 2013. The mountaineering death of Artur Hajzer in summer 2013
was a severe blow to the Polish program of winter 8,000er climbs. Hajzer, the
founder of and principal advocate for Polish Winter Himalaism 2010–2015,
and Marcin Kaczkan were in the Gasherbrums in July trying to improve the
record for summiting both Gasherbrum I and Gasherbrum II in the shortest
time. That record is apparently now held by Elisabeth Revol, who linked the
two peaks in 52.5 hours, July 30 to August 1, 2008. On July 7, 2013, Hajzer and
Kaczkan were retreating in bad weather from a summit try on Gasherbrum
I (8,068 m). They separated, and Hajzer fell to his death. Kaczkan survived
and located Hajzer’s body the same day. (See the “In Memoriam” section of
this Alpina.)
	On Broad Peak (8,047 m), five Iranians—Aidan Bozorgi, Pouya Keivan,
Maitaba Jarabi, Ramin Shajael, and Afshin Saadi—arrived in July to attempt
the completion of a new route on the SW Face that a larger group had abandoned in 2009 because of illness. All five easily reached the 6,800-m Camp
3 on the Normal Route, having bypassed a portion of the new route already
traced in 2009. On July 13, Bozorgi, Keivan, and Jarabi struck out on the new
route traversing to right of the Normal Route, leaving their two companions
in support at Camp 3. The route proved difficult, requiring three bivouacs
(one day after only 100 m of elevation gain) before they reached the main
summit early on July 16 for the first ascent of the SW Face. They planned
to descend by the Normal Route hoping to reach Camp 3 and their
comrades soon.
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Unfortunately, the trio apparently climbed down slowly, diverging from
the route and requiring two more bivouacs before reaching 7,900 m. Had
they been on route, descent to Camp 3 should have been easy, but on July 18
Bozorgi reported by satellite phone that they had no food or water, had lost
their tent in a wind storm, and that Jarabi was ill. Shajael and Saadi, ill themselves, could not mount a rescue from Camp 3 and descended to Base Camp
for help. Bozorgi called twice more, the last time on the 20th—incoherent,
alone, and unable to descend a steep wall. (Later GPS analysis of Bozorgi’s
recorded calls suggested he was on the W Face well south of the Normal
Route.) Two Sherpas eventually reached the 7,850-m col and found no trace.
After July 22, deteriorating weather hampered rescue attempts. Bozorgi, Keivan, and Jarabi had been above 7,000 m for nine days, much of the time
without food, water, or a tent. The team abandoned the search with no hope
that the three had survived.
Baltistan and the Hispar Muztagh 2013. A Canadian pair made the
alpine-style first ascent of K6 West (7,040 m) in the Chakrakusa valley of
Baltistan despite the uncertainty and fear generated by the terrorist attack
killing eleven at Nanga Parbat Base Camp on June 22, 2013. (See Alpina in
Appalachia, Winter/Spring 2014, LXV no. 1.) Rafael Slawinski, Ian Welsted,
and Jesse Huey of Canada planned an attack on the unclimbed summit, publicized in 2007 when three parties of distinguished mountaineers invaded the
area, climbing K7 West but failing to reach the top of the higher K6 West. In
2013, the three Canadians were two hours into the long drive from Islamabad
to Skardu by the Karakoram Highway when they learned of the Nanga Parbat
attack. They returned to Islamabad to review their options. Huey thought the
risks and the resulting stress to his family too high and returned to Canada.
Slawinski and Welsted avoided the dangers and probable delays on the Karakoram Highway by taking a flight to Skardu. The most dangerous part of the
trip was the final approach march to reach Base Camp at 4,300 m, as Slawinski told Alpinist, “up an active icefall, then a narrow valley with [avalanche]
hazard from far above.”
After acclimatization and the identification of “one of the most aesthetic
big mountain lines” up the NW Face, Slawinski and Welsted left Base Camp
on July 25 carrying 20-kg packs. The aesthetic line was difficult, requiring
four bivouacs, the last at 6,500 m on July 28. On the 29th, they left the
bivouac before dawn. It was very cold but the snow was good. They reached
the summit early for the first ascent, then basked in the sun before returning
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to 6,500 m. On July 30, the pair made more than 30 rappels down the route,
finally sheltering in the bergschrund to avoid heavy rock fall as the afternoon
sun hit the face. After the face cooled, they made a dash for Base Camp and
safety, arriving long after sunset.
The Kunyang Chhish is a massif of steep mountains in the Hispar
Muztagh region of Pakistan. The highest summit, Kunyang Chhish Main
(7,852 m), is called the 21st highest mountain in the world and was climbed
by Andrzej Zawada’s expedition way back in 1971. Americans Steve House and
Vince Anderson tried Kunyang Chhish East (7,400 m) via the 2,700-m SW
Face in 2006. They failed only 300 m from the summit. The huge unclimbed
face and the mountain then joined that rather elastic category, “one of the
great remaining problems in alpinism.”
Distinguished Swiss climber Simon Anthamatten and Austrian brothers
Hansjörg and Mathias Auer decided to resolve the problem in summer 2013.
They arrived at a base camp below the face on June 12. Following a long period
of acclimatization and then several retreats forced by cold, high winds, and
heavy snow, their meteorologist (in Innsbruck) forecast a window of good
but not great weather. All three left the base camp at 4 a.m. on July 14 and
made three bivouacs on the face, the last in a crevasse at 6,800 m where they
sat out two days of bad weather. At 6 a.m. on July 18, the trio left the crevasse
and set off in clear, cold weather with no wind. Conditions worsened, but
they reached the summit for the first ascent of the face and the mountain at
12:30 p.m. They descended to their base camp that day. A great problem had
been solved.

Indian Himalaya
Indian East Karakoram 2013. India holds most of Kashmir and the East
Karakoram, a control greatly resented by Pakistan. As a result, an ugly border
war has simmered for many years. In the East Karakoram, this meant the
physical, economic, and ecological effects of military and police control.
Mountaineering was sometimes confined to military or police groups, whose
self-reported narratives have been often cryptic and occasionally erroneous.
More recently, decreasing hostility between India and Pakistan led Indian
authorities to permit Indian civilian expeditions and even foreign civilian
expeditions with 50 percent Indian participation.
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The Kolkata (Calcutta) section of the Himalayan Club mounted a major
expedition to Plateau Peak (7,287 m) near Saser Kangri I in July 2013. The
mountain, distinctly flat topped as shown by its informal name, is near but not
actually in the disputed Siachen area and has seen several previous attempts
by Indian and binational groups—all failing because of route difficulties.
The Kolkata expedition was in classical heavy (read “old fashioned”) style.
Debraj Dutta led seventeen members and Sherpas up the South Phukpoche
Glacier to establish a 4,706-m base camp below the W Ridge (the site of most
previous attempts) on July 14.
The expedition then ground up the route, establishing and stocking three
higher camps and laying 2.6 km of fixed rope. The nine-man summit team
left the 6,366-m top camp at midnight on July 30 and reached the summit
at 1:30 a.m. in fine, warm weather. The summiters, Dutta, Pradeep Sahoo,
Subrata De, Prasanta Gorai, with Sherpas Phurba, Mingma, Lakpa Tenzing,
Dawa, and Lakpa Norbu, then walked the length of the 2.5-km plateau. All
enjoying the extensive view and, I suppose, ensuring that the actual highest
point was trod. They then descended safely by the route of ascent.
A smaller, more loosely organized Indo-British team made the first ascent
of Chamsen Kangri (7,017 m) in the Saser Kangri group. Though “getting
there” took well more than half the time, it proved to be substantially less
than “half the fun.”
The Indian component included Divyesh Muni (although the expedition
refused to designate a formal leader, he came as close as any), his wife, Vineeta,
six climbing Sherpas, four other staff, and a liaison officer. The Britons were
Andy Parkin, Susan Jensen, and Victor Saunders. The original plan called for
tries on both Plateau Peak and Chamsen, but the expedition was forestalled by
the Kolkata section success described earlier. The plan, nevertheless, remained
ambitious. They would approach up the South Phukpoche Glacier, go over
the never-before-crossed 6,150-m Sakang Col, then descend to the narrow
North Shukpa Kunchang Glacier that rises between the high 7,000ers Saser
Kangri II and III to reach the area below Chamsen.
The expedition entered the field on July 22 and found the col a major
barrier, involving extensive reconnaissance, several failed attempts, and the
fixing of 1 km of rope. The crossing was completed on August 10, and the
expedition ran the gauntlet of hanging seracs above the glacier to locate
Chamsen Base Camp below the W Ridge at 5,600 m. The long approach had
depleted supplies, and the British members undertook a restocking mission,
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back through the gauntlet and over the col. On August 14, they erected a tiny
two-tent camp on the glacier below the col, about 1.5 km from the N Face of
7,518 m Saser Kangri II. At 10 p.m., a massive avalanche fell down the face.
Little snow and debris reached the camp, but the air blast tore loose both
tents and hurled them down the glacier. Parkin’s tent ripped open as it fell
into a crevasse, dropping him 20 m down the crevasse. The tent containing
Jensen and Saunders rolled to a stop just short of the same crevasse. Most of
the food, climbing equipment, and other supplies were scattered and lost.
Jensen and Saunders found a rope and a few slings and began a several-hour
rescue. They finally pulled Parkin, his rucksack, and his tent to the surface.
He was in great pain and could not stand.
	On the morning of August 15, Saunders and Jensen doped Parkin heavily
with painkillers and walked him about 2 km to a safer location, leaving him
there in his battered tent. They then headed off to Chamsen Base Camp for
help. Early the next day, Saunders, Divyesh Muni, and the Sherpas returned
to Parkin and carried him back to Base Camp.
The Indian authorities forbid the use, even the possession, of satellite
phones in the East Karakoram. Fortunately, the expedition had disregarded
the rule and had a phone. In what must have been a sometimes-tense
discussion on August 17, the Indian Air Force agreed to attempt the difficult
rescue in marginal weather. As good as their word, they had Parkin at
the hospital in Leh two days later. He had a “minor” fracture of his sacrum
(tail bone) and soon was on his way to recovery.
The rest of the expedition suffered a week of bad weather. Their supplies
and fuel were by then severely limited. The climbers probably felt locked into
the most laborious of anticlimaxes. Nevertheless, taking advantage of a short
fine spell, they surged up the W Ridge of Chamsen, establishing two camps
and fixing 600 m of rope. From their top camp at 6,500 m, they reached the
summit at 10:30 a.m. for the first ascent on August 21 and descended that day.
The summiters were Divyesh and Vineeta Muni, Saunders, Jensen (who thus
joined the limited club of British women who have made the first ascent of a
7,000 m peak), with Sherpas Samgyal, Mingma, Ang Dorji, Chedar, Dawa,
and Karma. Everyone safely re-crossed the Sakang Col in 17 hours on August
24 and reached Leh on August 29.
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In Memoriam
Artur Hajzer, 1962–2013. The July 7, 2013, death of Artur Hajzer on
Gasherbrum I removed a living link to the glory days of Polish mountaineering
and a major driving force for its revitalization. Hajzer began climbing in
the Tatras and the Alps at 12, and first reached the Himalaya in 1982 at 20.
A year later, he climbed Tirich Mir, a high 7,000er in the Hindu Kush by a
new variant. His fine performance let him join the Polish mountaineering
old guard—Krzysztof Wielicki, Jerzy Kukuczka, Wanda Rutkiewicz, and
others—on Lhotse S Face and Kangchenjunga. In 1986, Hajzer climbed
Manaslu in the autumn with Kukuczka, and in February 1987, the pair made
the first winter ascent of Annapurna. Later that year, Hajzer accompanied
Kukuczka to the summit of Shisha Pangma—the last of the fourteen 8,000ers
for Kukuczka—the second man to complete the list. For a time, Hajzer
caught the all-fourteen fever, but he wanted to do it “his way” and never
completed the count.
	In 1989, Hajzer played a major part in the rescue of Andrzej Marciniak,
stranded on the Lho La near Everest after an avalanche killed five of his skilled
Polish companions. Depressed by these losses and the death of Kukuczka
on Lhotse that year, Hajzer abandoned high-altitude mountaineering at age
28. He established an outdoor equipment business, which flourished and
enriched him, then crashed, taking most of his new fortune with it. Hajzer
decided to return to the big mountains, picking up a few more 8,000ers.
With Wielicki, Hajzer became the driving force and principal fund-raiser for
the elaborate Polish Winter Himalaism 2010–2015 project. He also led three
winter mountaineering expeditions to the Karakoram: Broad Peak in 2008–
2009 and 2010–2011 and Gasherbrum I in 2011–2012—the last one successful.
	In July 2013, Hajzer, then 51, and younger climber Marcin Kaczkan were
engaged in an attempt to forge a fast link between the summits of Gasherbrum I and Gasherbrum II without a return to Base Camp. They reached
nearly 8,000 m on the Normal Route up Gasherbrum I, but had to turn back
in strong winds. They separated near the Japanese Couloir, and Hajzer feared
that Kaczkan had fallen. Perhaps distracted, he fell himself. Kaczkan, actually
descending the Couloir below, saw Hajzer fall past and climbed down to find
him dead. Kaczkan had minor injuries but eventually descended to Camp 2,
where he was rescued by a Russian team on July 9.
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The death of Artur Hajzer on a high-summer climb may seem ironic,
but his program encouraged the maintenance of good physical conditioning
and regular training on the summer 8,000ers guided by experienced mountaineers. Perhaps the real irony is that Hajzer, the man who once abandoned
high-altitude mountaineering because of its high death toll, fostered the competition that led to and still leads to death for distinguished mountaineers
from Poland and other nations.
Acknowledgments: These notes are based in part on accounts in The American
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acknowledged.
—Jeffery Parrette
Alpina Editor
Guy and Laura Waterman spent a lifetime reflecting and
writing on the Northeast’s mountains. The Waterman Fund
seeks to further their legacy of stewardship through essays
that celebrate and explore issues of wilderness, wildness, and
humans through the Fund’s annual essay contest.
The 2015 essay contest invites emerging writers to explore
more deeply the theme of who the stewards of wilderness
are. More men than women explore professional careers in
the stewardship of wilderness and public land management.
What, if any, bearing does gender have on our shared and
individual perceptions of, and relationship to, wilderness?
Is there a relationship between gender, wilderness exploration, and the management of these invaluable public lands?
Alternately, does the spirit of wildness transcend gender?
The Waterman Fund encourages all interested writers to
explore these questions in the coming months. For more
information about us and the essay contest, please visit
www.watermanfund.org.
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News and Notes
Appalachian Mountain Club Releases Video Depicting
Visual Impact of Northern Pass Planned Route
The Appalachian Mountain Club has released a video series that shows the
bird’s-eye view of how drastically the New Hampshire landscape would be
altered by the Northern Pass transmission line. The short video fly-over—
which uses data taken straight from Northern Pass’s permit application—
depicts how the 186-mile-long proposed route may affect areas of national,
local, and, for many, personal significance.
The area up to a half-mile out on either side of the transmission line is
shown, including the location and heights of new towers and existing ones
that would be enlarged or moved.
To view the video, and read more about the background of the Northern
Pass project, see outdoors.org/conservation/wherewework/wmnf/northernpass-project.cfm.

Nancy Pond Trail Rebuilt
In August 2011, Tropical Storm Irene tore throughout the Northeast, wreaking havoc on public lands. Since 2012, the Appalachian Mountain Club and
the U.S. Forest Service have been working in the White Mountain National
Forest to mitigate these effects. Past projects include the Nineteen-Mile Brook
Trail (2012), Signal Ridge Trail (2012), Avalon Trail, and Mount Willard Trail
(2012–2013).
	In 2013, the AMC trail crew, funded by the National Forest Foundation’s
Treasured Landscapes program in cooperation with the WMNF, spent almost
2,000 total hours relocating two sections of the Nancy Pond Trail.
Extensive sections of the Nancy Pond Trail, where it closely parallels the
brook, were flooded over and washed away or seriously undercut, leaving the
trail unsafe and prone to future flooding. The longest relocation, 0.6 mile
long, traversed steep and rough terrain requiring extensive treadway construction and installation of erosion control and drainage structures. Following
the route marked by USFS and AMC trails department staffers, the trail crew
cleared the trail corridor of trees and brush, then removed the many stumps
and roots along the new route. Much effort was then required to dig through
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the duff, organic material, and then cut a bench into the slope to construct
a firm, even treadway. Along steep sections, the crew also installed 102 rock
steps with scree walls and 29 log steps to control erosion.
—Sally Manikian

Nice Trail for a White Wedding
Normally, we would not report every long-distance backpacking trip, but
Ron Urlich’s 2012 trip on the Pacific Crest Trail took wilderness adventure
into a new realm. Urlich stepped onto the 2,600-mile Pacific Crest Trail
like so many other ambitious distance hikers, with dreams of completing its
length in one trip. Except Ulrich, an industrial painter turned performance
artist, would wear a series of wedding gowns—26 in all.
Wait. Wedding gowns?
Ulrich said he was inspired by nothing other than a love of nature’s beauty,
and a love of the beauty of the wedding gown, and an artist’s love to explore
photographic composition. He had never hiked more than 42 miles at once.
The dresses ranged from vintage to strange to iconic (a fellow PCT hiker
offered her Vera Wang dress). Dresses were donated and collected, along
with the basic monetary fundraising that accompanies a distance hike.
During the fundraising, training, and preparation for the hike, he carried a
wedding gown on his person at all times, never knowing the inspiration to
pose would strike.
But why wedding gowns? “I admit I’ve always found myself enthralled
by the beauty of wedding gowns,” Ulrich wrote. “They’re so fluid in motion,
whether down the aisle or down the runway. Even on a dress form adorning
a shop’s front window, a gown emanates fantasy and illuminates dreams. The
often-detailed construction of such a masterpiece, combined with the selection process of the bride, her family and bridesmaids, and the intense amount
of time that is sunk into this the one garment—it leaves me feeling that it’s a
great shame for it to be packed away in the back of a closet somewhere.”
Hiking in that many gowns (100 miles per gown) proved to be another
layer of logistics on top of an already-long list. Each dress was individually
prepared for the rigors of the distance hike: some poofiness removed, corsets
let out to fit his frame, and large waists tucked in.
	Sticking to the goal of giving each dress its photographic moment, he
often found himself wearing one and carrying the other on his back. Most
lightweight backpackers don’t carry additional weight of satin, tulle, silk, and
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beading. Amazingly, Ulrich left trains intact, even if it meant cinching them
with carabiners or tossing them up over the pack. Ulrich’s tongue-in-cheek
version of “Leave No Trace” became “Leave No Lace,” as he struggled to keep
each gown intact over 100 miles.
	On Ulrich’s hiker log (see hiking26.com), he details the beautiful moments
of outstanding scenery, the personal struggles with steep rocks and painful
feet, the hospitality of trail angels, characters he met. But unlike other hikers’ diaries, his intersperses posts detailing each dress, the size, the origin, the
designer, and a description of the character of each wedding dress.
	In the end, he packed up and stored 25 of the dresses (like so many wedding dresses) in the back of a closet. But one he shipped north to trail angels
the Dinsmores of Baring, Washington, who operate a “hiker haven” for distance hikers, decorated with mementos and paraphernalia of past hikes.
The story didn’t end there. Ulrich tackled the Continental Divide Trail in
2013 wearing tuxedos and kilts, and he was aiming to complete the Appalachian Trail wearing bridesmaids’ gowns. Read more at hiking26.com.
—Sally Manikian

AMC’s Outdoors Rx Goes to Washington
I was honored and thrilled to be recognized in March by the White House
as a “Champion of Change” for my years of work with young people in
the outdoors and especially the Appalachian Mountain Club’s Outdoors Rx
program. I was so excited to be there, and I was so honored to be amongst the
other winners. John Podesta, counselor to the President, opened the event.
Interior Secretary Sally Jewell gave the keynote speech. I sat on a panel with
some of my fellow honorees, fielding questions on how to get more urban
youth outside.
As part of the award I was able to write a blog about the program
and my experience with Outdoors Rx families to date. You can find it at
whitehouse.gov/blog/2014/03/24/prescribing-outdoors-one-family-timethrough-outdoors-rx. In general, we have found parents are overwhelmed
and overworked, and kids are overscheduled. There is so much competition
that finding family and outdoor time is tough to fit in. But people understand
it’s so important.
—Pam Hess

Pam Hess is director of youth engagment for the Appalachian Mountain Club.
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Books of Note
Cairns: Messengers In Stone
By David B. Williams
Seattle: Mountaineers Books, 2012
158 pages. ISBN 978-1-59485-681-5.
Price: $15.95 (paperback);
ISBN 978-1-59485-682-2. Price: $12.95 (e-book).
I’m a little embarrassed to admit that
despite working and living in the White Mountains
of New Hampshire for many years, I’ve never given
deep thought to the magnificent piles of rocks, called
cairns, that mark our trails above treeline. Of course, as a hiker I’ve often
relied on cairns to find my way through dense fog, feeling the relief that
comes with finding one cairn after another. On early morning hikes from
Lakes of the Clouds hut to the summit of Mount Washington, I remember
feeling with joy that my only company was the white-throated sparrow and
the deliberately placed piles of rock. I’ve built cairns as a trail worker—taking
great pride in using the right-sized stones, placed in the right line of sight
necessary to protect both hikers and plants. And I’ve torn down cairns that
were built by hikers in inappropriate places, directing others’ off trail or onto
sensitive vegetation.
But I never gave them much thought outside my limited world until I
read this book. David Williams gives readers both a whirlwind tour and a love
letter to the ways in which humans have used cairns.
Williams shows the reader that cairns are much more than a pile of
rocks—although a pile of rocks isn’t so bad after all: The book gives an excited
explanation of the qualities of igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic cairn
building. To him, cairns are a proof of humans’ innate goodness toward one
another: “At its core . . . cairn building is an act of generosity, something you
do to help others. In this interpretation, making a heap of rocks that guides
another fits the definition of altruism, or doing something for someone with
no expected return or reward.”
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And our human love of stone shows our connections to the earth and
our sense of place upon it: “The cairn becomes a tangible sign of the bond
between people and place, an acknowledgement of a relationship that we
value. Cairns are a sign of community-of hikers, of family, of humanity.”
Taking us beyond the hiking world, Williams presents a much deeper
way of looking at cairns: leading us into not only their geology but also their
ecology, archaeology, paleontology and sociology. It turns out that cairns can
be found across the globe, from the Golan Heights to the arctic; they can
be traced back to 4,000 BCE and have been used to mark just about every
human endeavor. There are even bird-dung loving lichens, known as species
ornithocoprophilous, that feed on the dung deposited by birds that perch
on cairns.
Williams paints a wonderfully intimate portrait of our relationship
with stone. One of my favorite cairn tales isn’t in this book, however—
although I’m confident Williams would make good use of it. Many years
ago—before global positioning systems and cell phones were common in the
backcountry—someone I’m close to was given the job of tearing down cairns
that marked an unauthorized trail in the White Mountains. It was a great
assignment. He got to spend the day in a remote ravine, destroying cairns
as he climbed higher and higher. The only trouble emerged when he neared
the end of the now-obliterated trail. As is common in the White Mountains,
clouds began to form, and then to lower ominously, until our hero found
himself enshrouded in fog. The cairns that had so clearly marked his way
up were now a part of history. Suddenly it didn’t seem so smart to have
removed the cairns on the way up the trail. Not having much choice, he
slowly made his way down remembering as best he could where the piles of
stone had been.
Williams worries that our reliance on GPS technology will lead us away
from our connection to cairns and, therefore, our connection to other people:
I worry that the new technology may render our use of natural clues
and cairns obsolete. More and more people now carry GPS units in
the backcountry, so much so that the classic urban “hunch” of a person
bent slightly, head tilted down, staring at a screen, has become a common trailside feature. Are these people relying too much on technology
and not enough on the subtle details around them? Will they no longer
look for the reassuring cairn letting them know that others have been
there before?
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Cairns: Messengers in Stone gleefully relays the human relationship with
stones. Stones that have marked our passages through mountains, recorded
our achievements and chronicled our defeats, covered our dead and formed
a link with animals and plants throughout millennia. I like to think that
regardless of technology, there will always be those connections, often
chronicled in stone, that link each of us to the land and to those who have
come before. David Williams’ book serves as a good reminder of why that
link is so important.
—Rebecca Oreskes

Himalaya: The Exploration and Conquest
of the Greatest Mountains on Earth
Edited by Philip Parker; Introduced by Peter Hillary
New York: Conway Publishing,
Distributed by Sterling Publishing Co. Ltd., 2013
192 pages. ISBN: 9781844862153.
Price: $29.95 (hardcover)
Anyone who has ever laced up hiking boots
and strolled even to such a modest but elegant summit as Mount Willard
in New Hampshire’s White Mountains has fantasized about scaling—or at
least shivered while simply contemplating—the tallest peaks on Earth, the
Himalaya.
But those of us accustomed to Appalachians that top off at just above a
mile in elevation can’t fathom the immensity and majestic grandeur of a range
with fourteen peaks towering five times higher, whose very names evoke wonder and awe—among them K2, Kangchenjunga, Changtse, Nuptse, Lhotse,
and of course, the king of them all, Everest.
When I gazed from a distance at the fabled, 29,029-foot summit while
trekking years ago in Nepal’s Khumbu, it seemed as inaccessible and inhospitable as the surface of the moon—yet I instantly understood why Everest and
the Himalaya have for centuries exuded a powerful magnetic force of sorts,
drawing explorers and adventurers from around the globe.
	I also knew then that was as close as I’d ever get to the summit and would
therefore have to experience an ascent the way most of us do: vicariously. This
extraordinary volume with its insightful essays, detailed historic, geologic,
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and political narratives, informative maps and of course, exquisite photographs, provides just such an “expedition.”
Editor Philip Parker and his gifted team of writers, photographers, and
cartographers present a stunning chronological compendium of humans’
forays into the 1,500-mile-long range that covers new ground beyond the
well-trod tales of George Mallory and Edmund Hillary.
	I especially enjoyed the numerous short pieces that highlight not just other
climbing pioneers but also present fascinating, odd tidbits, such as British scientist George Finch’s development of improved clothing and use of bottled
oxygen in the 1920s:
Practical and creative, he made a prototype down-filled duvet jacket, in contrast to the wool and tweed sported by the rest of the team. Unlike the other
skeptics, he was also convinced that the only sensible way to attempt Everest
was with the aid of supplementary oxygen. Stuck for two days in a storm at
the top camp, he found that regular puffs of bottled oxygen staved off the
most debilitating effects of altitude (in his case alternating oxygen with puffs
on a cigarette!).

Vintage photographs of these visionary adventurers and their sparse gear
reinforce the remarkable accomplishments—and tragic consequences of
many early expeditions.
Twelve overview maps also clearly outline the routes—but, like most coffee-table books, Himalaya best succeeds with its superlative photography.
Readers viewing these spectacular images will have the same experience as
those who snapped the pictures: They will take your breath away.
—Steve Fagin

Last Hours on Everest: The Gripping Story
of Mallory & Irvine’s Fatal Ascent
By Graham Hoyland
London: Collins, 2013
310 pages. ISBN: 978-0-00-745575-1.
Price: $26.99 (hardcover)
If George Mallory and Andrew Irvine
had simply disappeared without a trace on their
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Everest attempt that June 8, 1924, they would have left behind an insoluble
mystery. Instead, tantalizing clues have appeared: Noel Odell’s glimpse of
them their final day in 1924; then Irvine’s ax being found in 1933; and—
most dramatic and unexpected—the discovery of Mallory’s body in 1999.
This is the 90th year since the disappearance, and new speculations abound.
Maybe the climbers were defeated by the “Second Step,” the one (formidable) obstacle on their route; maybe they surmounted the Step, maybe Odell
saw them there or not, maybe they descended to an alternate route. . . .
That’s just a start. One of the latest to weigh the evidence and speculate is
Graham Hoyland. He has certainly paid his dues: Everest “has cost me my
marriage, my home and half my possessions.” In return for this high price,
Hoyland has climbed the mountain and responded to the inevitable question:
Did they reach the top?
His conclusion is that they did not. He thus joins the ranks of other experienced climbers, many of whom wish that the success they doubt were actual.
His chapter “Weighing the Evidence” is comprehensive and judicious. He
divides the evidence into “reliable” and less so. The latter includes—rightly, I
think—that final day sighting. “Odell changed his story so much,” Hoyland
says, that his claims are inconclusive. Although he was a fine observer, Odell
was a long away from the climbers. If he really saw a brisk ascent of one of
the ridge’s “steps,” it could not plausibly have been the second one. That steep
outcrop is now surmounted by a ladder installed in 1975. But for the ladder,
it would be an enormous obstacle—all the more for climbers in 1924 gear,
without pitons. One conjecture is that the climbers abandoned their attempt
on the Step and descended into the Norton Couloir farther along. Unlikely,
but, like similar theories, not impossible either.
Perhaps Hoyland’s greatest contribution to the debate is his analysis of the
weather that June 8. Odell’s report describes a “squall” on the ridge. Hoyland
thinks conditions were far worse. In collaboration with two University of
Toronto professors, he published an article demonstrating the unusually low
barometric pressure that season, which would have exacerbated the difficulties
that the two climbers faced.
An obsessive adventurer, Hoyland weaves his own story into Mallory’s.
He describes his cousin, T. H. Somervell, twice on Everest with Mallory, who
became a missionary doctor in India. You can find a gallery of books on
Mallory, but few on Somervell (read his autobiography, After Everest [Hodder
& Stoughton, 1936]). Only a few days before June 8, Somervell and Edward
Norton climbed above 28,000 feet, a record. Unlike Mallory and Irvine, they
used no supplementary oxygen.
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We meet Hoyland’s uncle (killed on Mont Blanc in 1934) and “the young
woman who would eventually become my ex-wife.” And we learn of his
chagrin at being roughly invalided off the expedition that later found
Mallory, as well as his quarrels with other theorists about that last climb.
The part of the book that has regrettably received the most popular
attention is a claim that Mallory’s body was sighted in the 1930s by the
great Everester Frank Smythe, who looked through a telescope at Base
Camp. (This assertion is also found in Tony Smythe’s very recent biography,
My Father, Frank [Vertebrate Publishing, 2013].) This adds little to the story
but begs the question of why he kept the discovery so quiet. Smythe’s answer:
“The press would make an unpleasant sensation.”
Hoyland’s claim that he “has finally solved the mystery” of Mallory and
Irvine is presumptuous. His analysis is plausible but hardly definitive. Perhaps
someday a camera will be found, on Irvine’s body or elsewhere, with film
that answers the question. More likely, the story will remain like one of those
vexing undecidable propositions in mathematics: They reached the top or
they didn’t, but we will never be able to prove it either way.
—Steven Jervis

Over the Top: How One Move
Changed a Climber’s Life
By Russell Fralick
Grand Rapids, Michigan:
Discovery House Publishers, 2013
240 pages. ISBN 978-1-57293-751-2.
Price: $12.99 (paperback)
Technical climbers, it seems, are never more
than one slip away from plunging off a cliff. Those
who suffer that fate are either mourned as daring but
ill-fated adventurers, or castigated as careless klutzes.
Meanwhile, those who survive, either because of superior training, reliable
equipment, good luck, or a combination of all three, occasionally experience
epiphanies. Russell Fralick, a daredevil who scaled sheer walls in his native
British Lake District and Southwest China’s Karakoram before a near-death
experience while climbing in Norway, falls into this second category.
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	In this book, Fralick describes how he and his buddy Dave inadvertently
strayed from a safer route while climbing a 1,000-foot-high roadside crag.
They meandered into a waterfall, ran out of daylight and energy, and found
themselves, quite literally, at the end of their rope.
“There was no way around it. We were stuck. The two of us stood on a flat
section of rock, almost like a pool, our boots submerged in the water, and we
stared into the blackness that was swallowing our waterfall. I put my hands
on my hips and looked up into the night sky and then down at my boots.
All this way to reach a dead end! How unspeakably cruel!”
With no other options, the pair elected to jump, and their survival eventually led to Fralick’s spiritual awakening.
Before the near-disaster, he writes, “My ‘church’ was the pub. . . . a spirit,
to me, still meant Scotch, and I was still noted for my excellent ‘rollies’ (handrolled cigarettes), my loquaciousness in profanity, and my willingness to
comfort almost any available damsel in distress.”
Fralick says the experience brought him closer to God. He writes, “I have
always been a passionate person, and as a climber this was a fuel for the next
ambitious project. Now, however, the object of my passion, rather than the
gratification of my own ego and the advancing of self, is the glorifying of God
and the lifting of who He is and what He has done.”
There’s no question Fralick feels blessed to have survived an ordeal, and
it is not surprising that he feels compelled to express eternal gratitude for his
good fortune.
	Some readers may consider this account inspirational, but I suspect many
will find it requires too great a leap of faith.
—Steve Fagin

Grandma Gatewood’s Walk: The Inspiring
Story of the Woman Who Saved the
Appalachian Trail
By Ben Montgomery
Chicago: Chicago Review Press, 2014
288 pages. ISBN: 978-1-61374-718-6.
Price: $26.95 (hardcover).
Emma Gatewood thru-hiked the Appalachian
Trail in 1955, at age 67, then again in 1957. She hiked
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it a third time, in sections, in 1964. When author Ben Montgomery climbed
Katahdin in September 2012, he met nearly three dozen hikers, each of whom
knew Gatewood. “When it got hard, I’d think about her,” one hiker said.
Montgomery tells her incredible story in greater detail than it’s ever been
told. He drops us at the Mount Oglethorpe trailhead in Georgia (once the
AT’s southern terminus) on May 3, 1955. Gatewood climbs from a taxicab
and packs her gear into a homemade denim sack: Band-Aids, bouillon cubes,
flashlight, notebook, shower curtain for shelter, and a few other carefully
chosen items are all she carries. Then she’s off, and we readers ponder the
lingering question: Why did a grandmother from Ohio in canvas sneakers
decide to attempt what only six people to date had accomplished?
	On her 48th day, reporters started intercepting her, all asking, “Why?” She
fed them banal responses like, “I want to see what’s on the other side of the
hill,” or, “Just for the heck of it.” But a complex portrait emerges in Montgomery’s narrative, which relies on Gatewood’s journals, correspondence, and
interviews with some of her 11 children and 23 grandchildren. We learn about
the years of abuse that Gatewood escaped when she divorced her husband in
1941. We learn that she often sought peace by taking long walks in the woods
and that, although her appearance suggested otherwise, she prepared for her
thru-hikes meticulously, vanishing for days at a time to test her gear.
The story positions Gatewood as a pioneer for female, senior, and ultralight hikers—and as a savior for the AT itself. Gatewood reportedly learned
about the trail from National Geographic, but the realities in 1955 didn’t match
what she’d read, and she talked to the press about them. “This is no trail.
This is a nightmare,” she told a reporter from Sports Illustrated, adding that
she wouldn’t quit. Two years later, Gatewood found the conditions already
had improved. Her tale affected hikers in a big way in her time and remains
relevant and vibrant.
—Marc Chalufour
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Common Mosses of the Northeast and
Appalachians
By Karl B. McKnight, Joseph R. Rohrer,
Kirsten McKnight Ward, and Warren J. Perdrizet
Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2013
392 pages. ISBN: 978-0-691-15696-5.
Price: $24.95 (paperback)
It may come as a surprise to the average
reader that a one-and-a-half pound, 392-page book
would encompass only common mosses, and even
then, only the common mosses of a limited part of the country. So the prospect of a truly comprehensive guide to mosses is rather daunting. Most people
will feel that the 200 species covered are quite enough, thank you very much.
But not the authors of this field guide. Clearly the book is a labor of love,
even if it covers a mere 200 species. It is beautifully produced with helpful
and appealing illustrations, and the system it uses for identifying species is
carefully thought out and enables amateurs to distinguish among plants that
may have previously appeared as an undifferentiated mass.
However, the authors’ enthusiasm may have led them to overestimate the
general public’s level of knowledge of mosses. The beginning of the book is
likely to confuse anyone who wasn’t paying very close attention in high school
biology class and doesn’t have a very good memory. Rather than starting by
defining mosses (which would have been boringly predictable but rather
helpful), the authors start with an explanation of how to use the guide. This
means, unfortunately, that almost the first thing the reader encounters is the
distinction between acrocarps, pleurocarps, and peat mosses.
The authors eventually back into an explanation of what mosses are,
but only after nine pages of dichotomous charts and another four pages on
how to look at mosses and how to collect them. And even then, the authors
begin with organisms that look like mosses but are not—it’s page 24 before
they actually get to what mosses are. That section on what mosses are not is
helpful, so I recommend readers start with it, on page 22, and then read the
section on mosses before tackling the preceding sections on using the guide.
Before trying out the guide, it’s also worth carefully reading the section on
how to look at mosses, especially the recommendation for magnifying glass
and spray bottle. Mosses are small, the parts used to identify them are even
smaller, and wetting them makes the leaves upright and more visible.
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Dichotomous keys—either/or choices—differentiate moss species. This
process starts with the key charts on pages 10 to 15, where the reader is given
choices of types of moss and their leaf and midrib shapes. Each choice corresponds with a colored tab that features icons of the type of moss and leaf
shape. The reader can go to the appropriate section in the guide and browse,
or can go to the dichotomous key section that starts on page 340 and use the
icons to find the appropriate key to identify the specific species and the pages
on which it appears in the guide. Once the basic distinctions among the
mosses are grasped, this is a fairly intuitive system that makes it easy to find a
species’ listing.
Each species is presented in a two-page spread. The first page has photos
with explanatory captions and line drawings illustrating specific features of
the species, especially those that change over its life cycle. The facing second
page has descriptions of the overall appearance of the moss, how its leaves
and capsules are shaped, and typical habitats, similar appearing species and
how they differ, and microscopic features (presumably for use with samples
collected and taken home).
Following the dichotomous key section comes a key to the types of habitats
where moss grows, with species lists for each habitat. To my disappointment,
the habitat list didn’t include asphalt shingles on the garage roof. That would
have helped with my tentative, but fairly confident, identification of a sample
of Bryum argenteum, or silver moss, on my property. (To be fair, the entry for
silver moss did list roofs as one of its habitats.)
	Once you master its organization, this is an excellent guide, clearly laid
out, helpfully illustrated, with a durable stitched heavy plastic cover, and
printed on water-resistant paper.
—Nat Eddy

High Summits: 370 Famous Peak First
Ascents and Other Significant Events
in Mountaineering History
By Frederick L. Wolfe
Englewood, Colorado:
Hugo House Publishers, Ltd., 2013
703 pages. ISBN 978-1936449-35-4.
Price: $49.95 (hardcover)
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The author introduces this encyclopedic tome as “a reference
on mountaineering history”—an accurate portrayal. It documents significant
first ascents on all five continents and prints a Who’s Who of mountaineering,
beginning with Empedocles in 450 BCE. Alongside the text are diagrammatic
maps, tables, charts, black-and-white photographs, and a couple of Wolfe
family photos.
	It may astonish you, for example, to learn that more than 2,000 people
have died on Mont Blanc, making it by far the deadliest mountain on Earth.
Or, in Appendix III, you will read that of the 26 deaths on Makalu as of
2008, 11 of these occurred on descent. That’s 46 percent, a higher percentage
of deaths-on-descent than on any of the other 8,000-meter peaks.
Many sentences in High Summits begin, “Unfortunately,” followed by
“disappeared,” “vanished,” “was killed,” “fell,” “was swept away,” “succumbed
to exhaustion,” “high-altitude pulmonary edema,” “body was located” or,
most grisly of all, “His remains have continually resurfaced over the years.”
On the brighter side, it seems that mountaineers who survive their obsession
tend to live into their 90s. There is no chart for this, however.
Gearheads, winter campers, and catalog readers will be interested in the
equipment notes. The evolvement of gear, which Wolfe documents, has
helped the sport immensely. Read the history of carabiners, the evolution of
the ice ax, and the improvement of ropes.
	Similarly, Wolfe documents the adoption of new techniques and styles
of climbing. This section has its own index. When was the first documented
use of the pendulum technique for crossing holdless rock? 1911. The dynamic
belay? 1932.
Each section of the book is headed by a splendid quotation from a famous
climber. My favorite is from Hermann Buhl (1924–1957): “Mountaineering
is a restless pursuit. One climbs further and further yet never reaches the
destination. Perhaps that is what gives it its own particular charm. One is
constantly searching for something never to be found.”
Also never to be found is a final compendium. The statistics keep
accumulating. The complete reference book on mountaineering can never be
finished, but Frederick Wolfe has certainly given this colossal task a lifetime’s
labor of love, unlikely to be surpassed for several years.
—Malcolm Meldahl
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On Asher Brown Durand’s
Kindred Spirits (1849)
Oil on canvas, an interpretation
Of the Creator’s hand by human heart.
Summer foliage full, bending trees frame
Clove of the Catskills and Kaaterskill Falls.
Two scenes blended into one; limbs arching,
Shading, pointing across to greater cliffs,
As cascade trace divides the wooded cleft.
A journey awaiting another day.
One bird content to fly within the gorge,
Another looks on from a lower branch,
While still a third sails on higher currents,
Gliding to far mountains, hazy and blue.
The two figures, central, but not centered:
William Cullen Bryant and Thomas Cole.
Poet and painter, paper and canvas,
Realize their callings according to gift,
Bearing witness to earth of cats’ rivers.
Standing on the rock ledge, cantilevered
Over trout stream winding thin through the glen.
Lowering afternoon sun on their backs,
The shadows long across the flat stone perch
Darken broken trees; dusk to claim its time.
Contemplating new art, soon homeward bound,
Knowing the valley gives up its light first.
Paul Weidknecht

Paul Weidknecht’s work has appeared most recently in Philadelphia Stories, Structo
(UK), and The Binnacle. Previous story publications include Rosebud, Shenandoah,
and The Los Angeles Review. He lives in Phillipsburg, New Jersey, where he has
completed a short-story collection.
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A Peak Ahead

On the Mighty Colorado,
Holding on Tight

E

ven with its diminished water flows, the Colorado
River’s fast waters and big drops stun and thrill Americans, millions of
whom also rely on the river for drinking water. Can the river survive all that
humans have done to it? In the next Appalachia, two writers consider that.
Adventurer John Gioia will explain why he believes that river recreation will
be crucial to conserving the resource. Lisa Densmore, on a 200-mile-long
float through the Grand Canyon, shows its beauty and also the impact of
mining and pumping.
Was Mount Whitney going to be too much for novice climber Jia Jung?
In her essay, “The Big One,” Jung, a Moth Grand Slam storyteller from New
York, tells how she left her mother behind and pushed herself too hard.
The Boston writer and psychiatrist Elissa Ely makes her debut in the
journal with the first of a series of vignettes on human connections in the
New England wilds. Middle-aged hikers climb up to Greenleaf Hut below
Mount Lafayette, feeling free of stress. They encounter a couple in crisis.
“This was not for our eyes.”
What’s so great about the Great Gulf? Forester, hiker, and naturalist David
Govatski will explain the twentieth century’s trail-building sprees and protection efforts among the giant bowl of boulders below Mount Washington.
The reckless behavior of the guide called “Old Man Thompson” might
have been the reason that the White Mountains’ Zealand Mountain was
renamed that from Mount Thompson. Julie Boardman will tell this odd story.
Along with these stories will be W. Kent Olson and John Nutter’s history of
teaching hut guests about nature; an essay about Emerson; the winning essay
of the seventh annual Waterman Fund essay contest, Sandy Stott’s analysis of
last season’s accidents in the White Mountains of New Hampshire; poems,
Research, Alpina, and more. Join us for the Winter/Spring 2015 issue, to be
published in December.
—Christine Woodside
chris@chriswoodside.com
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“I started reading Appalachia for the accident reports, but I kept
reading for the great features.” — Mohamed Ellozy, subscriber
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